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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Historical overview of TEM
1.1.1 Resolution
Microscopes have been used since the late 16th century in order
to extend the resolution limit of the human eye. For most of
this time, the illumination source used to obtain images was only
visible light. But, in the early 20th century, the development of
quantum mechanics, and, in particular, the wave-particle duality
proposed by De Broglie (1925) [1], ultimately resulted in the
development of an electron microscope by Ruska and Knoll (1931)
[2][3].
Since the Rayleigh criterion for the resolution of two punctual
objects involves the wavelength of the illumination source, using
highly accelerated electrons opened a resolution range which is
forbidden to visible light microscopy. Whereas for the shortest
range of the visible light spectrum the wavelength is λ = 400nm,
for electrons accelerated at 100keV it is λ = 4pm. Using the
magnetic field created by the current running through a copper coil
as an electromagnetic lens to focus the electron beam coming from
a thermoionic source, Ruska and Knoll built the first Transmission
Electron Microscope (TEM) in 1931. The achieved resolution (in
the hundreds of nm) was not diffraction-limited by the electron
wavelength, but by the quality of the electron optics. Only two
years after that, the TEM had surpassed the resolution achievable
by the visible light microscope.
1
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Over time, the combination of technical improvements in elec-
tron optics and the use of higher accelerating voltages resulted in
an ever increasing resolution in the TEM. Contrast fringes that
could be related directly to the projected crystal potential were
reported by Allpress et al. in 1969 [4]. TEM has been since a
capital technique in the study of the structure of materials, being
the only real space imaging technique of crystal structures and
defects. Following the same basic layout of the Ruska and Knoll
design, a major breakthrough was achieved in 1970 by Crewe with
the development of the scanning mode of the TEM (STEM) [5].
In STEM, a narrow probe is formed by demagnifying the electron
source on top of the specimen. This probe is then scanned across
the specimen using the deflection coils. The detector picks up the
signal coming from the interaction of the electron beam with a
highly localized region of the sample. Following the reciprocity
theorem stated by Cowley in 1969 [6], the STEM can be under-
stood as a TEM with an interchanged source and detector. This
mode is particularly suited to carry out spectroscopic analyses,
obtaining chemical information at the very high spatial resolution
that the instrument offers.
1.1.2 Spectroscopy
Together with the STEM mode, the development of the Field
Emission Gun (FEG), also in the early 1970s, was a major break-
through in the spectroscopic techniques related to the TEM. Their
combination allowed to obtain a narrow, very bright probe that
can be accurately placed on the sample to obtain chemical signals
with a sufficient signal to noise ratio in reasonable acquisition
times. Two main spectroscopies are carried out in the TEM that
allow a quantitative analysis of chemical composition: X ray En-
ergy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) and Electron Energy Loss
Spectroscopy (EELS).
EDS analyzes the energies of the characteristic X rays gener-
ated when the atoms in the sample return to their ground state
after being ionized by the electron beam. Since each element
presents its unique range of characteristic ionization energies, ele-
mental identification is straightforward. Given that specimens
suitable for TEM are particularly thin, X ray absorption and
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fluorescence effects can be neglected and the relative atomic com-
position can be determined from ionization peak ratios, following
the so-called Cliff-Lorimer technique [7][8].
EELS analyzes the energy loss distribution of electrons that
have traveled through the sample. Different types of interactions
of the impinging electron beam and the atoms of the sample
give rise to different regions of the EEL spectrum. Most of the
electrons come out of the sample without any detectable energy
loss, and contribute to the so-called Zero Loss Peak (ZLP), which
is, by a few orders of magnitude, the most intense feature in the
EEL spectrum. Next in energy loss appears the low-loss region (5
eV to 100 eV). This corresponds to the interaction of electrons in
the beam with valence band electrons in the material. The main
feature in this region is the plasmon peak. Since the plasmon
energy (plasma frequency) is characteristic for each compound,
chemical identification can be obtained. In addition, information
on optoelectronic properties of the material (band gap, complex
dielectric function, interband and intraband transitions, etc.) can
be extracted from the analysis of the energy loss distribution in
this region. Also, the intensity ratio between the ZLP and the
low-loss region can be used to determine the sample thickness.
From 100 eV on, we find the core-loss region, corresponding to the
interaction of electrons in the beam with core level electrons from
atoms in the sample. Ionization edges are found at characteristic
energy losses for each element; thus, elemental identification is
straightforward. Quantitative composition determination is a
more challenging task, but can also be achieved. The detailed
methodology is described in Egerton reference book in the field
[9]. From the analysis of the core-loss fine structure (Energy Loss
Near Edge Structure, ELNES), quantitative information can also
be obtained about the oxidation or bonding state of the atoms.
1.1.3 Aberration correction
Scherzer proved theoretically back in 1936 that rotationally sym-
metric electromagnetic lenses could not be designed free of ab-
errations [10]. Thus, a limit for the increase in resolution was
expected for TEM. As a method to overcome this limitation,
Scherzer himself proposed configurations for spherical aberration
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correctors in 1947 [11]. The technical challenge of their practical
implementation becomes clear considering that the first demon-
strated resolution improvement through the use of an aberration
corrector in a TEM was achieved 50 years later, in 1997, by Haider
and Rose [12]. Figure 1.1 shows the evolution over time of visible
light and electron microscopy, with a closer look at the recent
improvements of TEM resolution. The range of length scales that
has been opened to real space imaging in a very short period of
time is remarkable.
Figure 1.1 Evolution over time of the resolution achievable with the naked eye,
a visible light microscope and a transmission electron microscope. The saturation
reached for visible light microscopy corresponds to the diffraction limit given by
wavelength. For TEM, technical improvements such as aberration correctors (close-
up in the right-hand side panel) are still pushing the resolution limit towards the
diffraction limit.
Aberration correction is performed in electron optics in a dif-
ferent way than in visible light optics, since it is not possible
to implement divergent electromagnetic lenses. The procedure
consists, then, in measuring the aberrations present in a given
configuration of the optical system and introducing opposite sign
aberrations by using non-rotationally symmetric electromagnetic
elements. Details on the characterization and correction of aber-
rations are described in Appendix A.
The use of aberration correction opened a new range of resolu-
tion both in TEM and STEM imaging and in spectroscopy, as well
as allowing the use of lower voltages without loss of resolution.
This results in a greater number of beam sensitive materials be-
coming suitable for observation. State of the art instrumentation
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is still improving mainly through aberration corrector technology.
Pushing resolution to the present limits imposes more demanding
conditions to environmental variables, such as room temperature
stability or mechanical isolation of the microscope, which need to
improve accordingly in order to avoid wasting the effects of the
correction.
1.2 Contrast in the TEM
In linear optics terms, what a transmission microscope does is
transforming each point in the specimen into another object (a
spread disk) in the final image. Defining the object as f(~r) and
the final image as g(~r), the latter can be defined as the convolution
of the object transmission function with a point-spread function
h(r) that represents the role of the microscope
g(~r) =
∫
f(~r′)h(~r − ~r′)d~r′ = f(~r)⊗ h(~r) (1.1)
A general definition of the object transmission function would
be
f(x, y) = A(x, y) · e−iΦt(x,y) (1.2)
with an amplitude A(x, y) and a phase Φt(x, y). The modulation
of the electron beam transmitted through the sample can, thus,
occur both in the amplitude and in the phase of the electron wave.
1.2.1 Amplitude contrast
Let us first consider the effect on the amplitude of the electron
wave of the scattering by the sample. Amplitude contrast mani-
fests itself in two different forms: mass-thickness contrast and
diffraction contrast. Variations of mass and/or thickness of the
specimen in conventional, parallel beam TEM give a contrast that
can be understood in a similar way as absorption in visible light
transmission microscopy. The role of optical absorption would
be played in the TEM by the loss of intensity by scattering of
the electrons, the process being governed by the Rutherford cross
section for scattering by atomic nuclei. Diffraction contrast images
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use electrons coherently scattered at different Bragg conditions
to obtain images with particular structural information on the
specimen.
Mass contrast
Mass-thickness contrast can be described through the Rutherford
scattering cross section
σR = 1.62× 10−24
(
Z
E0
)2
cot2
(
θ
2
)
(1.3)
for electrons elastically scattered by nuclei into angles > θ, consid-
ering screening of nuclei charge by deep level electrons charge and
relativistic corrections. The other dependencies are on the atomic
number Z and the energy of incoming electrons E0, determined
by the accelerating voltage. From this cross section, one can see
that scattering is strongly forward peaked. However, any quantit-
ative information will come from the small fraction of electrons
scattered at large angles, i.e., angles greater than those of Bragg
scattering so diffraction contrast will not contribute to the image.
STEM High Angle Annular Dark Field (HAADF) images con-
tain information on the mass-thickness of the specimen, reaching
even atomic level resolution. By focusing the electron beam on
a small enough probe and collecting the scattered electrons on
an annular detector with a sufficiently large hole to avoid Bragg
electrons (> 3o), the resulting intensity will depend only on Z
and on the thickness of the specimen, t. If the thickness is con-
stant, or changes in a way that can be determined, images can
be interpreted in terms of atomic number maps, as shown in
figure 1.2. Combined with aberration correction, the chemical
sensitivity of HAADF imaging has been successfully used in the
characterization of the structure of materials at atomic level. An
exemplary case is the determination of the atomic positions of the
cation species in the unit cell of the superconductor YBCO [13].
However, the leap from qualitative analysis of HAADF images
to quantitative interpretation has to be taken with caution. This
will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.
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Figure 1.2 Scheme of a 1D HAADF acquisition. Effects of both atomic number
and thickness in the HAADF intensity are illustrated.
STEM HAADF images provide useful information about the
position of atomic columns in a crystal, and even about their
composition through the Z dependence of contrast. However,
lighter atoms such as oxygen or lithium, which are of great im-
portance in many functional materials, are invisible to HAADF.
The Annular Bright Field (ABF) technique allows the detection
of light atoms, in addition to the heavier ones, in STEM images.
It can be thought of as a smart acquisition setting used in order
to extract further information from the Bright Field (BF) imaging
mode. It becomes particularly relevant in aberration corrected
STEM.
The signal collected on the BF detector has an annular dis-
tribution, despite being inside the direct illumination cone (as
opposite to HAADF detectors). By placing a circular mask (the
beam stopper) on the center of the beam, this angular distribution
can be used in order to tune the contrast of the image. ABF im-
ages present negative, absorptive-type contrast (i.e, dark atomic
columns) for a wide range of specimen thicknesses and defocus. To
that extent, it is a robust technique with non-oscillating transfer
functions, which makes image interpretation much easier, similar
to the positive contrast in HAADF. The contrast enhancement
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for light atoms can be understood taking into account two main
effects:
• Scattering by light atoms is strongly forward peaked towards
the central BF region.
• Scattering by heavy atoms is stronger at large angles.
This angular scattering distribution was measured experiment-
ally by Okunishi et. al. [14] using the diffracting imaging tech-
nique, in which a diffraction pattern can be obtained with the
STEM probe placed on a particular atomic column. The theoret-
ical framework was proposed by Findlay et al. [15]. The forward
peaking of the scattering from light atoms can be explained by
the dominance of the s-states channeling process. In this model,
electrons couple to the s-type Bloch states, strongly localized
around the atoms, and therefore, exit the specimen aligned with
the direction of the atomic column. The scattering by heavier
atoms is dominated by thermal diffuse scattering (TDS), resulting
in larger scattering angles.
Considering the ABF signal as the subtraction of the central
region integrated intensity from the large angle integrated intens-
ity (given the non-coherence of STEM imaging), the subsequent
darkening of the light atomic columns results in a global contrast
enhancement: light atomic columns will i) appear darker against
the background signal and ii) will not be shadowed by the contrast
from heavier columns. On the downside, the resulting contrast will
not have the additional chemical information found in HAADF
images. However, if the experimental configuration consists in a
purely annular bright field detector or a conventional bright field
detector with a mask (as in our case), it is straightforward to
acquire ABF and HAADF signals simultaneously. This is not the
case if the ABF conditions are achieved by a combination of large
camera lenghts and HAADF detectors.
Diffraction contrast
Before getting down to real space imaging, let us first briefly
describe how the electron beam is diffracted by the specimen in
the TEM. Looking at a single unit cell in a crystalline material, the
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amplitude of the electron beam scattered by it can be expressed
as
Acell =
e2pii·~k·~r
r
F (θ) (1.4)
where F (θ) is the structure factor, containing information on the
atomic number and relative positions of all the atoms in the unit
cell. The amplitude of a beam diffracted at an angle θ by n unit
cells in the specimen will consist of a sum over those unit cells:
φg =
ipia
ξg
∑
n
e−2pii
~k· ~rn · e−2pii· ~kD·~r (1.5)
where k is defined as ~k = ~kI − ~kD, the difference between the
incident and the diffracted beams. A spot will appear in the
diffraction pattern when ~kD corresponds to scattering in a Bragg
angle θBragg. The interplanar distance for the given plane family
is a. ξg is the so called extinction distance for each diffraction
vector g:
ξg =
piVccosθBragg
λFg
(1.6)
where Vc is the unit cell volume, θBragg is the Bragg angle, λ is
the electron wavelength and Fg = F (θBragg). It is related to the
unit cell dimension through Vc, its composition through Fg and
the accelerating voltage through λ. Notice that ξg does have di-
mensions of length and that the amplitude is, thus, dimensionless,
as expected.
The electron beam inside the crystal can be thought of as a sum
of the direct beam and all the diffracted beams, with amplitudes
φ0 and φgi respectively. As a convenient approximation for this
description and also a practical situation in the microscope, let us
consider the case where only the direct beam and one diffracted
beam are present. In this two beam approximation, only one
family of planes is oriented in Bragg conditions. The change in
amplitude for the direct and diffracted beams when going through
the specimen (z direction) are described by the Howie-Whelan
equations [16]
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dφg
dz
=
pii
ξg
φ0e
−2piisz +
pii
ξ0
φg (1.7a)
dφ0
dz
=
pii
ξ0
φ0 +
pii
ξg
φge
2piisz (1.7b)
These coupled differential equations describe the continuous
(dynamic) exchange of intensity between the direct and diffracted
beam. Parameter s is called the excitation error, and corresponds
to the distance from the diffracted beam k-vector to the reciprocal
lattice node G, as described in figure 1.3.
Figure 1.3 Schematic view of the diffraction of the electron beam by the crystal
lattice. Blue dots represent nodes in a section of the reciprocal lattice. The
momentum of the incident electron is ~KI , and the momentum of a diffracted
electron beam is ~KD. The sphere defined by the magnitude of these vectors
(| ~KI |= | ~KD|= 1/λ) is called Ewald sphere. When ~K = ~KD − ~KI = ~G, Ewald
sphere intersects with the node and a spot appears in the diffraction pattern.
Reflection G is then said to be strongly excited. Tilting the specimen allows
choosing which reflections are strongly excited. The distance from a node to Ewald
sphere is called s, the excitation error.
Solving the Howie-Whelan equations under two beam condi-
tions yields the amplitude of any diffracted beam when in perfect
two beam conditions. Then, the actual intensity recorded in the
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diffraction pattern can be calculated as the squared modulus of
this amplitude
|φg|2=
(
pit
ξg
)2
sin2(pitseff )
(pitseff )2
(1.8)
where seff is an effective excitation error including the effect of
the extinction distance of the particular reflection G
seff =
√
s2 +
1
ξ2g
(1.9)
The diffraction intensity distribution is found at the back
focal plane of the objective lens of the TEM. In diffraction mode,
the image formation system of the TEM is used to transfer the
information on this plane to the detector in order to obtain
a diffraction pattern. In image mode, however, the objective
aperture in this back focal plane can be used to obtain images
with diffraction contrast.
A first distinction has to be made between Bright Field (BF)
and Dark Field (DF) imaging, depending on whether the direct
beam is included or excluded by the objective aperture. If we
set the experimental two beam conditions as discussed before, a
strong beam DF image is formed by placing the objective aperture
around the G reflection. Since electrons on that diffracted beam
have been coherently scattered by a given (hkl) family of planes,
areas in the image with those planes in zone axis will show bright
(diffraction) contrast.
As can be seen from equation 1.8, the parameters that give
rise, and therefore can modulate, diffraction contrast in the TEM
are changes in thickness, through t, and changes in the diffracting
conditions, through ~s. A non uniform thickness will cause the pres-
ence of thickness fringes in the image, according to the sinusoidal
dependence in equation 1.8. A local change in the orientation
of the (hkl) planes will cause a tilt with respect to the incident
beam and the apparition of bend contours. The latter is a key
point in the diffraction imaging of defects in a material. Defects
can bend, rotate, or modify the orientation of certain planes in
and out of Bragg conditions. These changes can be imaged using
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diffraction contrast, thus mapping the variation of the excitation
error ~s across the specimen.
The presence of defects in the crystal, either planar (grain
boundaries, stacking faults,...) or linear, introduces a translation
vector in the exponential terms of the Howie-Whelan equations:
ei2pi(s·z+~g·~R). The translation term α = 2pi~g · ~R will depend on
the kind of defect. The particular case in which ~g · ~R = 0 means
that the defect is out of contrast (invisibility criterion), so the
strong reflection to be used in a given orientation must be carefully
selected.
In particular, the presence of strain fields around defects in-
dicates the bending of the lattice planes, modifying the Howie-
Whelan equation with a continuous variation of ~R with respect
to z. The core of the dislocation is located at the ~R(0) position.
The excitation error will also change with R as
sR = s+ ~g · d
~R
dz
(1.10)
Setting up a condition with a positive but small s, and placing
the objective aperture around the G reflection, the resulting
DF image will present strong bright contrast at the areas where
the defect brings the planes back into Bragg condition. The
complementary BF image will present a dark contrast in the
defect regions, where the planes are not in Bragg condition.
The previous description considers the use of strongly excited
reflections to form the diffraction contrast image. However, using
weakly excited reflections can provide useful information too, in
the so called weak-beam dark field mode. By placing the objective
aperture in a reflection with a large excitation error s, the image
will show bright contrast in the areas in which the defect bends
the lattice back to Bragg conditions. A significant amount of
intensity is lost, since it decays as ∼ 1/s2. The difference with
respect to the strong beam situation is that the large value of s
means a small coupling of the direct and diffracted beams, so ~g
is diffracted more kinematically. Moreover, ξeff will be small, so
the defects will be imaged more sharply and with an intensity
independent of ξeff .
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1.2.2 Phase contrast
Let us now consider the phase term in equation 1.2. Since we are
considering only the phase contribution to contrast in the image,
we can arbitrarily set A to 1. Given the small specimen thickness
constraint for TEM observation, we are allowed to express the 3D
electrostatic potential in the specimen as a 2D projected potential
Vt(x, y) =
∫ t
0
V (x, y, z)dz (1.11)
Electrons in the vacuum (i.e., outside the specimen) have an
energy corresponding to the accelerating potential of the micro-
scope, eVacc = E. Electrons within the sample will have this
energy modified by the projected potential, E + V (x, y, z), at
each thickness level in the beam propagation direction, dz. This
change in energy can be related to a change in wavelength that
causes a change in the phase of the electron wave going through
each thickness level dz
dΦ = 2pi
(
1
λ′
− 1
λ
)
dz (1.12)
Taking into account the relationship between accelerating
voltage and electron wavelength, this phase shift can be expressed
in terms of electron energy and wavelength
dΦ =
pi
λE
V (x, y, z) = σV (x, y, z) (1.13)
where σ is called the interaction constant. Then, the total phase
shift of the electron wave after going through the whole thickness
of the specimen is
Φ = σ
∫ t
0
V (x, y, z)dz = σVt(x, y) (1.14)
We can introduce this expression for the phase shift in the
object transmission function (Eq. 1.2). Considering again the
small thickness of the sample, we can truncate the Taylor series
expansion of this function at first order to get the weak phase
object approximation. In this approximation, the image function,
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as described in the linear image model (Eq. 1.1), can be expressed
as
g(x, y) = [(1− iσVt(x, y))⊗ h(x, y)] (1.15)
It is easier to work with the Fourier transform of h(x,y).
Equation 1.1 can be expressed in terms of Fourier transforms
(G(k)=FT[g(r)], F(k)=FT[f(r)] and H(k)=FT[h(r)]). According
to the convolution theorem, convolutions in real space correspond
to scalar products in Fourier (or frequency) space
G(k) = F (k) ·H(k) (1.16)
The main contribution to H(k) or contrast transfer function,
comes from the aberrations of the optical system. Aberrations and
aberration correction will be discussed later in more detail, but
to illustrate the present section let us assume a simple scenario.
Aberrations cause the electron wave to deviate from the ideal
spherical wave front by a certain angular value, α. Assuming a
perfect rotational symmetry of the electromagnetic lens, the only
possible aberrations are defocus (∆f) and spherical aberration
(Cs). The change in phase due to these two aberrations can be
expressed as
χ(α) =
2pi
λ
(
1
4
Csα
4 − 1
2
λ∆fα2
)
(1.17)
Since angular deviation and frequency can be related via the
electron wavelength (α = λ · k), equation 1.17 can be expressed
in terms of k as
χ(k) = piλk2
(
1
2
Csλ
2k2 − λ∆f
)
(1.18)
The role of the contrast transfer function will be to modulate
different spatial frequencies (i.e., different spacings in direct space)
by a complex function of the form
H(k) = e−iχ(k) = (cos [χ(k)]− isin [χ(k)]) (1.19)
The actual image g(x,y) recorded in the microscope detector
will be the intensity, i.e., the squared modulus of the electron
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wave function after propagating through the specimen convoluted
with the point spread function. Then, from equation 1.15 we have
g(x, y) = ψψ∗ = |1−iσVt(x, y)⊗h(x, y)|2≈ 1+2σVt(x, y)⊗h(x, y)
(1.20)
Considering the weak phase object approximation, there is
no contribution from the amplitude (cosine) term in the complex
contrast transfer function in equation 1.19. Only the phase term
(sine) remains:
H(k) = sin [χ(k)] (1.21)
From this oscillatory behavior of the contrast transfer function
we can see that different spatial frequencies, i.e., different spacings
in the specimen, can be transmitted to the image with different in-
tensities. To prevent the contrast transfer function from changing
sign, an objective aperture can be placed in the back focal plane
of the objective lens, selecting only spatial frequencies before the
first zero of H(k). Although the value of defocus can be optimized
to have a region of uniformly transmitted contrast as large as
possible, the so-called Scherzer defocus (see figure 1.4), contrast
transfer will never be completely flat, and phase contrast HRTEM
images will always require a careful interpretation.
Even if the effect of an objective aperture is not included in the
CTF shown in figure 1.4, it can be seen that the contrast transfer
goes to zero at a given spatial frequency. This is caused by both
spatial and temporal incoherence of the illumination, each of them
being responsible for an envelope function damping the CTF. Spa-
tial incoherence is introduced by the finite (non-zero) size of the
electron source. Temporal incoherence effects can be introduced
by instabilities of the accelerating voltage, resulting in electrons
with slightly different energies. Since the Scherzer defocus is the
condition at which the homogeneous contrast transfer extends
to the highest possible spatial frequency, the corresponding real
space distance can be used as a way to define the point-resolution
of the instrument. However, higher spatial frequencies are still
transmitted up to the point at which either the temporal or spatial
envelope functions damp the CTF to zero. That spatial frequency
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Figure 1.4 a) Phase distortion function in Scherzer (top) and out of Scherzer
defocus (bottom) conditions. Contrast is transferred as positive or negative depend-
ing on the spatial frequency value k. b) Panel of 25 simulated images of a Si(110)
crystal. Depending on the focus and the sample thickness, atoms appear bright or
dark.
is called the information limit of the instrument. Different ap-
proaches exist in order to try to extend the point resolution up to
the information limit. From an instrumental point of view, elec-
tron holography was devised by Gabor [17] as a way to suppress
the effect of the aberrations in the objective system and, there-
fore, keeping only the specimen-dependent modification of the
electron wave, both in amplitude and phase. From an off-line data
processing approach, exit wave reconstruction techniques use an
acquired HRTEM through-focus series in order to mathematically
calculate the effect of the aberrations of the objective system and
suppress it. A new image can be generated with higher spatial
resolution than any of the acquired images in the series. Two main
procedures are used to retrieve the full electron wave (amplitude
and phase). The first one relies on the Fourier analysis of the focal
series in order to filter out the components that are not sample
dependent. The second approach is the iterative modification
of the exit wave and comparison with an initial phase guess or
simulated electron wave, via the minimization of an error function.
Given the fairly small degree of incoherence of the FEG guns and
the readily available computational power, the iterative methods
are the most commonly used.
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We have shown that, even in a scenario with the simplest
conditions, we can find atoms as both bright or dark spots in
HRTEM images and that, even if the sign is maintained, the
intensity recorded will not necessarily be proportional to physical,
chemical or structural parameters of the sample. This effect of the
contrast transfer function of the microscope has been responsible
for keeping HRTEM an almost completely qualitative technique
for a long time. In the past few years, however, tools that allow
extracting quantitative information from HRTEM images have
become more accessible.
1.3 Relevance of advanced TEM modes for ma-
terials science
In this introduction to the basic working principles of TEM,
the power of the instrument as an ultimate image resolution
tool has been established. Stemming from this central aspect, a
variety of TEM-related techniques are devoted to reveal properties
of materials at the spatial resolution that TEM can provide.
Either by the adequate processing of images, the use of particular
instrumental configurations or the addition of the needed detectors,
it is possible to obtain crucial information to solve challenging
materials science problems. Some of these properties, of particular
interest in the present thesis are summarized in figure 1.5.
Being able to directly relate the final properties with the intim-
ate structure provides a unique insight into the functionality of
materials and devices, especially when compared to the necessar-
ily statistical nature of the information that can be retrieved by
macroscopic measurements. The role of defects as non-radiative
recombination centers in semiconductors, the free surface struc-
ture in oxides for gas sensing or the local magnetic configuration of
nanoparticle assemblies for magnetic hyperthermia, for instance,
need to be assessed through TEM techniques, which can unveil the
local information needed to understand the macroscopic behaviour
of these systems.
In particular, the scale reduction associated with the Nanos-
cience and Nanotechnology revolution demands characterization
tools capable of reaching an unprecedented resolution, in a wide
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Figure 1.5 Materials properties, as related to TEM techniques
range of fields, not only for standard quality control, but in order to
understand the properties of matter at the nanoscale. Going from
bigger to smaller devices, but also from elemental building blocks
(even atoms) to bigger assemblies, basic properties and device
functionalities meet. With its ability to provide different kinds of
information at a very high spatial resolution, state-of-the-art TEM
and related techniques are in the core of this multidisciplinary
and rapidly growing field.
1.4 Summary and scope of this thesis
In the framework of this thesis, different TEM imaging techniques
that allow extracting quantitative information will be described,
reviewed and applied to solving materials science problems.
The first major topic is related to the assessment of local atomic
ordering/disordering phenomena in functional materials. A series
of rare earth niobates (RE3NbO7) will be studied in order to
understand the microstructural origin of their proton conduction
properties, that make them excellent candidates to be used as
electrode materials in solid oxide fuel cells. Also, single crystals of
the tetragonal tungsten bronze (TTB) Sr0.33Ba0.66Nb2O6 (SBN-67)
will be studied by different TEM techniques in order to assess the
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possible short range structural and/or chemical disorder. These
features are thought to be responsible for the observed macroscopic
uniaxial polarization vector of the material as well as its relaxor
properties.
A second major topic of interest will be the phenomena taking
place at interfaces. This includes the characterization of a set
of LaNiO3 perovskite thin films grown on different substrates
(LAO, LSAT, STO, YAO). The effect of the substrate-induced
compressive/tensile strain, given by lattice mismatch, on the
structure of the films will be assessed and related to the observed
electric transport properties.
The interfaces in a GaN/InAlN multilayered system designed as
a Bragg reflector for laser cavities applications will be investigated
in order to account for a lower than expected reflectivity of the
devices. The presence of structural defects and the detection of
intergrowth of wurtzite and zinc blende phases of GaN in thin
films will be addressed.
Also regarding interfaces and strain conditions, the charac-
terization of the free surface of Nb2O5 nanorods, as a key point
for their humidity sensing properties. Expanding on this, the
strain state of Nb2O5 when grown on SnO2 nanowires will also be
studied. The coupling of the sensing capabilities of Nb2O5 with
the electrical transport properties of SnO2 is of particular interest
for functional sensing devices. Therefore, defects at the interface
and strain state are of capital interest in order to understand the
band structure alignment of the system.
Interfaces in lower dimensionality systems will also be studied,
as in the case of Ag@Fe3O4 dimers for applications in magnetoplas-
monics. The epitaxial quality, strain, and the possible chemical
diffusion through the contact surface of the two phases of the
dimer are key aspects in order to properly tailor their optical
properties.
The last major topic is the mapping of magnetic fields at the
nanoscale. The magnetic configurations of different geometric
arrangements of magnetite Fe3O4 nanocubes will be studied.
This characterization is aimed at obtaining enhanced responses
in magnetic hyperthermia treatments for cancer.
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Given the strong interrelationship between the problems under
study, the chapter structure follows the dimensionality of the
systems under study (3D, 2D, 1D and 0D systems).
In the next Chapter, the TEM-related techniques involved in
these studies will be presented in detail.
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Chapter 2
Quantitative TEM. Imaging
and simulation
2.1 Image simulation: basic theoretical concerns
With the ever-increasing access to cheap computational power,
image simulation has become a widespread tool to extract quant-
itative information from HRTEM images. Today, it is possible
to create models for the specimen that can be carefully designed
atom by atom, if needed. These models can later be simulated
to obtain the projected potential map Vt(x,y), which is not access-
ible experimentally, and which can, in turn, be used to simulate
images through a range of microscope experimental conditions.
The number of available variables that can be addressed by this
analysis methodology makes it far more powerful than the analysis
of a single HRTEM image. The basic algorithm is described in
figure 2.1.
There are a number of available software packages to perform
TEM image simulation. JEMS by P. Stadelman or xHREM by
HREM Research LLC are commercial packages for Windows;
MacTempas by Total Resolution LLC is a commercial option for
Mac OS. Free software is also available, for example QSTEM from
the ELIM group at Ulm University (for Windows) or the open
source code TEM SIM by E.J. Kirkland (for Windows and Unix).
In the context of this thesis, simulations have been carried out
using the TEM SIM software running on a Linux environment.
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Figure 2.1 Basic algorithm for extracting quantitative information from image
simulation. A first model is proposed using qualitative information from the
experimental image or other inputs (if available). The projected potential is
calculated and propagated through different transfer functions. The resulting
simulated images are compared to the original ones and this information is used to
apply changes, that can be precisely quantified, to the model and/or the transfer
functions.
2.1.1 Creating the model
The model represents the TEM specimen including, at least, the
minimal features of interest that we want to study. It is the input
information for the image simulation software. The TEM SIM
software uses .xyz files as an input. This file format consists of
the dimensions of the object to simulate and a list containing the
3D position of each atom, identified by its atomic number Z. To
create the models, two software packages developed at University
of Cádiz have been used: EJE Z and RHODIUS [1, 2].
EJE Z is the software package used to create crystallographic
phases. Unit cell parameters, space group symmetry and atoms in
the asymmetric unit are introduced to create a phase. The unit cell
can be visualized and rotated in 3D, with the possibility to include
coordination polyhedra. An example is shown in figure 2.2(a).
Plane spacings and angles, interatomic distances, metric tensors
and other interesting parameters can be listed. The reciprocal
lattice of the crystal can also be visualized in 3D. The unit cell can
be projected along any given direction and repeated periodically,
if needed, to create a model of the perfect crystal that can be
recorded in the .xyz format, ready to be simulated.
In order to create more complex structures including interfaces,
defects, faceting or any other structural or compositional feature
of interest, RHODIUS uses the supercell approach. RHODIUS
supercells are boxes that can be filled using the crystallographic
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phases in EJE Z. After filling this box with the considered phase,
the material can be precisely sculpted by imposing geometric
constraints. Supercells of the same dimensions can be summed
up, as illustrated in figure 2.2(b), to create structures as complex
as the problem at hand requires, even atom by atom if necessary.
Figure 2.2 a) Unit cell of SrTiO3 created and visualized in EJE Z showing Ti
coordination octahedra. b) Model of an interface between a SrTiO3 substrate and
a La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 film
2.1.2 HRTEM simulations
The electron beam in HRTEM can be assumed to be almost
parallel when entering the specimen. The incident electron wave,
then, can be expressed as a plane wave. This wave will travel
through the potential in the sample and will emerge modified by
this interaction. Then, an image of this exit electron wave will
be formed by the objective system. The process of simulating an
image will focus on this segment of the trajectory of the electrons
in the microscope; effects of the electron gun and condenser
system will be taken into account in the form of the incident
electron wave, and the effect of the intermediate and projector
systems, (magnification and shift) can be neglected since they can
be addressed in the calibration and processing of the resulting
simulated image.
The first step in HRTEM simulation is, then, calculating the
propagation of the incident plane wave through the specimen
potential. Two main approaches are used to do so, namely the
Bloch waves method and the multislice method.
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Bloch wave method
The Bloch wave method relies on the fact that the potential
that the electrons of the beam see when traveling inside the
specimen has the same periodicity as the Bravais lattice of the
crystal i.e., V (~r + ~R) = V (~r), where ~R is a vector of the Bravais
lattice. Independent electrons, each one obeying a one-electron
Schrödinger equation
Hϕ =
(
h¯2
2m
∇2 + V (~r)
)
ϕ = Eϕ (2.1)
are called Bloch electrons and their stationary states can be
expressed in the form of a plane wave times a function with the
periodicity of the Bravais lattice
ϕk = e
i·~k·~ruk(~r) (2.2)
This result is known as Bloch theorem, and wave functions
with this form are called Bloch waves. The periodic function uk(~r)
can be expressed as a Fourier series
uk(~r) =
∑
K
ck−Ke−i·
~K·~r (2.3)
where vectors ~K belong to the reciprocal lattice of the crystal due
to the periodicity condition. The periodic potential can also be
expanded in a similar way following the same argument
Vk(~r) =
∑
K
VKe
i· ~K·~r (2.4)
Substituting equations 2.2 and 2.3 for the Bloch waves and
equation 2.4 for the potential in the Schrödinger equations yields
∑
K
ei(
~k− ~K)~r
{(
h¯
2m
(~k − ~K)2 − E
)
ck−K +
∑
K
UK′−Kck−K′
}
= 0
(2.5)
and since the plane waves ei(~k− ~K)·~r satisfying the periodicity of
the crystal form an orthogonal basis set, coefficients for each term
must vanish
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[
h¯
2m
(~k − ~K)2 − E
]
ck−K +
∑
K
UK′−Kck−K′ = 0 (2.6)
By imposing just the periodicity of the potential, the problem
of finding the allowed Bloch waves in the specimen has become N
independent eigenvalue problems, one for each value of ~k. For each
~k, only the c coefficients corresponding to a vector ~K belonging
to the reciprocal lattice of the crystal will be non-zero. Notice
that no particular description of the form of the potential has
been used so far, besides the assumption of periodicity.
Of all the possible combinations of Bloch waves inside the
specimen, only some of them will be compatible with the incident
electron wave. This electron wave can be expressed in a basis of
Bloch waves as
ψ(~r) =
∑
k
αkϕk(~k, ~r) (2.7)
If the weighting coefficients αk are known, the electron wave is
determined at any point in the specimen. Equating the solution
of equation 2.6 at z = 0 (specimen entrance surface) to the
known incident wave (plane wave for HRTEM), coefficients can
be determined. Then, for the particular case of z = t, where t is
the specimen thickness, the exit electron wave can be calculated.
Figure 2.3 shows a descriptive diagram of the Bloch wave method.
Figure 2.3 Schematic of the Bloch wave method to calculate the exit electron
wave. Schrödinger equation is solved in the specimen to obtain the allowed Bloch
waves. They are later set to match the plane wave at the entrance surface and
propagated to the exit surface
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A first problem with this approach is the starting assumption
of the periodicity of the potential. This will not be true in the
presence of defects or interfaces in the model, which are common
situations of interest for simulation. Computationally, the problem
of calculating the N Bloch waves (eigenvalues and eigenvectors,
N -beam problem) requires the storage of N2 elements in memory,
and CPU time scales as N3. Given these limitations, the Bloch
wave method is restricted to problems with perfect symmetry of
crystals with small and highly symmetric unit cells, i.e., where a
small number of beams is needed for the calculation.
Multislice method
The multislice method is used to solve the propagation of a
quantum mechanical wave package through a medium. In the
case of simulation of electron microscopy images, it consists in
slicing the specimen potential into thin slices containing a pro-
jected potential each. The electron wave is transmitted through
each slice and propagated in vacuum to the next one. Each slice
acts as a weak phase object, as described in Chapter one. Dy-
namical scattering effects due to specimen thickness can be taken
into account by iteration, despite each transmission step being a
kinematical process. The resulting exit wave can be obtained by
this method for specimens as thick as ∼ 100 nm. The method is
summarized in figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4 Schematic of the multislice method. The incident plane wave is
transmitted through each potential slice. The modified wave is propagated to the
next slice till the exit surface is reached
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The wave equation for the propagation of electrons in the z
direction can be written as
∂ψ(x, y, z)
∂z
=
[
iλ
4pi
∇2xy + iσV (x, y, z)
]
ψ(x, y, z) (2.8)
where σ is the interaction parameter. The solution of this differ-
ential equation has the form
ψ(x, y, z+∆z) = exp
[∫ z+∆z
z
iλ
4pi
∇2xy + iσV (x, y, z′)dz′
]
ψ(x, y, z)
(2.9)
Imposing the geometry of the multislice approach, ∆z will
be a thin slice of the specimen, and the solution can be further
simplified as
ψ(x, y, z + ∆z) = exp
[
iλ
4pi
∇2xy + iσv∆z(x, y)
]
ψ(x, y, z) (2.10)
where v∆z is the projected potential of a slice of thickness ∆z
v∆z =
∫ z+∆z
z
V (x, y, z′)dz′ (2.11)
Making use of the Zassenhaus theorem for the exponentiation
of operators and neglecting terms of second order and higher,
equation 2.10 can be written as
ψ(x, y, z+∆z) = exp
(
iλ
4pi
∆z∇2xy
)
exp [iσv∆z(x, y, z)]ψ(x, y, z) =
= exp
(
iλ
4pi
∆z∇2xy
)
t(x, y, z)ψ(x, y, z) (2.12)
where t(x, y, z) is the transmission function for a slice of thickness
∆z, as defined in section 1.2 for a weak phase object. By taking
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the Fourier transform of equation 2.12, after some further manip-
ulations, the remaining exponential operator can be interpreted
as a propagator function P (k,∆z)
FT
[
exp
(
iλ
4pi
∆z∇2xy
)
t(x, y, z)ψ(x, y, z)
]
=
= P (k,∆z)FT [t(x, y, z)ψ(x, y, z)] (2.13)
Since a product in Fourier space is a convolution in real space,
equation 2.12 can be rewritten as
ψn+1(x, y) = p(x, y,∆zn)⊗ tn(x, y)ψn(x, y) (2.14)
which is the real space multislice equation. The iterative process of
transmission and propagation, starting with the incident electron
wave ψ0(x, y), ends with the exit electron wave at the exit surface
of the specimen. Computationally, the calculation of equation
2.14 is carried out both in real and Fourier spaces, since the
transmission function is a diagonal matrix in real space and the
propagation function is a diagonal matrix in Fourier space
ψn+1(x, y) = FT
−1 {Pn(kx, ky,∆zn)FT [tn(x, y)ψn(x, y)]}
(2.15)
If the electron wave function is sampled for Nx ×Ny points,
there will be as many Fourier coefficients to calculate. Using the
Fast Fourier Transform algorithms, CPU time scales as Nlog2(N)
instead of N3 as in the Bloch waves eigenvalue problem.
Effect of the objective system
Once the exit electron wave function has been calculated, the only
remaining calculation is the (much faster and simpler) addition of
the effect of the objective lens. This is done by a direct product of
the Fourier Transform of the exit wave and the Contrast Transfer
Function defined by the microscope parameters
Ψ(k) = FT [ψ(x, y)]H(k) (2.16)
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By inverse Fourier transformation of Ψ(k) and the subsequent
calculation of its squared modulus, the final image intensity is
obtained
I(x, y) = |FT−1 [Ψ(k)] |2 (2.17)
A single calculated exit wave can be used to produce as many
simulated images as necessary, under different objective lens condi-
tions. Table 2.1 summarizes the parameters involved in a HRTEM
simulation and its relationship with the actual instrument.
In the multislice approach, including defects and interfaces in
the model is possible. However, the calculation using the FFT
algorithms imposes periodic boundary conditions to the supercell.
If non-periodic features are present, the supercell size should be
large enough as to keep those away from the edges of the simulation
(∼ 5nm), where a second cell will be repeated generating a new
interface. These edges will have to be discarded later.
Parameter Effect on the simulation
Accelerating voltage
(V0)
Defines the incident wavelength of the elec-
tron beam
Wavefunction size
(Nx, Ny)
Number of pixels used to sample the trans-
mission function of the model and the in-
cident plane wave
Slice thickness Determines the thickness of each slice ofprojected potential
Spherical aberration
Cs3, Cs5
Determines the contrast transfer function
Defocus Defines the contrast transfer function
Objective aperture size Sets a cut-off point in the contrast transferfunction
Illumination semi-angle Defines the shape of the incident electronwave
Defocus spread
Integration over a range of defocus values
due to high voltage or lens current instabil-
ities
Table 2.1 HRTEM image simulation parameters
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2.1.3 STEM simulation
The case of image simulation in the STEM mode using the multis-
lice method can be understood as a slight variation of what has
been just explained for the HRTEM case, just substituting the
incident electron wave, ψ(x, y), which is a plane wave in HRTEM,
for a focused probe in STEM. In a STEM calculation, the probe
function has to be propagated through the specimen in each pixel.
So if the specimen is sampled in Nx × Ny pixels, there will be
as many calculations equivalent to those described for HRTEM,
with the corresponding increase in computer time. Once the
exit wave is calculated, its integrated intensity in the back focal
plane, applying the geometric constraint of the detector (BF, ABF,
ADF, HAADF), will be the image intensity for that particular
pixel. A comparative diagram between HRTEM and STEM image
simulation is presented in figure 2.5. Table 2.2 summarizes the
parameters involved in a multislice STEM simulation.
Figure 2.5 Schematic view of the steps in a) a HRTEM simulation and b) a
STEM simulation
2.1.4 Image simulation. State of the art
HRTEM simulation
Computer simulation of the contrast of HRTEM images has been
used since the early 80s [3]. However, the quantitative analysis of
HRTEM images has greatly benefited from the incorporation of Cs
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Parameter Effect on the simulation
Accelerating voltage
(V0)
Defines the incident wavelength of the elec-
tron beam
Probe wavefunction size
(Nx, Ny)
Sampling in pixels of the focused incident
probe ψ0(x, y)
Object transmission function
size
(Nx, Ny)
Sampling in pixels of the object transmis-
sion function tn(x, y)
Condenser aperture angle Limits the number of beams in the probefunction
Spherical aberration
Cs3, Cs5
Determines the shape of the probe
Defocus Determines the shape of the probe
Detector geometry Inner and outer radius, allows choosingbetween BF, ABF, ADF, HAADF, ...
Object size Real space dimensions of the object
Object sampling (Nx, Ny) Number of pixels in the final image
Slice thickness Defines the thickness of each slice of pro-jected potential
Table 2.2 STEM image simulation parameters
correctors. The reduction in size of the point spread function of the
microscope, besides facilitating the interpretation by eliminating
delocalization effects, avoids the intermixing of the intensity of
neighboring atomic columns.
Applications of image simulation for uncorrected HRTEM
mainly focus on the determination of the structure of defects
by comparison of simulated images from proposed models and
experimental images.
The cation sublattice of oxides was studied, for example, by
Daneu et al. in 2007 [4] for the characterization of (111) twin
boundaries in spinel MgAl2O4. The detailed composition at the
defects was found by the combination of multislice simulations
from different models and EDS chemical maps.
Regarding the characterization of defects in semiconductors,
Pailloux et al.[5] described 2D defects (’nanoplatelets’) in ger-
manium after ion implantation. The procedure consisted in simu-
lating an initial model and applying strain field analysis to both
experimental and simulated images. Their results stress the need
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for HRTEM image simulations, given the variation in the apparent
size of the defects with defocus and sample thickness.
Despite not being a widely used technique for chemical char-
acterization, HRTEM images have been used to study the com-
position of ternary III-V structures through lattice parameter
distortion. For example, Ruterana et al.[6] used Finite Element
calculations to characterize the relaxation of In clusters in a GaN
matrix.
As already mentioned, the use of aberration correctors opened
new possibilites for extracting of information from HRTEM. In
particular, the introduction of small negative Cs values was found
to enhance contrast for lighter elements. This technique, known
as Negative Cs Imaging (NCSI), was introduced in 2004 by Jia
and Urban. [7]
Besides improving the procedure already in use for the char-
acterization of defects in oxides [8] and semiconductors [9], the
possibility to access lighter atoms allows studying the oxygen
sublattice in oxides. In the seminal paper by Jia and Urban[7],
the particular problem under study was the oxygen concentration
in twin boundaries in BaTiO3 crystals. Multislice image simula-
tion was used to calibrate the relationship between the oxygen
occupancy in a given site and the HRTEM image intensity. More
recently, in 2013, An et al.[10] studied twin boundaries in yttria
stabilized zirconia (YSZ) regarding the simultaneous effects of
anion site occupancy and atomic displacements on the image
contrast.
HAADF simulation
HAADF image simulation has also been much more extensively
used in recent years, with the increasing availability of probe
corrected STEM systems. The possibility to use Z-contrast to
identify composition at atomic column level has made it clear that
it is necessary to compare experimental images with simulated
ones. There are two main ways to obtain compositional inform-
ation from HAADF images, by using either relative or absolute
intensity scales.
Relative composition analysis of the HAADF intensity relies
in the use of a model-based technique in which the composition
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of unknown atomic columns can be obtained from hypothesis
testing statistical methods, as introduced by Van Aert et al.
in 2009 [11]. In this work, a LaAlO3/SrTiO3 multilayer was
characterized. Regions far removed from the interfaces were
used as a reference and introduced in the parametric model to
identify mixed composition interface layers. Simulations were
used to assess the effect of thermal diffuse scattering and the
cross talking between neighboring columns, which was found
to be especially important for low signal-to-noise ratios. With
this method, differences of ∆Z = 3 in average column atomic
number could be discriminated. Further work in the same group
by Martinez et al. in 2014 [12], on Pb1.2Sr0.8Fe2O5, expanded
this method by using simulated images from varying composition
models as references instead of reference regions. The statistical
model used a linear combination of these compositions. This
method proved to be accurate up to a given thickness, where
non-linear effects became important.
The feasibility of an absolute quantification of the HAADF
intensity was demonstrated by LeBeau et al. in 2008. [13, 14].
By obtaining a response map of the annular detector that can
be compensated for, the experimental intensity can be normal-
ized and directly compared with simulations from models with
a given composition. The initial work on SrTiO3 [13, 14] was
later extended in 2009 to PbWO4, showing good results also for
heavier elements [15]. Rosenauer et al. used this approach in 2011
[16] to characterize the composition of InGaN quantum wells and
quantum dots. In all these studies, the importance of including
thermal diffuse scattering to obtain comparable results in the sim-
ulation is stressed. This can be achieved in multislice calculations
by averaging over a number of different phonon configurations
(frozen phonon approximation). In this sense, the main problem
outlined in these works is the precise knowledge of the Debye-
Waller factors governing thermal atomic displacements, since they
are obtained from bulk measurements but could be rather different
in nanoscale objects, interfaces or epitaxially strained thin films.
The effect of thermal diffuse scattering in the HAADF intensity
was thoroughly studied by Blom et al. in 2012 [17] when charac-
terizing the M1 phase of catalyst Mo-V-Nb-Te-O through HAADF
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experiments and simulation. The use of great computing capab-
ilities allowed studying systematically the role of a wide range
of detector geometries and Debye-Waller factors via the HAADF
simulation. Applying different detector geometries for the analysis
of the same specimen was proposed as an experimental way of
accessing Debye-Waller factors in the nanoscale.
Further results concerning the effect of the annular detector
were given in the 2013 paper by Findlay and LeBeau[18]. The lack
of rotational symmetry of the HAADF detector was found to be
unimportant for HAADF at short camera lengths, provided the
intensity is normalized. On the contrary, for longer camera lengths,
the particular symmetry of the detector should be included in the
simulations if a precision of around ∼ 5% was required. This is
important in Annular Bright Field (ABF) experiments if they are
carried out using HAADF detectors and long camera lengths.
An alternative method for composition quantification was pro-
posed by E et al. in 2013 [19]. A calculated Probe Integrated
Scattering Cross Sections (PICS) is used for quantification instead
of HAADF intensity. Through image simulation, PICS signal was
proven to be more linear with composition than peak intensity
and insensitive to defocus, making it a very useful tool for quanti-
fication. Results showed ∆Z = 1 sensitivity and the possibility to
identify single atoms of unknown elements, where spectroscopic
techniques could suffer from too low a signal-to-noise ratio.
The detection of single atoms of dopants in amorphous ma-
terials was demonstrated by Mizoguchi et al. in 2013 [20]. The
apparent non-homogeneous distribution of dopants was ruled out
through image simulation by showing the effects of depth of focus
and specimen thickness on the visibility of the embedded dopant
atoms. Only atoms in a ∆z = 5 nm from the beam waist and in
a thin area could be imaged.
STEM HAADF simulation has also been used as a diagnostic
technique for determining experimental conditions, both for the
microscope and for the TEM specimen. In 2009, Grillo [21] used
HAADF image simulations to study the effect of strain relaxation
and bending on HAADF intensity. He showed the effect of surface
relaxation due to sample preparation in a strained InGaAs/GaAs
quantum well system. The acquisition of HAADF tilt series was
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proposed as a method to map surface strain. Kauko et al. reported
in 2013 [22] these strain relaxation effects in the quantification of
Sb content in GaAs/GaAsSb nanowires from HAADF intensities.
Regarding the characterization of the STEM probe itself,
HAADF image simulation was used by Kim et al. in 2012 [23] in
order to assess the effect of probe current on the spatial coherence
of the beam. The effect in the blurring of the image of a finite
source size could be added to the simulation as a convolution with
a Gaussian function with a probe current-dependent FWHM.
2.2 Electron holography
Whereas image simulation methods offer an indirect access to
the real electron wave, electron holography allows obtaining ex-
perimentally both the amplitude and the phase of the electron
wave. The development in recent years of highly coherent electron
sources (the Schottky Field Emission Gun (FEG), and, especially,
the Cold Field Emission Gun (c-FEG)) has made the acquisition
of electron holograms possible in a considerable fraction of the
commercial TEMs.
Holography is an interferometry technique, initially proposed
by Denis Gabor in 1947 to overcome the inherent aberrations of
the electron microscope. It consists in the retrieval of the complete
object wave function through the acquisition of the interference
pattern arising from the interference of the object wave and a
reference wave. In the TEM, the most widely used configuration
to obtain an hologram is the so-called off-axis electron holography,
as described in figure 2.6. An electrostatic biprism is placed in
the column in order to split the electron beam. A part of the
beam will travel through vacuum (ψ0(~r), reference wave) and the
other one through the specimen (ψ(~r), object wave), suffering a
phase shift Φs
ψ0(~r) = e
i(~k·~r) (2.18)
ψ(~r) = A(~r)ei(
~k·~r+Φs) (2.19)
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Figure 2.6 Off axis electron holography basic diagram. The electron wave
resulting from the interaction of the electron beam with the sample and a reference
electron wave from the electron beam going through vacuum are made to interfere
using an electrostatic biprism. The resulting interference fringe pattern is studied.
The intensity recorded by the detector in the overlapping
region of these two waves will be, then, the square modulus of the
resulting wave ψ0(~r) + ψ(~r)
I(x, y) = |ψ0 + ψ|2= 1 + A2 + 2Acos(2ipirkh + Φs) (2.20)
where kh is the carrier spatial frequency, corresponding to the
holographic fringes spacing. We can see that the phase shift term,
Φs, survives the recording process. Taking the Fourier Transform
of this recorded intensity we obtain
FT [I(x, y)] = FT
[
1 + A2
]
+ FT
[
A(~r)eiϕs
]⊗ δ(k − kh)+
+ FT
[
A(~r)e−iϕs
]⊗ δ(k + kh) (2.21)
The three terms in equation 2.21 are the three bands of the
hologram power spectrum. The first term is the center band that
corresponds to the classical TEM image. It contains both elastic
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and inelastic contributions and no phase information at all. The
two sidebands, which are redundant since they carry the same
information, are the power spectrum of the complete electron
wave. By inverse Fourier Transform of one sideband, the complete
wave function, amplitude and phase, can be obtained in real
space. By acquiring a reference hologram of a completely empty
region, a reference electron wave can be obtained under the same
experimental conditions and used to correct for any distortion of
the optic system, i.e., aberrations of the electromagnetic lenses,
CCD camera response, etc.
Up to this point, the only mechanism considered in the image
formation process resulting in a phase shift has been the electro-
static potential in the sample. However, the given description of
electron holography is far more general and many other physical
phenomena causing a phase shift in the electron wave can be
studied and quantified, giving rise to different types of electron
holography techniques depending on the considered phase shift
contribution, as well as the size scale of the studied system. There
are four main contributions to the phase shift term
ϕs = ϕC + ϕG + ϕE + ϕM (2.22)
namely crystalline, geometric, electrostatic and magnetic phases.
High resolution electron holography is given directly by this de-
scription when considering only the crystalline phase term. The
main interests of this technique are the improvement of spatial res-
olution in HRTEM images by the elimination of aberrations and
the possibility of quantification, since i) the transfer of amplitude
and phase from the object to the reconstructed electron wave is
linear and ii) all inelastically scattered electrons are filtered out.
Dark field electron holography allows studying the geometric
phase term, arising from strain and displacement fields in the
sample (~u), which is
ϕG = −2pi~g · ~u (2.23)
for a given diffracted beam ~g. This mode of electron holography
uses the interference fringes coming from the overlapping of two
diffracted beams, since the direct beam (~g = 0) carries no inform-
ation about displacement fields. One of these beams is taken as a
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reference of an unstrained region of the sample, instead of using
the vacuum. After retrieving the phase, the displacement field
can be obtained from equation 2.23 and the strain tensor can be
calculated. This technique has been applied with great success to
the characterization of strain fields of electronic devices [24, 25].
The electrostatic and magnetic phase terms are studied in
the so-called medium resolution electron holography techniques.
The resolution limitation comes from the need to switch off the
objective lens to avoid the effect of its strong magnetic field on the
sample. The after-specimen Lorentz lens, with a much larger focal
length, is used to form the image, thus reducing the resolution
by an order of magnitude. On the other hand, a much larger
field of view can be recorded (up to a few microns). The phase
shift resulting from both electrostatic and magnetic fields acting
simultaneously on electrons traveling through the sample will be
ϕE+M = CE
∫
V (x, y, z)dz − e
h¯
∫ ∫
Bx(x, y, z)dxdz (2.24)
where CE is a constant depending on the accelerating voltage
and B is the magnetic field of the sample. The analysis of the
electrostatic contribution to the phase shift allows, for example,
detecting dopant potentials in semiconductor devices. If the mean
inner potential can be assumed to be constant along the beam
propagation direction z, the electrostatic phase shift can give 3D
morphological information. The magnetic part can be used to
obtain quantitative maps of magnetic induction (direction and
intensity), local switching in spintronic devices, etc. [26–29]
2.2.1 Obtaining an electron hologram
The first requirement for electron holography, being an inter-
ferometry technique, is a highly coherent electron source. The
most spatially coherent source available in a TEM is the Cold
Field Emission Gun (cFEG). It is, thus, the adequate choice for
holography experiments although not the most widespread. The
Schottky Field Emission Gun (SFEG, or just FEG) is the most
commonly used one and still provides a coherent enough source
to perform electron holography. The emission process diagram for
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these two sources is depicted in figure 2.7. As can be seen, the
effect of the Schottky barrier potential φB is to extend the size of
the electron source, i.e., to reduce the spatial coherence.
In order to obtain a large coherent illumination with a high
enough intensity, the beam shape is made elliptical using the
stigmators. Given the uniaxial symmetry of the biprism, the
illumination is set to have the major axis (large coherent area)
perpendicular to the biprism direction and the minor axis (small
area to have a high intensity) along the biprism direction. This
configuration is shown in figure 2.8.
Figure 2.7 Energy potential landscape of the tip-vacuum interface for cFEG and
FEG electron sources. The cFEG source is the smallest source and therefore, the
most spatially coherent
The image is formed using the Lorentz lens as an objective
lens, in order to avoid the strong magnetic field of the regular
objective lens on the sample. By applying a voltage to the biprism,
electrons that traveled through the sample and electrons that
traveled through vacuum are made to overlap on the detector.
This results in the recording of the interferometric fringe pattern
superimposed to the image. By changing the voltage applied to
the biprism, the size of the overlapping area and the spacing of
the fringes (resolution) can be adjusted. After the object/vacuum
hologram is acquired, a reference vacuum/vacuum hologram is
also acquired in the same conditions.
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Figure 2.8 a) Elliptical illumination created to obtain a large coherent region
and high intensity. b) Example hologram showing the orientation of the biprism
and the corresponding interference fringes
As described in section 1.2, the phase shift suffered by electrons
travelling through the sample has contributions from both the
electrostatic and the magnetic fields in it. In order to make it
possible to separate both contributions, two acquisitions are ne-
cessary to reverse the vector magnetic field, while the scalar mean
inner potential remains the same. The flipping process needed to
revert the direction of the magnetic field can be the mechanical
flipping of the TEM grid between two hologram acquisitions of
the same object. Hopefully, and with a considerable effort, the
object can be located in the grid after putting the specimen back
in the TEM. This procedure results in 4 holograms for each object
of interest: up and down orientations and corresponding vacuum
references.
2.2.2 Processing the hologram
The first step in the processing of the hologram is the correction
of instrumental artifacts using the reference vacuum hologram
I
Iref
=
A
Aref
ei(ϕ−ϕref ) (2.25)
As seen in equation 2.21, the FFT of the hologram contains
three bands: the center band (the classical TEM image) and two
redundant sidebands. A mask is placed in the FFT selecting
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either one of the sidebands, excluding the center band and the
Fresnel fringes coming from the biprism, as depicted in figure 2.9.
The corresponding amplitude and phase images are obtained for
both the up and down holograms.
Figure 2.9 FFT of the hologram highlighting the main features. Only one of the
sidebands is used in the analysis
The field flipping process results in mirror symmetry and, most
likely, a rotation between up and down holograms, which need to
be compensated for. Other possible effects, such spatial drift or
changes in magnification due to defocus, must also be corrected.
The optimum alignment parameters are found when the amplitude
difference between the up and down images is nearly zero.
With the correctly aligned up and down phase images, either
the electrostatic or the magnetic contribution to the phase shift
can be obtained. From equation 2.24, and taking into account the
introduced field reversal, we have
ϕM =
ϕup − ϕdown
2
(2.26)
ϕE =
ϕup + ϕdown
2
(2.27)
Then, the resulting phase images can be unwrapped, i.e.,
normalized between phases −pi and pi.
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2.2.3 Electron holography. State of the art
Off-axis electron holography has been used for the characterization
of magnetic, electrostatic and strain fields in the nanoscale for the
last decade.
The magnetic configurations of different geometric arrange-
ments of nanoparticles have been studied by electron holography.
A first example is the 2008 work by Snoeck et al. [27]. Vor-
tex states were found in single nanocubes. Magnetic field lines
coupling in chains of aligned nanoparticles and closed circuits for
square arrangements of particles were also unveiled. Ammar et al.
[28, 30] studied Permalloy (Fe30Ni70) round nanoparticles, finding
vortex states and coupling between adjacent nanoparticles.
For nanowires and similar aspect ratio objects, the internal
magnetic structure has been extensively studied by electron holo-
graphy. A groundbreaking work in terms of spatial resolution
was carried out by Snoeck et al. in 2003 [26], reporting on the
magnetization state of 4 nm diameter cobalt nanowires. Isol-
ated, branched and bundles of nanowires were characterized and
shown to be fully magnetized. More recently, Ni nanocylinders
85 nm and 55 nm wide were studied by Biziere et al. [31]. The
internal structure of domain walls (DWs) was imaged. Differences
in diameter showed a transition from mixed vortex-transverse
DWs for the 85 nm cylinders to purely transverse DWs for the 55
nm cylinders. Also in 2013, Murakami et al [32] reported on the
effect of antiphase boundaries (APBs) on the size of ferromagnetic
domains in Fe2.5Zn0.5O4 nanowires, by means of HRTEM and
electron holography.
In thin films, several studies have been carried out on the
in situ switching of magnetic structures. For instance Javon, in
2010 [33], imaged the local switching of a Magnetic Tunneling
Junction (MTJ) consisting in a multilayer of Au/Co/Fe/MgO/-
FeV/MgO(001). By acquiring holograms with different magnetic
fields applied by a low excitation of the objective lens, a full local
hysteresis loop was recorded. A systematic study was presented
in 2013 by Rodriguez et al.[29]. After a careful calibration of
the objective lens magnetic field with respect to the two tilt axes
of the specimen holder, the effect of the out-of-plane component
was assessed. It was found that coercive fields in LSMO and
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LCMO suffered a variation of up to 10% with the out-of-plane
component of the applied magnetic field. A detailed procedure on
getting hysteresis loops from electron holography was described
and applied to Fe/MgO/FeV MTJ.
In situ polarization experiments in the TEM on a magnetic
recording head were reported by Goto et al. in 2013 [34]. The
effect on the fringing magnetic field of the bias voltage applied to
the writing tip was characterized.
Regarding the electrostatic contribution to the phase shift, one
of the first applications was the direct imaging of dopant-related
potentials in semiconductor devices. Rau et al. reported for the
first time, in 1999 [35], the mapping of electrostatic potentials in
the p, n, and depletion regions of a MOSFET transistor, reaching
10 nm spatial resolution and 0.1 V sensitivity. In 2002, Twitchett
et al. [36] reported the first in situ polarization results, studying
the effect of the applied bias voltage on samples with different
thicknesses.
In situ polarization experiments were also carried out by de
Knoop et al. [37] to characterize the electric field around a
carbon nanocone tip, to be used as a cold emitter for electron
guns. Besides the mapping of the electric field around the in situ
polarized tip, I-V curves were acquired and used to determine the
work function of the tip, in the Fowler-Nordheim formalism for
tunneling current.
Ferroelectric ordering has also been assessed thorough electron
holography. The ferroelectric ordering of BaTiO3 nanoparticles
has also been studied by in situ polarization holography exper-
iments by Polking et al. in 2012 [38]. The structural distortion
responsible for ferroelectric ordering could be imaged by exit wave
reconstruction techniques. In addition, in situ heating experi-
ments in the TEM showed the loss of ferroelectricity above its
Curie temperature. Room temperature switching was also shown
via in situ holography polarization experiments that allowed ima-
ging the fringing field around the cubic particles. A size limit of
around 5 nm was determined for the ferroelectric ordering of the
particles.
The characterization of charge distribution by electron holo-
graphy recently reached single elementary charge resolution. In
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a work in 2013 by Gatel et al., MgO nanoparticles were studied
by aberration corrected electron holography [39]. By directly
applying Gauss law at the nanoscale, the contribution to the
electrostatic phase shift of the mean inner potential (MIP) and
any possible additional charge could be separated and evaluated
by a contour integral.
Working at low accelerating voltages, holography can be per-
formed also on beam sensitive carbon based materials. In 2011,
Ortolani [40] used holography with a 100 kV electron beam to
map and quantify the surface electrostatic potential of Multi Wall
Carbon Nanotubes (MWCNTs) and graphene. The number of
walls in the nanotubes and the number of layers in graphene was
found to be related to the potential.
Dark field holography has been used since 2008 [24] for the
characterization, through the geometric phase, of strain fields
mainly in semiconducting devices, where strain engineering is cru-
cial for carrier mobility enhancement. The technique is described
in detail in [25].
2.3 Geometric Phase Analysis (GPA)
Analysis of the geometric phase can also be performed from
HRTEM images. Compared to dark field holography, GPA data
from HRTEM is limited to smaller fields of view and is more
restrictive with sample thickness. However, the obtained informa-
tion is equally reliable. The analysis methodology was described
in 1998 in a paper by Hÿtch et al.[41], and will be summarized
here.
GPA is a Fourier space technique that uses the power spectrum
of a lattice image. Two strong reflections in the power spectrum,
corresponding to two reciprocal lattice vectors, define a reference
framework, a projected 2D unit cell from which to measure distor-
tions. A perfect, long range ordered crystal would produce ideally
sharp reflections in the power spectrum. Local distortions in the
lattice, on the contrary, give rise to diffuse intensity surrounding
the main peaks. GPA consists in filtering the power spectrum
and obtaining images from the main reflection and the diffuse
scattering. Hence the field of view limitation when compared
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with dark field holography: any non-homogeneity in the contrast
transfer process (thickness, bending, contamination,...) that can
produce contrast reversals can introduce artifacts. The acceptable
field of view is limited to regions with image coherence.
Mathematically, the image can be expressed as a Fourier series
as
I(~r) =
∑
g
Hge
2pi(i·~g·~r) (2.28)
where ~r are the real space (x,y) coordinates and g are the recip-
rocal lattice vectors corresponding to the reflections in the power
spectrum. Fourier coefficients Hg are complex, with the amplitude
(Ag) and phase (φg) of each lattice fringes set. Since the image is a
real function, the conjugate symmetry of the Fourier components
can be assumed, and the Fourier series can be expressed in a cos
form
I(~r) = A0
∑
g>0
2Agcos(2pi~r · ~g + φg) (2.29)
where each term in the sum corresponds to the lattice fringes
from the lattice vectors ~g and −~g. If we consider now a lattice
distortion
~g → ~g + ∆~g (2.30)
the intensity expression for a particular lattice fringes set will be
I(~r) = 2Agcos(2pi~r · ~g + 2pi∆~g · ~r + φg) (2.31)
Comparing this with equation 2.28, the lattice distortion in-
troduces a position dependant phase term (setting the arbitray
value of ϕg = 0)
φg(~r) = 2pi∆~g · ~r (2.32)
In order to construct a phase image, a mask is set in an intense
reflection in the power spectrum of the image, and the selected
area is inverse Fourier transformed. The gradient of this geometric
phase term will be a distortion map for the given lattice fringes
set
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∇φg(~r) = 2pi∆~g (2.33)
From two non co-linear fringes sets, g1 and g2, the local r-
dependent displacement field can be obtained as(
ux
uy
)
= − 1
2pi
(
g1x g1y
g2x g2y
)(
φg1
φg2
)
(2.34)
For small displacements, the strain field will be the gradient
of the displacement field
 =
(
xx xy
yx yy
)
= − 1
2pi
(
g1x g1y
g2x g2y
)(∂φg1
∂x
∂φg1
∂y
∂φg2
∂x
∂φg2
∂y
)
(2.35)
The symmetric term of this tensor corresponds to strain ()
and the antisymmetric term corresponds to a rigid body rotation
(ω). Figure 2.10 summarizes the steps in the GPA analysis of a
defect in Te-doped GaAs.
Similar results can be obtained from real space processing of
high resolution images. Whereas GPA relies on the analysis in
the Fourier space, Peak Pairs Analysis [42] uses intensity peak
recognition algorithms. A non-strained area of the specimen is
set as a reference, and used to create a square lattice via an
affine transformation. When analyzing the image, defects and
displacements can be easily detected when peaks fall in non-integer
coordinates of the reference lattice. From the displacement field,
strain can be calculated in the same way as explained for GPA.
2.3.1 GPA. State of the art
Geometric Phase Analysis (GPA) has been extensively used since
its introduction in 1998 by Hÿtch et al. [41]. Originally, it
was intented as a tool to be used on HRTEM images, but the
incorporation of Cs probe corrected STEMs opened the possibility
to apply GPA to any high resolution image.
The 1998 seminal paper reported on the characterization of a
domain wall in the perovskite PbTiO3 as a test system. However,
a major field of application for GPA has been the characterization
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Figure 2.10 a) and d) HRTEM image and power spectrum of a defect in GaAs:Te.
Circled spots in the power spectrum are the selected g1 and g2 vectors. b) and e)
Mapped phase distortion for g1 and g2. e) Strain map. f-g) Lattice rotation map
and line profile showing the rotation at both sides of the defect
of semiconducting materials and devices, a field in which strain
engineering is a key point. Hÿtch reported in 2003 [43] on the dis-
placement field around a dislocation in Si observed edge-on using
HRTEM. The comparison of the calculated displacement fields
with simulation allowed the detection of atomic displacements up
to a resolution of 0.03Å. For functional semiconducting devices,
aberration corrected HRTEM images were used by Hüe et al.[44]
to assess the strain in the channel of a Si MOSFET, induced by
the SiGe source and drain terminals. The results were in excellent
agreement with linear elasticity theory calculations performed
using finite element methods. High angle grain boundaries in
Si, formed in the direct bonding of ∼ 90o Si(100) and Si(110)
wafers, were studied by Cherkashin et al. in 2012 [45]. The surface
reconstruction of this interface has a prominent effect on the hole
mobility in advanced CMOS circuits. This atomic reconstruction
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was characterized through HRTEM images and GPA was used to
determine the lattice expansion and rotation.
Heterointerfaces formed by Si and Ge have also been a subject
of study. Liu et al.[46] reported on a Si/Ge interface in thin
film geometry. The GPA strain maps obtained from the misfit
dislocation areas in HRTEM images were compared with the maps
calculated using different P-N and Foreman models for pure edge
dislocations, in order to choose the best fitting description. More
recently, Si/Ge/Si heterointerfaces in nanowires were characterized
by Wen et al. [47] by aberration corrected STEM-HAADF. GPA
was applied to assess the growth of thin Ge quantum wells, fully
stressed in-plane to Si, with an out-of-plane relaxation. A critical
thickness of around 3 nm of the Ge layer for the relaxation of
both radial and growth direction strain was found. The two latter
examples illustrate the importance of dimensionality (2D vs 1D)
when studying properties of materials at the nanoscale.
III-V semiconducting systems have also been studied through
GPA, mainly from aberration corrected STEM-HAADF images,
since Z contrast is of particular interest in binary and ternary
compounds. Li et al.[48] studied dislocation cores with different
structures in InAs at the atomic level. GPA strain maps showed
that dislocation cores act as sources of strain inversion. Stacking
faults, on the contrary, leave the strain state unaffected. Also in
III-V systems, Zhao et al.[49] studied an AlAsSb/InAs/AlAsSb
system with an InAs quantum well. GPA strain mapping showed
an out-of-plane variation in the lattice parameter not matching
the expected InAs one. This would be in good agreement with the
possible segregation of In and/or Sb, resulting in the formation of
transient layers at both interfaces of the quantum well.
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2.4 Instrumentation used in this thesis
The experimental images and data analyzed in this thesis have
been obtained from the following instruments:
• JEOL JEM 2010F, Schottky field emission gun, 200kV, and
coupled to a Gatan GIF imaging filter. Located at the Sci-
entific and Technological Centers of Universitat de Barcelona
• JEOL JEM 2100, LaB6 cathode, 200kV. Located at the Sci-
entific and Technological Centers of Universitat de Barcelona
• FEI Low Base TITAN, equipped with a high brightness
Schottky field emission gun (X-FEG), a monochromator and
a condenser lens Cs corrector, 80 kV-300 kV. Coupled to a
Gatan Tridiem EEL spectrometer. Located at Laboratorio
de Microscopías Avanzadas, Instituto de Nanociencia de
Aragón, Zaragoza
• FEI TITAN3, Schottky field emission gun, equipped with an
objective lens Cs corrector. 80 kV-300 kV. Equipped with a
Lorentz lens and an electrostatic biprism. Located at Labor-
atorio de Microscopías Avanzadas, Instituto de Nanociencia
de Aragon, Zaragoza
• FEI TECNAI F30, Schottky field emission gun, operated at
300 kV and coupled to a Gatan GIF Tridiem energy filter.
Located at Laboratorio de Microscopías Avanzadas, Instituto
de Nanociencia de Aragón, Zaragoza
• Hitachi HF3300-I2TEM, cold field emission gun, 300 kV,
equipped with an objective lens Cs corrector and four electro-
static biprisms. Located at Centre d’Elaboration des Matéri-
aux et d’Etudes Structurales (CEMES-CNRS), Toulouse
• FEI SACTEM TECNAI F20, Schottky emission gun, 200 kV.
Located at Centre d’Elaboration des Matériaux et d’Etudes
Structurales (CEMES-CNRS), Toulouse
• FEI TITAN3, equipped with a high brightness Schottky
field emission gun (X-FEG) and a condenser lens Cs cor-
rector, 80 kV-300 kV. Located at École Centrale des Arts et
Manufactures, Paris
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• JEOL JEM 3000F, equipped with a Schottky field emission
gun, 300 kV. Located at Centro Nacional de Microscopía
Electrónica, Madrid.
• JEOL ARM 200cF, equipped with a cold Field Emission Gun
(cFEG), 200 kV, Cs aberration corrector in the condenser
lens system and a Quantum Gatan Imaging Filter. Located
at Centro Nacional de Microscopía Electrónica, Madrid.
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Chapter 3
3D materials:
ordering/disordering in
cationic or anionic
sublattices
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we are involved in the occurrence of local or-
der/disorder (either structural, chemical, or both) in the frame-
work of long range ordered crystals. In particular, rare earth
niobates (RE3NbO7, RE = Y, Yb, Er, Lu) as well as strontium
barium niobate (Sr0.67Ba0.33Nb2O6) will be investigated using
TEM techniques. We will consider these systems as 3D nanoma-
terials since, in spite of not having any dimensions constrained
under 100 nm, they present structural features in the nano and
sub-nano length scales that play an important role in the proper-
ties of the bulk material, and require the appropriate nano-tools
to access local information.
Rare earth niobates are investigated mainly by diffraction
techniques. The analysis of the SAED patterns obtained in trans-
mission mode allows for the characterization of local ordering
phenomena, through the study of diffuse scattering intensity. A
reciprocal space model can be obtained and subsequently tested by
comparison of experimental and simulated HRTEM images. The
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characterization of the local structure of the material is crucial
for understanding its functionality and performance as a proton
conducting electrolyte for solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs).
In the case of strontium barium niobate, the study of diffuse
scattering intensity in SAED patterns is used to assess the pres-
ence of a structural disorder. In addition to uncorrected TEM and
STEM, the capabilities of aberration corrected STEM are used
in full. By using aberration corrected STEM-HAADF imaging,
the cation sublattice can be imaged in direct space at the atomic
level. Through ABF imaging, the anion sublattice can be also
imaged, completing a full structural characterization. In addi-
tion, aberration corrected STEM combined with EELS spectrum
imaging allows assessing the degree of chemical disorder in the
structure. Local disorder phenomena in this material are critical
to understand the origin of its ferroelectric relaxor properties.
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3.2 RE3NbO7
3.2.1 Solid Oxide Fuel Cells. Proton conductors
Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are a promising source of electrical
power for a wide range of applications. They provide high effi-
ciency and very low environmental impact without involving any
combustion process. However, the high operating temperatures,
leading to problems involving the cost and aging of devices, is one
of the main issues regarding this technology. In this sense, proton
conducting materials allow for lower operating temperatures with
a higher conductivity, proton transport being a lower activation
energy process than oxygen ion transport [1].
The first proton conductor materials were acceptor doped
ABO3 perovskites (i.e., barium cerates and barium zirconates)
[2–4], and they remain the most studied systems. Although for
these materials low doping values (8–10%) of Ga, Sc, In, or other
trivalent atoms are needed in order to avoid the formation of
ordered domains of vacancies, other inherently defective oxides
can present oxygen ion/proton conductivity with no doping [5,
6]. The best known inherently defective compound is probably
Ba2In2O5, which presents a brownmillerite type structure with
oxygen-vacancy ordering at low temperature but becomes fully
disordered at high temperature, with a great amount of “free”
oxygen vacancies, with no need for doping.
The rare earth niobates RE3NbO7 studied here are also inher-
ently defective oxides and belong to the so-called defect-fluorite
family. Considering the AO2 fluorite generic formula, RE3NbO7
are intrinsic defective oxides since they present, with no doping,
one oxygen vacancy every eight oxygen sites. Within this family,
Y3NbO7 studies have been reported in the literature [7–10]. It
has been shown that Y3NbO7 is a pure oxygen ion conductor in
a wide range of oxygen partial pressures which remains stable at
high temperatures under both oxidizing and reducing atmospheres
[7]. The level of conductivity at 800oC is still, nevertheless, much
below that of 8% yttria-doped zirconia (YSZ). It has also been
shown by transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) that Y3NbO7
presents, locally, superstructure features which are attributed to
oxygen vacancies ordering [9]. This ordering would explain the
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low level of conductivity observed in spite of the high amount of
oxygen vacancies.
In this section, we extend this study to other RE3NbO7 com-
pounds, also with a fluorite structure. The objective here is to
determine whether the conclusions drawn for the Y3NbO7 com-
pound are still valid for smaller rare-earth atoms, i.e., to find out
whether the observed vacancy ordering depends on the rare-earth
cation or is essentially related to the 1/8 fraction of oxygen vacan-
cies in oxygen sites. A series of four rare earth (Y, Er, Yb, and
Lu) compounds with the general formula RE3NbO7 have been
studied by TEM.
3.2.2 Sample growth and preliminary characterization
The series of RE3NbO7 compounds with RE = Y, Er, Yb, Lu
were obtained by the group of Prof. Dezanneau at Laboratoire
Structures Propriétés et Modélisation des Solides (SPMS), École
Centrale Paris, by the self-propagating high-temperature synthesis
(SHS) technique, or combustion route [1]. They also carried out
the X-Ray diffraction and Raman characterization of the samples.
X-ray diffraction indicated a fluorite structure (space group Fm3¯m)
for the whole series, with a cell parameter which increases with
rare earth ion radius, as can be seen in figure 3.1(a), and table
3.1. Regarding Raman spectroscopy results, in the samples under
study, four low intensity peaks with diffuse maxima were found in
the spectra at low frequencies, in addition to the expected fluorite
mode at around 800 cm−1, as shown in figure 3.1b. It can also
be seen that the fluorite mode increases in intensity with RE ion
radius.
Given the limited spatial resolution of both XRD and Raman
spectrosocopy, TEM techniques are needed to unveil the relevant
local structural information.
3.2.3 Superstructure modulation in HRTEM images
Samples were prepared for TEM observation by solution of the
powder in ethanol and subsequent dispersion on a holey carbon
film covered copper mesh grid. Additionally, samples were also
prepared from sintered pellets by using the FIB in situ lift-out
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Figure 3.1 a) XRD patterns for the four studied rare earth compounds. The
measured cell parameter increases according to the RE ion radius. There is an
increase in the broadening of the peaks from Lu3NbO7 to Y3NbO7. b) Raman
spectra for the four compounds. Besides the expected fluorite mode at around 800
cm−1, lower frequency modes are excited. The expected fluorite mode increases in
intensity with RE ion radius.
Compound RE ionic radius (Å) a (Å)
Lu3NbO7 1.11(7) 5.18(0)
Yb3NbO7 1.12(5) 5.20(0)
Er3NbO7 1.14(4) 5.22(9)
Y3NbO7 1.15(0) 5.25(9)
Table 3.1 Rare earth ion radii from [11] and [12] and cell parameters obtained for
the four compounds from XRD experiments. The tabulated ionic radii correspond
to the RE3+ in octahedral coordination. Ionic radius for Nb5+ in octahedral
coordination is 0.86 Å.
technique. See Appendix B for the sample preparation details.
TEM observations were carried out in a JEOL 2100 microscope
operating at 200 kV and in a JEOL J3000F microscope operating
at 300 kV.
Figure 3.2 shows high resolution transmission electron micro-
scopy (HRTEM) images of the Er, Y and Lu compounds in powder
form. They all present regions with a superstructure contrast
modulation when indexed according to the ideal fluorite cell. For
the Er3NbO7 compound (Fig. 3.2(a,d)), a superstructure contrast
modulation is visible in the (111) planes of the HRTEM image
taken along the [011] zone axis. In the close up view in panel
(d), the presence of two differently oriented modulated regions
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and of regions with no modulation is illustrated. For Y3NbO7
(Fig. 3.2(b)) a 2x superstructure modulation occurring on the
(111) planes is also apparent in the HRTEM image taken along
the [211] zone axis. As it can be seen, some of these modula-
tion lines form zig-zag structures, going from a dark/bright to
a bright/dark contrast, corresponding to antiphase boundaries
(APB). For Lu3NbO7 (3.2(c)) an equivalent contrast modulation
is found. APBs are also observed.
Figure 3.2 a) HRTEM image of the Er3NbO7 powder sample oriented along
the [011] zone axis and corresponding FFT. White lines highlight the 2 × d111
modulation in two different orientations. b) Y3NbO7 powder sample viewed along
the [211] zone axis and corresponding FFT. In addition to the 2×d111 superstructure
modulation, APBs are evidenced by the contrast inversion highlighted by the two
sets of white lines. c) Lu3NbO7 powder sample viewed along the [211] zone axis
and corresponding FFT. Equivalent superstructure modulation and APBs are
found. d) Close-up view of the region highlighted in (a) showing the coexistance
of small domains with no modulation, and modulations with two different <111>
orientations.
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FFTs obtained from the HRTEM images are shown in the
insets in figure 3.2. They all present the expected reflections
for a fluorite structure and additional diffuse scattering features.
In the case of the Er3NbO7 compound viewed along the [011]
direction, split spots appear at half the reciprocal distances of the
fluorite reflections. For the Y3NbO7 and Lu3NbO7 compounds,
both observed along the [211] zone axis, diffuse features consist in
split spots and rings located also at half the reciprocal distances
of the fluorite reciprocal lattice.
3.2.4 Diffuse scattering in SAED patterns
In order to identify the structural features related to the additional
diffuse scattering observed in the FFTs of HRTEM images, SAED
experiments in several zone axis orientations were also performed.
Electron diffraction patterns were obtained for all the studied
compounds from powder samples. As for the FFTs, they all show
the characteristic reflections of the fluorite structure as well as
diffuse scattering features consisting in split spots and diffuse
rings. Considering the fluorite reciprocal lattice vectors, ~GF ,
diffuse scattering can be described using a modulation vector ~q,
as ~GF ± ~q.
Figure 3.3b shows the diffraction pattern of the Y3NbO7 sample
along the [211] zone axis. Split spots appear at both sides of
~GF ± 12(111) and equivalent directions, and diffuse rings appear
at ~GF ± 12(113¯) and equivalent directions.
Figure 3.4 shows three diffraction patterns collected along
different zone axes for the Er3NbO7 compound. In the [01¯1]
zone axis, split spots appear at both sides of ~GF ± 12(111) and
equivalent directions, but no diffuse rings are present. In the
[031] zone axis, split spots appear at ~GF ± 12(31¯3¯) and equivalent
directions. For the [211] zone axis, the same diffraction results as
for the Y3NbO7 sample are recovered: split spots appear at both
sides of ~GF ± 12(111) and equivalent directions, and diffuse rings
appear at ~GF ± 12(113¯) and equivalent directions.
Figure 3.5 shows four diffraction patterns collected along dif-
ferent zone axes for the Lu3NbO7 sample. In the [233] zone axis,
split spots appear again at ~GF ± 12(111), and diffuse rings appear
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Figure 3.3 a) BF image of the powder Y3NbO7 sample. b) SAED of the Y3NbO7
powder sample along the [211] zone axis. Fluorite lattice reflections are circled in
the diffraction pattern, while additional spots are highlighted with arrows.
Figure 3.4 Diffraction patterns obtained along different zone axes of the Er3NbO7
powder sample. Fluorite lattice reflections are circled and diffuse scattering features
are highlighted with arrows.
at ~GF ± 12(11¯3). In the [031] zone axis, split spots appear at
~GF ± 12(31¯3¯) and equivalent directions. In the [01¯1] zone axis,
split spots appear at both sides of ~GF ± 12(111) and equivalent
directions, but no diffuse rings are present. In the [211] zone axis
split spots appear at both sides of ~GF ± 12(111) and equivalent
directions, and diffuse rings appear at ~GF ± 12(113¯) and equivalent
directions.
In order to rule out structural changes induced by the sintering
process, equivalent SAED experiments were also performed for the
sintered pellets. In this case, TEM samples were prepared by the
FIB lift-out method, as illustrated in 3.6. Panels (a) and (b) show
secondary electron images obtained during the FIB preparation
process, with the lamella cut on the Er3NbO7 pellet and attached
to the copper grid, respectively. Panel (c) shows a BF TEM image
of the final electrotransparent sample. Diffraction contrast from
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Figure 3.5 Diffraction patterns along different zone axes of the Lu3NbO7 powder
sample. Fluorite lattice reflections are circled and diffuse scattering features are
highlighted with arrows.
grains with different orientations is apparent. Panel (d) shows a
BF image of the lamella obtained from the Y3NbO7 pellet. Setting
up the proper two beam conditions (as explained in Chapter 1),
and placing an objective aperture in the ~G 6= 0, the resulting DF
image presents bright contrast only for the grain in a strong Bragg
condition for the selected reflection. Panels (e-g) display the DF
images obtained selecting different reflections. Grains with no
contrast difference in BF image can be seen in sharp contrast in
DF. Grain sizes below 1µm were found for all samples.
SAED patterns for the sintered pellets are shown in figure 3.7.
Panel (a) shows the SAED for Y3NbO7 oriented along the [211]
zone axis. Diffuse scattering features appear as split spots at both
sides of ~GF± 12(11¯1¯) and as rings located at ~GF± 12(113¯). Panel (b)
shows a SAED pattern from the Yb3NbO7 sintered pellet sample
oriented along the [01¯1] zone axis. Diffuse scaterring consists in
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split spots at both sides of ~GF ± 12(11¯1). Diffuse scattering found
along with the fluorite lattice reflections for all the samples cut
from sintered pellets can be described by the same modulation
vector as was found for the powder samples.
Figure 3.6 a-c) Different steps of the FIB lift-out TEM sample preparation
process of the Er3NbO7 sintered pellet. (a) and (b) are secondary electron images
and (c) is a BF image taken in the TEM. Notice the preservation of grain boundaries
after the preparation of the thin lamella. d-g) Y3NbO7 sintered sample as prepared
by FIB. Grain boundaries are visible in the bright field image (d), and particular
grains in diffracting conditions are highlighted in dark field images (e), (f) and (g).
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Figure 3.7 SAED patterns from the Y3NbO7 (a) and Yb3NbO7 (b) sintered
samples.
3.2.5 Interpreting diffraction patterns. Local ordering
effects.
A reciprocal space model is needed to interpret the data from
the extensive SAED study carried out on the series of rare earth
niobates. Pyrochlore (A2B2O7) is a second order superstructure
of fluorite, with a stacking of half the fluorite periodicity along
the [111]F direction. In pyrochlore, pairs of layers with cation
coordination numbers 8 and 6, respectively, are stacked along
[111]F , while in perfect fluorite all cations are in an 8-coordination
cubic environment, as depicted in figure 3.8. In the system under
study, the inherent oxygen deficiency of the RE3NbO7 with respect
to the ideal fluorite structure could lead to the formation of a
pyrochlore phase by the local ordering of the oxygen vacancies on
one of the corners of the cubes along the [111]F direction.
Long range pyrochlore ordering is to be avoided mainly by the
difference in ionic radius between the large rare earth and the
smaller niobium cations sharing the same crystallographic site,
which should cause a deformation of the coordination polyhedra.
The proposed microstructure of the material should consist,
then, in somewhat small domains of the pyrochlore phase em-
bedded in a fluorite matrix. Scattering of the electron beam by
such a system is illustrated in figure 3.9(b). The presence of
multiple, randomly oriented, pyrochlore domains results in an an-
nular diffuse scattering intensity distribution around the expected
long-range order spot for the pyrochlore phase. The finite size of
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Figure 3.8 a) Fluorite structure (AO2, space group Fm3¯m). A cations are in an
8-coordinated cubic environment. b) Pyrochlore (A2B2O7, space group Fd3¯m) is a
second order superstructure of the fluorite structure. Layers of 6-coordinated and
8-coordinated atoms are stacked alternately along the [111] direction.
the domains is responsible for the spread of the reflection, and
the random orientation is responsible for the annular symmetry.
Figure 3.9 also shows the two extreme cases: the perfect fluorite
and pyrochlore structures. Should the pyrochlore domain size
increase in the sample, the radius of the diffuse scattering ring
would decrease until collapsing in the superstructure spot for the
long-range ordered, monodomain pyrochlore.
Figure 3.9 Scheme of the diffraction of the electron beam by a) a fluorite crystal,
b) a fluorite matrix with randomly oriented pyrochlore domains and c) a pyrochlore
crystal.
By drawing the corresponding diffuse rings around the 1
2
(hkl)F
positions, the reciprocal space configurations corresponding to
each of the cases in figure 3.9 can be obtained. They are shown
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in figure 3.10. In the experimental SAED patterns, diffuse rings
and split spots appear at the expected positions for the ideal
pyrochlore superstructure reflections, doubling the fluorite cubic
cell. Remarkably, all the experimental results can be explained
in terms of the reciprocal space model in figure 3.10(b): diffuse
rings appear whenever the Ewald sphere is tangent to them, and
pairs of spots appear whenever the sphere cuts the rings in the
reciprocal space.
Figure 3.10 Qualitative reciprocal space models for a) fluorite, b) randomly
oriented pyrochlore domains in a fluorite matrix and c) pyrochlore. The finite size
and random orientation of the pyrochlore ordered domains in b) is responsible for
the ring shaped diffuse scattering features.
HRTEM images show direct evidence of these local ordered
domains, with contrast modulation occurring along the <111>
directions of the fluorite unit cell, as expected for pyrochlore.
Raman spectroscopy results are consistent with the presence
of short-range ordered domains. For a perfect fluorite structure,
a single phonon mode is expected to be Raman active, while
pyrochlore structure presents six Raman active normal vibration
modes. This is in good agreement with the lower frequency modes
observed in the Raman spectra shown in figure 3.1(b). As for
XRD results, it is worth noticing that lateral resolution lies in
the range of microns. Small domains of pyrochlore phase with
sizes below the XRD sensitivity threshold (i.e., <300 Å) are still
consistent with the observations. The broadening of the XRD
fluorite peak with RE cation radius can be understood as the
result of an increasing disorder: the larger the difference between
RE and Nb, the sooner the pyrochlore ordering is suppressed,
resulting in smaller domains. The same argument stands for the
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lower intensity of the fluorite Raman mode with increasing RE
radius. This formation of domains of local order is characteristic of
oxygen-deficient compounds [13] and a number of systems closely
related to the ones under study, such as certain fluorite zirconias,
have been shown to present an average cubic fluorite structure,
whilst the local structure is dominated by microdomain formation
[14].
3.2.6 Conclusions
• A series of rare earth niobates (RE3NbO7, RE = Y,Er,Yb,Lu),
synthesized by the self-propagating high-temperature syn-
thesis (SHS) technique, with applications as proton conduct-
ors in SOFCs, have been studied by HRTEM and SAED.
• HRTEM results show the presence of a superstructure con-
trast modulation for all compounds. This modulation con-
sists in the doubling of the periodicity in the <111> dir-
ections, and is found in the form of small domains in the
crystal.
• SAED diffraction patterns have been acquired from powder
samples and sintered pellets. Diffuse scattering features are
found for all samples in the form of split spots and/or diffuse
rings located around the 1
2
(hkl)F fluorite reflections. No
significant differences in the strength of the diffuse scattering
between the sintered pellets and the nanopowder samples
are observed.
• A microstructure of randomly oriented domains of pyrochlore
phase embedded in the fluorite matrix is proposed. The finite
size of the domains accounts for the diffuse nature of the
pyrochlore reflections, and the random orientation accounts
for the ring symmetry. All the experimental diffraction
patterns can be explained by the cuts of the Ewald sphere
with the fluorite spots and diffuse pyrochlore rings.
• The proposed model is found to be in good agreement with
previous results from Raman spectroscopy and XRD charac-
terization.
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3.3 Sr0.67Ba0.33Nb2O6
3.3.1 Relaxor ferroelectrics
Ferroelectricity is the property by which certain materials present a
spontaneous polarization (~P ) without any applied external electric
field ( ~E), below a transition temperature (Curie temperature, TC).
Figure 3.11a represents the polarization mechanism of perovskite
ferroelectrics, such as the well known BaTiO3. At TC , a structural
phase transition occurs, displacing all the B cations in the same
direction from the center of the unit cell. When an external
electric field is applied, the polarization state is modified in a way
that depends not only on the applied electric field but also on the
previous history of the material, resulting in a hysteresis loop for
the ~P ( ~E) curve. This non-linear response, combined with the high
values of dielectric constant, refractive index and electromechanical
coupling coefficients as compared to other oxides (especially near
TC), make ferroelectrics very useful in the fabrication of innovative
devices. The hysteresis effect can be used as a memory function
in the fabrication of ferroelectric RAM memories.
Relaxors are a class of ferroelectric materials with important
technological applications [15]. Unlike regular ferroelectrics, they
present a broad, diffuse ferroelectric to paraelectric phase trans-
ition, resulting in a Curie ’range’ of temperatures instead of a
Curie temperature [16]. As a consequence, the dielectric constant,
electro-optic, photorefractive, pyro- and piezo- electric coefficients
stay high for a wider temperature range, making them excellent
candidates for applications in optical communications, spatial
light modulators, sensors and actuators, etc [17][18][19].
Materials exhibiting relaxor properties can be divided in two
main groups, according to their structure. A first group is formed
by materials related to the cubic perovskite structure, ABO3,
being its classic example PMN (PbMg0.33Nb0.66O3) [20]. Figure
3.11(b) illustrates the polarization mechanism of a cubic relaxor.
Chemical disorder in the B positions of the perovskite unit cell
is responsible for the electric charge disorder and the formation
of random electric fields. The cubic structure provides eight
easy polarization axes, along the equivalent <111> directions.
Therefore, the theoretical framework for their description is a
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spherical random bond - random field model for the formation of
polar nanoregions with a polarization vector pointing towards a
random direction.
A second group is that of uniaxial relaxors, which present the
tetragonal tungsten bronze (TTB) structure (see figure 3.12). The
TTB structure can be derived from the perovskite unit cell by
rotating octahedra by approximately 45º, forming a corner sharing
octahedral network with triangular, square and pentagonal tunnels
that can be occupied by metal cations of different sizes [21][22].
The general structural formula is [(A1)2(A2)4C4] [(B1)2(B2)8]O30,
being A, B and C the pentagonal, square and triangular sites,
respectively. A-type sites are occupied by alkaline earth metals,
B-type sites are occupied by transition metals and C-type sites
are usually empty or occupied by small radii alkali metals [23].
By choosing the appropriate cations, including mixing and substi-
tutions, the functional properties can be modulated or stabilized
[24]. Relaxor behaviour arises from the random occupation by
different cations of interoctahedral A1 and A2 sites. The pres-
ence of atoms with different radii randomly occupying equivalent
crystallographic sites (disorder) suppresses any long range ferro-
electric order, allowing local polarization in weakly interacting
nanodomains only [25]. For any given temperature in the Curie
range, some domains will be polarized and some will not, being
the macroscopic behaviour an envelope of the response of each in-
dividual region, leading to the diffuse nature of the transition [26].
The polarization mechanism for an uniaxial relaxor is illustrated
in figure 3.11(c).
For uniaxial relaxors, there is only one easy polarization axis,
the tetragonal axis ~c, containing 180º domain walls. These mater-
ials constitute, thus, the first known materialization of a ferroic
three-dimensional random field Ising model (~c or −~c orientations
of ~P ) [27]. The study of these systems is of great interest both
from the applied and the theoretical point of view.
3.3.2 Uniaxial relaxors: the case of SBN
The solid solution SrxBa1−xNb2O6 presents stronger relaxor prop-
erties as strontium content increases. The ratio between Sr and Ba
has been shown to shift the transition T range and the dielectric
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Figure 3.11 a) Polarization mechanism in a regular ferroelectric, such as BaTiO3.
Below TC , the whole material is polarized. b) Polarization mechanism in a cubic
relaxor. Chemical disorder in the B positions of the perovskite generates random
electric fields, with no structural transition involved. c) Polarization mechanism
in a uniaxial relaxor. The random fields arising from the chemical disorder are
constrained in one direction (~c) due to the unit cell symmetry.
permittivity, through the octahedral distortion induced by the
atomic radii difference.
As stated above, the origin of the relaxor properties is linked to
a disorder in the crystal structure. In SBN, regardless of the Sr/Ba
ratio, A1 sites are occupied by Sr, A2 sites are occupied randomly
by Sr or Ba, and C sites are empty [28]. A total of 1/6 of (A1+A2)
sites are empty, resulting in the so-called unfilled TTB structure.
The resulting electric charge disorder is responsible for the creation
of quenched local random electric fields, the formation of polar
nanodomains and, ultimately, the spontaneous polarization of the
material. The orientation of this polarization always happens to
be along ~c due to the crystal symmetry.
The first report of an incommensurate modulation in SBN
comes from XRD experiments in the early 1980s [29], and it has
been frequently found in all the TTB family. Electron diffraction
experiments have proven much more useful than XRD or neut-
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ron diffraction for the detection of weaker symmetry elements
superimposed on a framework structure [30][31]. In the following
sections, we will address the characterization of the structural and
chemical disorder in the structure of Sr0.67Ba0.33Nb2O6 (SBN-67).
We complement electron diffraction experiments with the capab-
ilities of aberration corrected STEM and EELS spectroscopy, in
order to understand these disorder features locally in direct space.
Figure 3.12 a) Tetragonal Tungsten Bronze (TTB) cell viewed along the [001]
zone axis. Crystallographic sites in the structural formula are indicated. b) TTB
cell viewed along the [100] zone axis.
3.3.3 Structural characterization of SBN-67
A [001] oriented monocrystal of SBN-67 was provided by the group
of Prof. Dezanneau at the Laboratoire Structures, Propriétés et
Modélisation des Solides (SPMS), École Centrale Paris. Specimens
were prepared for TEM observation either by mechanical polishing
and subsequent ion milling or through FIB in situ lift-out. Sample
preparation details can be found in Appendix B. Observations
were carried out in a JEOL J2100 for SAED experiments, in a
FEI Titan3 for HAADF experiments and in a JEOL ARM 200cF
for ABF and EELS experiments.
Diffuse scattering: incommensurate structural modulation
Figure 3.13(a) shows an electron diffraction pattern obtained from
an SBN single crystal along the [001] zone axis. Although not fully
kinematical (some of the forbidden h00 and 0k0 for h, k = 2n+ 1
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reflections are faint but still visible), the presence of an intensity
modulation according to the structure factor evidences the small
thickness of the TEM specimen. From the [001] projection, the
measured a and b parameters of the tetragonal unit cell are 12.6
Å.
Figure 3.13(b) shows an electron diffraction pattern obtained
from an SBN single crystal along the [100] zone axis. From the
[100] projection, the measured c parameter is 3.9 Å. SAED exper-
iments confirm the tetragonal tungsten bronze (TTB) structure
of the crystal. A clear streaking of the scattering intensity along
the [010] direction can be observed. Streaking corresponds to the
elongation of Bragg maxima, and can arise from an unidimensional
disorder occurring in the direction perpendicular to the diffuse
intensity distribution. This is a first indication of the presence of
A-site vacancies inducing strain in the structure.
Figure 3.13 SAED patterns for the SBN-67 crystal along the a) [001] and b)
[100] zone axes. Reciprocal unit cell vectors in each zone axis are superimposed on
the image. The measured cell parameters are a = b = 12.6 Å, and c = 3.9 Å.
Figure 3.14 shows a close-up view of the SAED pattern ob-
tained along the [100] zone axis, in a region far away from the
direct spot. Weaker diffuse scattering features can be observed.
Besides the streaking along [010], superstructure spots are found
in lines parallel to [010] doubling the periodicity of the c axis.
These superstructure spots present a much weaker intensity than
the main reflections. It is readily apparent that spots are not
distributed equidistantly in the superstructure line, which is a
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signature of incommensurate structural modulations. Also, no
streaking of the scattering intensity is found in the superstructure
lines.
Figure 3.14 a) Close-up view of the SAED pattern acquired along the [100] zone
axis. b) Intensity profile along the highlighted line in (a).
Figure 3.15 a) Experimental SAED pattern b) Scheme of the reciprocal unit
cell and the superstructure modulation vectors needed to describe the experimental
diffraction patterns.
Because of the presence of incommensurate superstructure
spots (not appearing at multiples of the TTB reciprocal lattice
vectors), two additional modulation vectors need to be introduced
in order to fully describe the reciprocal unit cell, (~q∗1 and ~q∗2),
resulting in a 5-D reciprocal superspace. A scheme showing
the relationship of the modulation vectors needed to describe
the incommensurate superstructure spots with the reciprocal
unit cell vectors of the TTB structure is given in figure 3.15,
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where a region of the SAED pattern obtained along the [100]
zone axis is shown. The incommensuration parameter, δ, can be
calculated from the distance relationships of the superstructure
spots [30], which can be measured on the intensity profile in figure
3.14(b) as δ = B−A
A+B
= 1
5
. This parameter describes how much
the spots deviate from the commensurate modulation case. For
δ = 0 both spots would collapse in the reciprocal space position
corresponding to the exact doubling of the TTB unit cell. As can
be geometrically derived from the diagram in figure 3.14(b), the
resulting modulation vectors are
~q∗1 =
1
2
(~b∗ + ~c∗) + δ~b∗ =
7
10
~b∗ +
1
2
~c∗ (3.1a)
~q∗2 =
1
2
(~b∗ − ~c∗) + δ~b∗ = 3
10
~b∗ +
1
2
~c∗ (3.1b)
The presence of an incommensurate structural modulation
points towards a locally disordered crystal structure. The random
occupation of crystallographic sites by different atoms should lead
to a structural variation that may be just compositional but is also
likely to be displacive [31]. The random nature of this variation
leads to a fluctuation which is not a multiple of the TTB structure,
resulting in the incommensurate superlattice spots.
The cation and anion sublattices. HAADF and ABF imaging.
Direct images of the cation sublattice were obtained by STEM
HAADF. In the [001] zone axis, the fluctuation in the structure
caused by the incommensurate modulation can be seen as sinus-
oidal contrast waves, highlighted along the [010] direction in figure
3.16.
Figure 3.17(a) shows a HAADF image of the SBN-67 single
crystal viewed along the [001] zone axis at the unit cell level.
The different intensities and shapes of the atomic columns can
be distinguished. The structural channels formed by the NbO6
octahedra and the corresponding crystallographic positions are
highlighted in figure 3.17(b) by superimposing a model of one
unit cell: A1-type cation sites, in square tunnels and occupied by
Sr, with expected random vacancies; A2-type sites, in pentagonal
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Figure 3.16 a) HAADF image of the SBN-67 crystal along the [001] zone axis,
and b) corresponding FFT. Incommensurate modulation appears as a sinusoidal
contrast wave, as highlighted in the image.
tunnels and expected to be occupied by randomly distributed Ba
and Sr atoms; and Nb columns, at the B-type sites at the center of
the octahedra. Figure 3.17(c) shows the same image highlighting
the shapes of the atomic columns. Columns showing a circular
symmetry correspond to A1 and B sites. A1 sites columns present
a smaller radius, as expected from the smaller size of Sr atoms.
The elongation of the spots corresponding to A2 columns supports
the possibility of a structural modulation, as it corresponds to
the projected view of the preferential atom displacements in these
columns. This is in good agreement with results reported in the
literature from XRD structural refinements [32]. Figure 3.17(d)
shows the 70% probability anisotropic displacement ellipsoids
(adapted from [32]) corresponding to the A2 sites superimposed
to the same image. Remarkably, these ellipsoids present the same
orientation and asymmetry as the experimental image of the
elongated columns.
Figure 3.18 shows a HAADF image from the SBN-67 single
crystal oriented along the [100] zone axis. Panel (a) shows a
Fourier filtered image with two superimposed unit cells. A1-
type cation sites, in square tunnels and occupied by Sr, with
expected random vacancies; A2-type sites, in pentagonal tunnels
and expected to be occupied by randomly distributed Ba and Sr
atoms; and Nb columns, at the B-type sites, are visible. Planes
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consisting solely of Nb and O atoms are denser and present the
shortest interatomic distances in this projection. Atomic columns
are not fully resolved in these planes. Planes consisting of Sr, Ba
and Nb atoms present larger interatomic distances and are fully
resolved. Ba atoms appear in pairs, with a larger diameter and
a brighter contrast, and separated alternatively by a Sr and a
Nb atom, which present a similar contrast due to their similar
atomic numbers (ZBa=56, ZSr=38, ZNb=41). Panel (b) shows an
unfiltered image taken along the same projection. Empty A1 sites
can be seen in the image. The decrease in HAADF intensity at
the vacancy sites is clear from the intensity profiles. The set of
HAADF images taken along the [100] zone axis allows confirming
the presence of random empty sites on the A-type cation columns.
Whereas all the previous results were consistent with structural
disorder in the crystal, this is the first direct evidence.
ABF images allow imaging the oxygen sublattice in the [001]
zone axis projection, as shown in figure 3.19. Oxygen atoms are
visible in the shared corners of the NbO6 octahedra, as expected.
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Figure 3.17 a) Higher magnification HAADF image taken along the [001] zone
axis. b) The same image with the structural channels formed by the NbO6 octahedra
in the TTB unit cell superimposed. c) The same image highlighting the elongation
of the A2-type cation columns (in red). d) The same image with the 70% probability
of displacement ellipsoids calculated by Woicke et al. [32] superimposed.
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Figure 3.18 a) Fourier filtered HAADF image along the [100] zone axis with a
superimposed schematic view of two unit cells. Green dots represent the A1-type
cation site, in square tunnels and occupied by Sr, with expected random vacancies;
yellow dots represent the A2-type sites, in pentagonal tunnels and expected to be
occupied by randomly distributed Ba and Sr atoms. Nb columns are represented in
blue, at the B-type sites. b) Unfiltered HAADF image. Inset: intensity profile of
the HAADF image along the vertical direction. The presence of A-site vacancies is
visible in the image and confirmed by the decrease in the HAADF intensity profile
at the expected vacancy sites (as highlighted by square sections in the HAADF
image and by an arrow in the intensity profile.
Figure 3.19 Annular Bright Field (ABF) image of the SBN-67 crystal along the
[001] zone axis. a) ABF image with a structural model superimposed, showing
the cation sites and the NbO6 octahedra. b) ABF image with the oxygen atoms
highlighted with red circles at the corners of the NbO6 octahedra.
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3.3.4 Chemical characterization: EELS spectrum ima-
ging
In order to assess the possible chemical disorder in the structure,
atomically resolved EELS spectrum images (SI) were acquired
with the crystal oriented along the [001] zone axis. With an energy
loss window ranging from 600 eV to 2600 eV, it was possible to
cover core loss edges for the 3 cations in the structure: Ba M4,5,
Sr L2,3 and Nb L2,3.
Mapping large areas with atomic column resolution requires
short acquisition times for each individual pixel/spectrum, since
long experiments increase the effect of a possible mechanical drift
of the sample holder, which may compromise the spatial resolution.
The combination of the high brightness of a cold FEG gun and a
very fast and sensitive detector allowed obtaining a useful signal
even for acquisition times as low as 0.005 s/pixel. However, the
acquired SI present a low signal-to-noise ratio, especially for higher
energy losses. Since we need atomic resolution, experimental data
needs to be processed in order to reduce the noise level.
Multivariate analysis. Principal Component Analysis for noise
reduction.
Multivariate analysis techniques are used to extract relevant in-
formation from different kinds of datasets by their adequate rep-
resentation in a vector space. For an EELS SI datacube, each
basis vector (component) is a spectrum, and the weights to be
applied in order to reconstruct the data are known as loadings
and represent the abundance of each component in the map.
In particular, Principal Component Analsis (PCA) consists in
the projection of the data in a coordinate system chosen through
variance criteria. The first component of the new orthogonal
basis is the one with maximum data variance. The following
components are, then, the n-th components with n-th maxium
variance and orthogonal to the previous n-1 components. Math-
ematically, this is equivalent to solving the eigenvector problem of
the covariance matrix of the data. The symmetry of this matrix
assures the orthogonality of the new coordinate system. Once
the decomposition has been performed, the dimensionality of the
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problem can be reduced by keeping only the components that
account for most of the variance in the data, discarding the rest as
noise contribution. In our case, the datacube dimensions are 120
pixels × 120 pixels × 2048 channels, covering a region of about 5
nm × 5 nm, resulting in a sub-Å sampling. The details of the data
processing are summarized in figure 3.20. Panel (a) shows the
simultaneously acquired HAADF image for reference. Panel (b) is
the raw spectrum image. Panel (c) shows two individual spectra
corresponding to the indicated pixel coordinates in the spectrum
image. From the co-acquired HAADF, it can be seen that they
correspond to two different crystallographic sites. However, no
information can be extracted from these individual spectra since
they are too noisy. Panel (e) shows the explained variance ratio,
or Scree plot, of the SI. The component carrying most of the
variance in the data is assigned a value of 1 and the rest of the
components are ordered according to the relative fraction of the
data variance that they account for. From the 4th component
and beyond, saturation at what we can call ’noise level’ is reached.
Therefore, a new datacube is reconstructed using only the first
three components, filtering the noise out. Panel (d) shows the two
individual spectra from the same pixel coordinates as in panel
(c), but extracted from the reconstructed data cube after the
PCA processing. The signal-to-noise ratio is remarkably improved
and modulation in the chemical information between spectra cor-
responding to two crystal sites is apparent. As a sanity check,
panel (f) shows the integrated intensity from the whole spectrum
image in panel (b) before processing. It is clear that chemical
information is present in the data and that the signal-to-noise
ratio can be improved by statistical methods, especially given
the large amount of data points in the spectrum images, which
constitute an ideal system for the machine learning algorithm.
In this sense, by just integrating the signal, atomic resolution
is lost, whereas by PCA processing we are able to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio while retaining the spatial resolution of the
experimental acquisition.
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Figure 3.20 a) HAADF image, acquired simulatenously to the EELS SI. b) Raw
spectrum image. c) Individual spectra from two pixels in the raw spectrum image,
as indicated in panels (a) and (b). d) Explained variance ratio figure. e) Resulting
spectra from the same pixels after PCA processing. The noise reduction allows
obtaining information of the spatial distribution of the signal. f) Integrated signal
from the whole spectrum image in panel (b).
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Figure 3.21 a) HAADF image, acquired simulatenously to the EELS SI. The
structural channels formed by the corner sharing NbO6 octahedra are drawn on
the image. b) Nb, c) Ba and d) Sr relative composition maps with the structural
channels superimposed. The presence of Ba and Sr in the A2 pentagonal sites is
clearly visible. Triangular C sites are empty, as expected.
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Elemental mapping
After cleaning the dataset by means of PCA, the spectrum image
was analyzed to assess a possible chemical disorder. Using the
usual Egerton [33] quantification for the core-loss edges, relative
composition maps could be obtained for a region of about 3x3 unit
cells, as shown in figure 3.21. For clarity, the channel structure
is drawn on the co-acquired HAADF image and on the composi-
tional maps. The image is slightly distorted due to drift during
acquisition. Qualitatively, it is apparent from visual inspection
that the pentagonal A2 sites are indeed shared by Ba and Sr. Nb
signal is not atomically resolved; it is found distributed all over
the background but for the bigger structural channels (A2 sites).
The main point of interest is the analysis of the Sr/Ba rela-
tionship, which determines the relaxor properties of the material.
From the Egerton quantification on the spatially resolved compos-
itional maps, the relative composition, taking into account that
there are twice as many A2 sites than A1 sites, is
[
Sr
Ba
]
= 2, in good
agreement with the nominal composition for Sr0.67Ba0.33Nb2O6.
As a sanity check, the same quantification process was carried
out on the integrated signal for the whole unprocessed spectrum
image and equivalent results were obtained. This is to confirm
that PCA processing is successful in recovering atomic resolution
for the chemical maps without a significant modification of the
chemical data.
3.3.5 Conclusions
• A single crystal of the ferroelectric relaxor Sr0.67Ba0.33Nb2O6
(SBN-67), prepared for TEM observation in the [001] and
[100] zone axes of the Tetragonal Tungsten Bronze (TTB)
structure, was studied by SAED, HAADF, ABF and EELS
in order to assess a possible local disorder in the structure,
and to correlate it with the macroscopic relaxor behavior of
the material.
• Diffuse scattering in [100] SAED patterns was found in
the form of streaking of the scattering intensity along the
[010] direction and elongation of the Bragg maxima, which
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are compatible with strain in the structure, arising from
vacancies in A1 sites.
• A direct evidence of A1 site vacancies was obtained from
aberration corrected STEM HAADF images taken along the
[100] zone axis. Randomly distributed vacant A1 sites were
found all over the crystal.
• Superstructure spots were also found in the [100] SAED
patterns, doubling the periodicity of the (001) planes, con-
sisting in non-equidistantly distributed spots along the [010]
direction. This incommensurate superstructure modulation
requires two additional modulation vectors to describe the
reciprocal space of the crystal, resulting in a 5-D reciprocal
space.
• The incommensurate modulation of the structure found in
SAED patterns is compatible with chemical disorder in A2
sites, resulting in a structural fluctuation which is not a
multiple of the TTB unit cell. In direct space, this incom-
mensurate modulation is seen as a sinusoidal contrast wave
in the HAADF images taken along the [001] zone axis.
• The random occupation of A2 sites by Ba or Sr is also in good
agreement with the observed elongation of the corresponding
atomic columns in the HAADF images taken along the [001]
zone axis, produced by the slight displacements of the atoms
in the column.
• Atomically resolved EELS chemical maps, showing the ran-
dom occupation of Ba and Sr in the A2 sites, give a direct
evidence of this chemical disorder.
• The structural reasons of the macroscopic relaxor behaviour
of SBN-67, namely, random A1 vacancies and Sr/Ba mixing
in A2 sites, are determined from aberration corrected STEM
HAADF and EELS experiments.
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Chapter 4
2D materials: HRTEM
simulation of film defects
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we will cover the identification of strain state and
defects in materials with only one dimension constrained in the
nanoscale: thin films. Thin film technology allows depositing
very thin layers of material on top of a substrate; the resulting
nanostructures present interesting properties different from their
bulk counterparts, or improve the properties of the substrate
material. Thin films are commonly used in industry for the
enhancement of mechanical properties of surfaces, such as hardness
or friction response, for magnetic switching data storage devices,
for ligthing applications such as LEDs [1] or lasers [2], or in the
photovoltaics field in tandem solar cells [3], amongst others.
The first section of this chapter will be devoted to the per-
ovskite oxide LaNiO3, an interesting material to be used as an
electrode in ferroelectric devices because of its charge transport
properties. These properties can be tuned through strain engin-
eering. The main target of the study will be, thus, the charac-
terization of the strain state of LNO films grown epitaxially on
substrates that exert different compressive or tensile stresses on
the films through crystal lattice mismatch.
The second section focuses on III-V semiconducting materials.
The system under study is a multilayer of alternating InAlN/GaN
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periods in a Bragg reflector configuration. The microstructure
of the GaN layers will be studied in order to understand the
lower than expected reflectivity of the device. Polytypism and
structural defects will be assessed by HRTEM and HRTEM image
simulation techniques.
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4.2 LaNiO3 thin films
The series of rare earth nickelates (RENiO3) presents one of the
richest phase diagrams among the transition metal oxides due to
the interplay of charge, orbital, spin and crystal lattice degrees
of freedom. Even moreso when considering epitaxial thin films
for which additional new phases, different from the bulk ones,
must be taken into consideration. The case of LaNiO3 (LNO)
is of particular interest as a highly conducting electrode, since
it is one of the few oxides for which resistivity levels below 100
µΩ×cm have been reported [4, 5]. In addition, it is the only
member of the RENiO3 series that keeps its metallic character for
all temperatures, with no metal-insulator (MI) transition, except
for ultrathin films of less than eight unit cells [6].
LNO belongs to the perovskite family of oxides, with a general
formula ABO3. The ideal unit cell is cubic, with the A-site
cation placed in the center of the cube and the B-site cations
occupying its corners. Oxygen atoms are arranged forming a
network of corner sharing octahedra enclosing the B-site cations.
A generic perovskite unit cell is depicted in figure 4.1. The
metallic behaviour of LNO comes from the hybridization of O
2p and Ni 3d orbitals. Therefore, structural parameters such as
the Ni-O distances and Ni-O-Ni angles, which govern the transfer
integral between these orbitals, play a key role in determining
the transport properties of the material [7]. A way to tune these
transport properties is through the epitaxial stress exerted by a
substrate with a given lattice parameter mismatch [8–10].
Figure 4.1 Perovskite
unit cell. Coordination
polyhedra around the B
cations (in green) are
drawn. The green sphere
corresponds to the central
A cation and the small red
spheres correspond to the
oxygen atoms.
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In order to study LNO thin films under different strain states,
a series of films were grown by the group of Professor Josep
Fontcuberta at Institut de Ciència dels Materials the Barcelona.
Films were grown by Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) on top of
different substrates (LAO, LSAT, YAO and STO), using a KrF
excimer laser (λ = 248 nm) with a fluence of 1.5 J · cm−2 and a
repetition rate of 5 Hz. Deposition was performed at an oxygen
pressure P = 0.15 mbar and keeping the substrate at a temperature
T = 700 oC. The number of laser pulses was varied to obtain
films with nominal thicknesses of 14 nm and 35 nm, according to
previous growth-rate calibrations. Lattice mismatch values with
respect to bulk LNO range from -3.1% to +2%, covering both
compressive and tensile strain. The theoretical lattice parameter
values for each substrate and bulk LNO are shown in figure 4.2, as
well as a schematic view of the expected LNO elastic deformation,
asuming volume conservation of the unit cell.
Figure 4.2 Summary of the different substrates used to grow the epitaxial LNO
thin films, with the corresponding cell parameters and lattice mismatch with respect
to the bulk value for LNO. The cartoon qualitatively represents the expected unit
cell deformation according to the compressive (LAO, YAO) or tensile (LSAT, STO)
strain exerted by the substrate.
4.2.1 Substrate-induced strain characterization
The 14 nm LNO films grown on LAO, LSAT and STO substrates
present good crystalline quality and a thickness close to nominal,
with a surface roughness of about ±1 nm. A good cube-on-cube
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growth fulfilling the [001]LNO(010)//[001]substrate(010) epitaxial
relationship is observed, with atomic-sharp interfaces. Figure 4.3
shows three HAADF images of 14 nm LNO films, grown on LAO,
LSAT and STO. The corresponding FFTs show the good epitaxial
growth of the films on the substrates, with no detectable crystal
symmetry change between the compressive and tensile cases for
the strained LNO films. Planar defects are observed throughout
the films and are highlighted by dashed lines in figure 4.3. These
defects are Ruddlesden-Popper faults and will be discussed in
detail in the following subsection.
Geometric Phase Analysis was used to generate strain tensor
maps for the in-plane (xx) and out-of-plane (yy) components,
using the substrate region as a reference. The maps are shown
in figure 4.3, superimposed to the experimental HAADF images.
From the GPA results, it can be seen that films grow fully adapted
to the substrate in the in-plane direction. Since the used reference
region is the substrate, and not bulk LNO, the obtained values
for the yy component need to be further analyzed. Taking into
account the difference between the lattice parameters of each
substrate and the bulk LNO lattice parameter, it is found that all
films present out of plane parameters which lie very close to LNO
bulk values. The difference is of 0.7% for LNO on LAO, 0.1% for
LNO on LSAT and 0.5% for LNO on STO.
In the case of LNO grown on YAO, the 14 nm film is fully
relaxed both in the in-plane and out-of-plane directions. Besides
the larger lattice mismatch when compared to the other substrates
in the series, YAO is a distorted perovskite with the orthorhombic
space group Pnma, so the growth of cubic LNO (space group
Pm3¯m) is not isostructural. The expected epitaxial relationship
would be [001]LNO(100) // [010]YAO(101). Figure 4.4 shows an
HRTEM image of the 14 nm LNO film on YAO taken along the
[001] zone axis of LNO. The corresponding FFT shows the 45 o
rotation between the YAO and LNO unit cells, as expected from
the a priori epitaxial relationship. Split spots corresponding to
the lattice parameters of the two structures are clearly observed.
Splitting is evident between the 202 and 200 reflections of YAO
and LNO, respectively, which present a lattice mismatch of 3.6%.
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A rotation is also apparent, in the in-plane direction, between the
101¯ and 020 reflections of YAO and LNO, respectively.
Thicker films of 35 nm grown on LAO and LSAT were also
characterized. The strain states found by GPA are equivalent to
the ones found in the 14 nm films.
Figure 4.3 HAADF images of 14 nm LNO films grown on LAO, LSAT and STO.
Insets show the corresponding FFTs obtained from the film region in each case. All
the LNO films present the same structure, with an elastically deformed unit cell
due to the substrate-induced strain. Superimposed in false colour, GPA maps for
the in-plane (xx) and out-of-plane (yy) components of the strain tensor, taking
the substrate region as a reference. In-plane components show a fully adapted film.
Ruddlesden-Popper type defects in the LNO films are indicated by dashed lines.
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Figure 4.4 HRTEM image of the 14 nm LNO film grown on YAO and corres-
ponding FFT. LNO (cubic, space group Pm3¯m) and YAO (orthorhombic, space
group Pnma) reciprocal unit cells are highlighted on the FFT in red and green,
respectively. Split spots corresponding to characteristic spacings of both structures
are indicated by arrows. A rotation of the spots in the in-plane direction is also
indicated.
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4.2.2 Ruddlesden-Popper faults
Disregarding the LNO/YAO system, both 14 nm and 35 nm LNO
films show a fully adapted, defect-free growth for the first 3-5
nm. Beyond that thickness, planar defects start to appear in the
film, oriented either parallel or perpendicular to the substrate-film
interface. They are indicated in figure 4.3 by dashed white lines.
These planar defects consist in the displacement of the crystal
by half a unit cell along a <111> direction and are known as
Ruddlesden-Popper (RP) faults [11][12].
The crystal displacement can be easily seen in HAADF contrast.
A close up view of one of these planar defects is shown in figure
4.5. The defect is highlighted by a dashed line and the crystal
displacement is shown schematically by a superimposed structural
model. Blue spheres correspond to La columns and green spheres
correspond to Ni columns. In order to emphasize the Z-contrast
difference between the A and B sites of the perovskite, the same
image is shown in colour scale.
Figure 4.5 a) HAADF image of a RP fault in the 35 nm LNO film grown on
LAO substrate with a structural model superimposed. Blue circles correspond to La
columns and green circles correspond to Ni columns, considering the Z dependence
of the HAADF intensity. b) The same HAADF image, temperature color coded to
visualize more easily that no A/B contrast is lost across the RP fault.
A second type of RP faults is found surrounding rectangular
regions in the film for which the contrast difference between the
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A and B sites of the perovskite is lost, as seen in the domain
highlighted in figure 4.3(c).
Other RP faults constitute domain boundaries marking the
separation of regions with and without A/B contrast but with
a gradual transition. Figure 4.6(a) shows a HAADF image of a
RP domain boundary in the 35 nm LNO film on LAO. Panel (b)
contains the same HAADF image in a colour scale in order to
help visualize the contrast difference, or lack therof, between the
A and B sites of the perovskite unit cell. Both the upper and
lower parts of the image correspond to the LNO film. The loss of
HAADF contrast between the A and B sites is clearly observed in
the upper part of the image, i.e., inside the RP domain. Panel (c)
shows a wider field of view containing the region in panels (a) and
(b). It can be observed in the colour coded HAADF intensity that
the loss of contrast between the A and B sites of the perovskite
is sharp in the out-of-plane direction, taking place in just one
atomic plane. On the other hand, the loss of A/B contrast in the
lateral direction is gradual.
The differences observed in HAADF contrast for the RP faults
can be understood in terms of the 3D position of the domains
inside the films and the relative orientation of the planar defects
with respect to the electron beam. The first situation is the most
simple one: two displaced domains are observed side by side and
they constitute the totality of the TEM specimen thickness. This
corresponds to the case schematically shown in figure 4.7(a). In the
second case, the loss of A/B contrast is due to the superposition
of two domains. The displacement by half a unit cell means that
A sites of one domain will be in the positions expected for B
cations in the other domain. The projected view yields an average
HAADF contrast. This situation happens when the displaced
domain defined by the RP faults is embedded in the non-displaced
LNO and the electron beam travels through both domains, as
shown in figure 4.7(b). In the third case, the gradual loss of
A/B contrast is explained by the planar defect not being oriented
parallel to the electron beam, as depicted in figure 4.7(c).
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Figure 4.6 a) HAADF image of a RP fault in the 35 nm LNO film grown on
LAO substrate with a structural model superimposed. Blue circles correspond to
La columns, green circles correspond to Ni columns and turquoise circles correspond
to the overlapping La and Ni columns. b) The same HAADF image using a
temperature colour code for the HAADF intensity. c) Wider field of view containing
the region shown in (a) and (b). The loss of A/B HAADF contrast is sharp in the
out-of-plane direction but gradual in the in-plane direction.
Figure 4.7 Cartoon displaying a) a RP fault separating two domains through
the whole TEM specimen thickness. b) RP faults enclosing a domain embedded
in the non-displaced LNO. c) a RP domain with one boundary not parallel to the
electron beam.
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4.2.3 Non-stoichiometry in LNO thin films
Superstructure modulation in complex oxides with a perovskite,
or a related, structure is rather common. The extremely large
flexibility of the perovskite unit cell, which allows it to accommod-
ate cations of very different sizes, results in a broad landscape of
possible superstructures for distorted perovskites.
The distortion of the coordination polyhedra might consist in
just a collective rotation pattern of the BO6 octahedra [13] or in
the formation of different coordination environments for all or
some of the cations, if vacancies are introduced. The relaxation of
the cations around a structural defect, such as an oxygen vacancy,
results in the rearrangement of the remaining oxygen atoms to
create new coordination polyhedra [14, 15]. In the films under
study, a superstructure modulation doubling the periodicity of
the LNO unit cell was observed in HRTEM and HAADF images
in regions of the 35 nm LNO films grown on LAO and LSAT.
Figure 4.8 shows an HRTEM image of the 35 nm LNO film on
LAO observed along the [100] zone axis with the superstructure
modulation oriented perpendicular to the substrate-film interface,
doubling the d010 spacing. In the well known series of defective
perovskites described by the formula AnBnO3n−1, there is a variety
of local minima for the energy corresponding to the rearrangement
of the structure when oxygen atoms are taken away. Given the
inherent thermodynamic instability of the Ni3+ state, let us now
consider the n = 2 member of the series. This gives us the oxygen
defficient LaNiO2.5 phase. The interplay of the Ni oxidation state
and the oxygen content in the material is also a key factor for
understanding the transport properties of the material.
Investigations on the structure of the LaNiO2.5 sub-stoichio-
metric phase go back to the 1980s when an XRD pattern was
first reported by Crespin et al. [16] and indexed as a monoclinic
perovskite superstructure with cell parameters 2
√
ao, 2
√
ao, 2ao,
ao being the cell parameter of the ideal cubic perovskite. Although
the structure could not be solved, a model based on the brown-
millerite structure was proposed. Brownmillerite is a perovskite
superstructure in which the B cation adopts both tetrahedral
and octahedral coordinations due to the ordering of the oxygen
vacancies. However, given that a tetrahedral environment is par-
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Figure 4.8 a) HRTEM image of the 35 nm LNO film grown on LAO taken
along the [100] zone axis. Inset: FFT of the highlighted region. A superstructure
modulation is observed over extended regions of the film, consisting in a doubling
of the periodicity of the unit cell in the in-plane [010] direction. This can be seen
as the 1/2x(010) spot in the FFT and in real space as the doubling of the d010
spacing, as indicated in panel (b). b) Close-up view from the highlighted region.
ticularly unfavorable in the case of Ni, tetragonal structures were
proposed by Vidgasayar and Rao [8], in which the ordering of
oxygen vacancies occurs in the [110] direction, forming chains of
NiO6 octahedra and NiO4 square planes aligned along the c axis.
Based on electron diffraction experiments, González-Calbet el al.
[17] adopted the octahedral-square planes description but in the
framework of a monoclinic cell with 2
√
ao, 2
√
ao, 2ao cell para-
meters. Later, Moriga et al.[18] determined the correct unit cell
symmetry from XRD data, which was found to be monoclinic but
with a relationship to the ideal perovskite of the form 2ao, 2ao, 2ao.
Given that the finer structural details are determined by the ar-
rangements of oxygen atoms, which are weak scatterers for X-rays,
the final refinement of the structure including the polyhedra tilt
patterns was reported by Alonso et al. [7, 19] from high resolution
neutron diffraction experiments. Their results also proved, based
on the Brown bond model, that Ni atoms are divalent in both
octahedral and planar coordination environments.
Figure 4.9(a) shows the unit cell for the oxygen deficient
LaNiO2.5, including the Ni coordination polyhedra only. The
lattice parameters are am = bm = 7.8, cm = 7.40 and β = 94o,
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where the subindex m stands for monoclinic. The shortening of
the ~c axis is a result of the missing two apical oxygens in the
square planar columns, as shown in figure 4.9(b). When these ap-
ical oxygens are missing, the equatorial oxygens are drawn closer
to the central Ni atom. As a result, the equatorial planes of the
adjacent octahedral units are expanded and the apical oxygens
are drawn closer to the central Ni atom to compensate for this [7].
Figure 4.9 a) LaNiO2.5 monoclinic unit cell showing the two different coordina-
tion environments for Ni atoms: octahedra and square planes. Adapted from [7]. b)
Schematic view of the Ni coordination polyhedra in the ideal perovskite structure.
c) Schematic view of the distortion of the Ni coordination polyhedra caused by the
missing apical oxygens in every second Ni position along [110]. This distortion is
responsible for the shortening of the c axis of the monoclinic phase when compared
to the ideal perovskite.
Considering the HRTEM image of the 35 nm LNO film grown
on LAO shown in figure 4.8, taken along the [100] zone axis, and
the unit cell of the LaNiO2.5 phase, the observed superstructure
modulation can be explained as an octahedral tilt arrangement
resulting from the missing oxygen atoms. However, images taken
along the [100] zone axis can not provide direct imaging of the
octahedral and planar coordinated columns, since they alternate
along the [110] direction.
Taking into acount the compressive strain exerted by the
LAO substrate, the shorter ~c axis of the monoclinic, oxygen
defficient LaNiO2.5 is expected to lay in plane. Given the cube-
on-cube epitaxial relationship, when preparing a cross-section
TEM specimen so that one of the faces of the LAO cubic cell is
perpendicular to the electron beam, the ~c axis of the monoclinic
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phase can end up lying either parallel or perpendicular to the
electron beam. Figure 4.10 shows HRTEM images from two cross
sections, both corresponding to 35 nm LNO films grown on a
LAO substrate, perpendicular from each other. The experimental
image in figure 4.10(a), as the one in figure 4.8, is compatible with
the monoclinic ~c axis being oriented perpendicular to the electron
beam. Therefore, by preparing a new TEM specimen from the
same sample, cut at 90o from the first one, it is expected to get the
monoclinic ~c axis parallel to the electron beam. In this situation,
the chains of NiO6 octahedra and NiO4 square planes would be
apparent in the image. The corresponding HRTEM image from
the 90o rotated TEM specimen is shown in figure 4.10(b). A
region with a contrast modulation consisting in a checkerboard
pattern oriented at 45o with respect to the substrate-film interface
is clearly visible. This pattern corresponds to the doubling of the
(110) interplanar distances, as predicted for the ordering of the
oxygen vacancies in LaNiO2.5 resulting in the chains of octahedra
and square planes along the ~c axis. Figure 4.10(c) shows the
structural models with the octahedra and square planes as seen
in each one of the orientations related by a 90o rotation.
Figure 4.11(a) shows an HRTEM image of the 35 nm LNO
film grown on LSAT. A superstructure modulation doubling the
perovskite unit cell is observed in this film too, but oriented paral-
lel to the substrate-film interface. Considering again the LaNiO2.5
phase, this can be understood in terms of the epitaxial strain
exerted by the substrate. If the compressive LAO favoured the
in-plane orientation of the monoclinic ~c axis, the tensile LSAT
favours its out-of-plane orientation. In this situation, irrespective
of the face of the cube of the LSAT substrate chosen to be oriented
parallel to the electron beam in the cross-section TEM specimen,
the ordered columns with oxygen vacancies will not be directly
visible. Again, the observed superstructure corresponds to the
octahedral tilt pattern, as depicted in figure 4.11(c), where the
structural model with the coordination polyhedra is shown. By
cutting a 45o oriented specimen so that the (110) planes, in which
the ordering occurs, are visible, a new superstructure modula-
tion is expected to be seen, perpendicular to the substrate-film
interface, coexisting with the parallel one, which corresponds to
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the octahedral tilts. The experimental HRTEM image obtained
from the 45o rotated TEM specimen is shown in figure 4.11(b).
The two contrast modulations are observed, corresponding to the
octahedral and square plane columns oriented out of plane as is
apparent in the structural model in figure 4.11(c).
In summary, the observed superstructure modulation in LNO
thin films is found to be compatible with a lower symmetry, oxy-
gen defficient, monoclinc LaNiO2.5 phase. The octahedral tilt
induced by the oxygen vacancies is observed in different orienta-
tions depending on the sign of the stress exerted by the substrate.
This is related to the in-plane or out-of-plane orientation of the
shorter monoclinic ~c axis. By choosing an adequate geometry
for the TEM specimen preparation in each case, the crystal ori-
entations revealing the alternating octahedral and planar square
coordinated columns can be made accessible. However, this phase
is not found everywhere in the films; in other words, LaNiO2.5
does not constitute the totality of the films. This is in good
agreement with the macroscopic conduction measurements. A
metallic behaviour is found for all the studied layers. This would
not be possible if only LaNiO2.5 was present in these samples, as
the Ni coordination environment and octahedral connectivity is
crucial for the transport properties of LaNiO3. Indeed, known
oxygen deficient phases (LaNiO3−δ) are reported to be insulating.
Regarding the 14 nm films, no superstructure modulation is
observed. However, the same arguments concerning the thermody-
namic instability of Ni3+ and the subsequent presence of oxygen
vacancies still hold. Considering that the 14 nm films have been
grown under the same conditions as the 35 nm films, a certain
degree of non-stoichiometry due to oxygen vacancies is expected.
It is thus implied that a critical thickness exists for the ordering
of the vacancies.
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Figure 4.10 a,b) Pair of HRTEM images of the 35 nm LNO film on LAO related
by a 90o rotation of the sample preparation direction. c) Structural model of the
LaNiO2.5/LAO interface showing the octahedral tilt pattern of LaNiO2.5, viewed
along the ~a axis, and the alternating octahedral and planar columns, viewed along
the c axis.
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Figure 4.11 a) HRTEM image of the 35 nm LNO film on LSAT observed along the
[100] direction. b) HRTEM image of the same film, from a TEM specimen prepared
at 45o from the one in (a), thus observed along the [110] direction. c) Structural
model of the LaNiO2.5/LSAT interface showing the origin of the modulations in
(a) and (b): the effect of alternating columns of octahedral and planar columns is
superimposed to that of the octahedral tilt pattern.
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4.2.4 Conclusions
• 14 and 35 nm thick LNO films grown by PLD on LAO, LSAT,
STO and YAO substrates have been characterized to study
the different epitaxial strain states induced in the LNO films
by the crystal lattice mismatch with each substrate.
• A good epitaxial growth of the films is confirmed from
HRTEM and HAADF experiments. Thicknesses close to
nominal are observed, with (14±1) nm and (35±5) nm for
the two series, respectively. From the digital diffractograms
(FFTs), LNO films grown on LAO, LSAT and STO are
found to be completely adapted to the substrate. On the
other hand, LNO grown on YAO is fully relaxed due to the
larger lattice mismatch and the different structure of the
orthorhombic substrate and the cubic LNO.
• The strain state of the LNO films grown on LAO, LSAT
and STO has been studied by GPA. The results show fully
strained LNO films in the in-plane direction and values close
to those of bulk LNO for the out-of-plane parameter.
• Planar defects are found after the first 3 to 5 nm in all films.
These defects are Ruddlesden-Popper faults, consisting in the
displacement of the crystal lattice by half the unit cell along
the [111] direction. Different orientations of the RP faults
have been assessed by the study of the HAADF intensity.
In particular, the presence, or lack, of a contrast difference
between the A and B sites of the perovskite structure across
a RP fault has been useful in determining the overlapping
of different domains in the films.
• A local superstructure modulation has been observed in the
35 nm LNO films grown on LAO and LSAT, which has
been found to correspond to LaNiO2.5, a monoclinic oxygen
defficient phase. The difference in the sign of the strain
exerted by the LAO and LSAT substrates is found to lead to
two different orientations of the monoclinic axes of LaNiO2.5.
Through an adequate TEM specimen preparation process,
different zone axes of the oxygen deficient phase have been
made accessible for observation.
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• Both the strain exerted by the substrate, that affects the
Ni-O angles and distances and, therefore, the orbital hybrid-
ization, and the non-stoichiometry of the films, that affects
the octahedral network connectivity, are major aspects af-
fecting the electrical transport properties of LNO.
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4.3 InAlN/GaN Distributed Bragg reflectors
The series of III-V nitrides (AlN, InN, GaN) have attracted a great
deal of attention, especially since the successful realization of the
GaN-based high intensity blue LED by Nakamura in 1993 [20].
This breakthrough received the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2014.
The possibility to tune the optical properties of functional devices
in the visible range of the spectrum make them key building
blocks in the field of optoelectronics. However, one of the main
issues regarding the fabrication of efficient devices is the large
lattice mismatch between the binary compounds. A solution is the
use of ternary compounds (InAlN, AlGaN, InGaN) with different
stoichiometries, which allow tuning the lattice parameter to meet
the particular needs of a given application. Other problems still
remain, such as the difference in optimal growth temperatures
for each compound, which can lead, for instance, to a spinodal
decomposition.
Distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs) consist in multilayer
devices containing alternating layers of materials with high and
low refractive index values. By properly choosing the refractive
indexes and the thicknesses of the semiperiods, it is possible to
select the range of wavelengths to be reflected, through the phe-
nomenon of constructive interference [21][22]. DBRs are used as
highly efficient reflectors, for example, in resonant cavity LEDs
[23] or in vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs) [24][25].
The reflectivity values depend on the structural homogeneity of
the layers, their flatness and the abruptness of the interfaces. [26]
4.3.1 Sample growth and preliminary characterization
In this section, the characterization of an InAlN/GaN ten-period
DBR will be addressed. The device under study was grown by the
group of Prof. Enrique Calleja at Instituto de Sistemas Optoelec-
trónicos y Microtecnología (ISOM), from Universidad Politécnica
de Madrid (UPM). The vertical stacking of the device consists
in a sapphire substrate on top of which a 4 µm GaN template is
grown by Metalorganic Vapour Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE). Then,
a 100 nm GaN buffer layer is grown by plasma assisted Molecu-
lar Beam Epitaxy (MBE) at a temperature of 700o in order to
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minimize the surface roughness, as it might propagate into the
multilayer structure. InAlN semiperiods were grown at 535o. A
nominal composition of In17Al83N whas chosen in order to achieve
in-plane lattice matching with GaN, thus optimizing the crystal-
line quality of the system. GaN semiperiods were grown at the
same temperature and in an In rich environment so that liquid In
would act as a surfactant, enhancing Ga adatoms surface mobility.
An annealing process at 600o was carried out after every GaN
semiperiod growth in order to desorb the accumulated In and
improve GaN crystalline quality. The targeted thicknesses are 43
nm for the InAlN semiperiod and 40 nm for the GaN semiperiod
to achieve the maximum reflectivity at a wavelength of 400 nm.
Further details of the growth procedure can be found in references
[27] and [28].
Figure 4.12(a) shows a HAADF image of the resulting DBR
stacking. The expected 10 InAlN/GaN bilayers are successfully
grown, with thickness values very close to nominal. XRD studies
carried out at ISOM, already revealed a good stacking with a
periodicity of 83 nm, as expected for the 43 nm InAlN/40 nm GaN
bilayers. XRD also showed a perfect in-plane lattice matching of
the two compounds. Using a linear Vegard law to relate the lattice
parameters obtained from XRD with In content, the estimated
value was found to be 18.4%. With the measured layer thicknesses
and known refractive indexes for the layer compositions [29][30],
the corresponding calculated reflectivity curve is obtained, as
shown in figure 4.12(b). However, the experimentally measured
reflectivity is below the expected value (∼60% vs ∼75%). In
order to determine the origin of the depleted optical properties
of the device, TEM experiments were carried out to analyze the
microstructure of the DBR device.
Samples for TEM observation were prepared in cross section
geometry by mechanical polishing and subsequent Ar+ ion milling
up to electrotransparency, as described in Appendix B. HRTEM
experiments were carried out in a JEOL 2010F microscope.
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Figure 4.12 a) HAADF image of the InAlN/GaN DBR stacking. Dark layers
correspond to the InAlN semiperiods and bright layers correspond to GaN semiperi-
ods, given the atomic number dependence of the HAADF intensity. b) Reflectivity
and absorption spectra measured for the studied device. Reflectivity spectrum
calculated from known layer thickness and refractive indexes. A significantly lower
value for the reflectivity is found (∼ 60%), compared to the calculated curve.
Reproduced from [28]
4.3.2 GaN polytypism: wurtzite and zinc blende phases
HRTEM images show a perfect, defect-free wurtzite structure for
the InAlN layers. This is not he case for the GaN layers, where
Moirée fringes with different perodicities as well as planar defects
are apparent (see figure 4.13) in extended regions. In particular,
it is evident from the difference in the stacking sequence of the
growth direction planes that zinc blende GaN is also present in
the GaN semiperiods.
Figure 4.13 a) HRTEM image of a GaN semiperiod and corresponding bottom
and top InAlN semiperiods. In this case only defect-free wurtzite is observed in the
GaN layer. b-c) Examples of GaN layer regions where Moirée fringes and planar
defects are apparent.
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Figure 4.14 shows an HRTEM image from a GaN semiperiod
region containing both wurtzite (W) and zinc blende (ZB) phases.
The two phases are related by the epitaxial relationship [110]GaNW -
(002)// [011]GaNZB(11¯0). As can be seen in the indexed FFT
in panel (b), both phases are lattice-matched in the in-plane dir-
ection. However, some reflections corresponding to W and ZB
are split in the out-of-plane direction. Vector addition of the
reciprocal vectors of the split spots from the two phases results
in the spots corresponding to the superposition Moirée pattern
observed in the image.
Figure 4.14 a) HRTEM image of a GaN semiperiod showing wurtzite (W) and
zinc blende (ZB) GaN, as well a superposition region with Moirée fringes. b) FFT
corresponding to the region higlighted in (a), showing the overlapping W and ZB
GaN reciprocal cells. Spots corresponding to the superposition Moirée pattern are
described by the out-of-plane lattice mismatch.
Following the indexation of the FFT in figure 4.14(b), a struc-
tural model for the contact surfaces between wurtzite and zinc
blende GaN is proposed in figure 6.2. As stated above, the
growth planes are the (001) plane of the wurtzite structure and
a {111}ZB plane, respectively. However, the stacking sequence
changes between the two structures, as can be seen in figure 6.2(a)
that corresponds to the cross section view of the interface, as in
the experimental HRTEM images. The wurtzite phase shows an
ababab... type stacking sequence, or 2H (2 for the periodicity, H
for hexagonal). Zinc blende phase has an abcabcabc... type stack-
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ing, or 3C (3 for the periodicty, C for cubic). For the in-plane
orientation, 3 rotations for the growth of {111}ZB zinc blende are
possible, as shown in figure 4.15(b).
Figure 4.15 Model for the contact surfaces between wurtzite and zinc blende
GaN. Large grey circles correspond to Ga atoms and small blue circles correspond
to N atoms. a) Front view, as in the cross section experimental HRTEM images. b)
Top view of the proposed contact surfaces. The highlighted hexagon indicates the
alignment between the two phases. Notice that the ZB structure can be rotated by
120o increments.
Figure 4.16(a) shows a lateral frontier, inside a GaN semiperi-
ode, between wurtzite and zinc blende phases, including a small
superposition region presenting Moirée fringes. Considering the
structural model just described and the indexation of the pure
phases in the image (panels (c) and (d), a model consisting in the
superposition of a block of [110]W GaN and a block of [011]ZB GaN
was created. An HRTEM image was simulated for this block and
is presented superimposed to the experimental image in 4.16(b).
The simulated image matches the experimentally observed Moirée
fringes, with a 6-fold periodicty pattern with respect to the zinc
blende structure.
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Figure 4.16 a) HRTEM image of a GaN layer with a superposition region of
wurtzite and zinc blende phases. b) Close up view of the highlighted superposition
region presenting Moirée fringes. Superimposed, a simulated HRTEM image
obtained from the proposed structural model. c) FFT from the W region. d)
FFT from the superposition region. e) FFT from the ZB region.
4.3.3 GaN twinning
Figure 4.17 shows an HRTEM image of the top GaN semiperiod of
the stacking, containing only zinc blende GaN. A high density of
planar defects is observed, as well as a region showing a different
lattice periodicity (highlighted by a white square). Analysis of the
FFT of this region, shown in panel (b), reveals the presence of two
different orientations for the zinc blende GaN. Both orientations,
[110]ZB and [011]ZB, share the [11¯1]ZB growth direction and are
related by a 60o in-plane rotation. By vector adding the reciprocal
lattice vectors from both zone axes, the additional spots in the
FFT can be obtained, and the different periodicity in the region
of overlapping can be understood as a Moirée pattern.
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Considering the growth of GaN in this system, always on
top of an hexagonal wurtzite InAlN layer, the same argument
as applied for the construction of the contact surfaces model
between wurtzite and zinc blende phases is still valid for the ZB
semiperiod. Zinc blende GaN growing on top of [001] oriented
wurtzite InAlN is expected to follow the epitaxial relationship in
figure 4.15. Considering the hexagonal symmetry of the [11¯1]ZB
growth direction planes, as can be seen in figure 4.15(b), all
[11¯1]ZB orientations related by a 120o in-plane rotation will be, in
principle, equally likely to happen (e.g. the [110]ZB and [011]ZB
drawn in panel (b)). This is in good agreement with the high
density of twin defects that can be seen in the zinc blende GaN
regions.
Taking this into account, a structural model was built in which
a block of [110]ZB-oriented GaN and a block of [011]ZB-oriented
GaN were superimposed in the direction of the electron beam.
HRTEM images from this superposition region were simulated and
the obtained three-fold periodicity of the Moirée fringes matches
the experimental HRTEM image, as shown in figure 4.17(d).
4.3.4 Discussion
Polytypism in III-V compounds has been extensively reported in
the literature for a long time, and stays nowadays an active topic of
interest [31–39]. The presence of zinc blende GaN can be explained
in the present case by the low growth temperature (535oC), chosen
to avoid the decomposition of the InAlN semiperiods [40]; the
optimum temperature for wurtzite GaN growth being ∼ 700oC
[41, 42].
Both the presence of polytipism and a high density of twin
defects in the GaN layers compromise the homogeneity of the
periods which, as stated above, is crucial for the performance of the
device. The additional interfaces generated both at the boundaries
between the two phases or at the twin planes separating the rotated
domains of ZB GaN act as absorption and/or scattering centers
for photons with energies below the bandgap. These defects would
contribute to the residual absorption of the device, which would,
in turn, lead to a decrease in reflectivity.
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Figure 4.17 a) HRTEM image of a zinc blende GaN region showing twinning
and Moirée fringes in the highlighted area. b) FFT from the highlighted area,
with a 60o twinning. c) Proposed structural model for the superposition region.
d) Close up view of the region highlighted in (a) with a superimposed HRTEM
simulated image obtained from the model. The simulated image reproduces the
3-fold periodicity corresponding to the Moirée fringes pattern.
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4.3.5 Conclusions
• A DBR device consisting of alternating layers of InAlN and
GaN, grown by plasma assisted MBE, has been studied by
HRTEM in order to assess the presence of microstructural
features that might account for the lower than expected
reflectivity of the device.
• Defect-free InAlN semiperiods with wurtzite structure were
observed. However, a high degree of structural inhomogen-
eity was found in the GaN semiperiods. Coexistence of
wurtzite and zinc blende GaN was observed, as well as a
number of planar defects in both phases. The presence of
zinc blende GaN is attributed to the low growth temperat-
ure employed in order to avoid decomposition of the InAlN
semiperiods.
• A structural model for the contact surfaces between wurtzite
and zinc blende GaN is proposed considering the indexation
of the experimental images and the unit cell symmetry.
• A high density of twin defects was observed in zinc blende
GaN. The presence of these twins is explained in terms of
the proposed structural model, as different in-plane rotations
for the growth of ZB on top of W are possible.
• HRTEM image simulations were carried out in order to val-
idate the proposed model for the contact surfaces and the
orientation of the observed defects in the layers. Simulated
images successfully reproduce the experimental HRTEM con-
trast for the case of overlapping wurtzite and zinc blende
GaN as well as for the case of overlapping zinc blende do-
mains with different in-plane orientations.
• The presence of these structural defects in the GaN lay-
ers explains the low reflectivity of the DBR device, since
they act as absorption and/or scattering centers for photons
with energies below the bandgap energy, thus increasing the
residual absorption in the device.
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Chapter 5
1D materials: localized
strain fields in core-shell
nanowires
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we will focus on nanostructures with 2 dimensions
confined in the nanoscale. Nanowires, nanotubes, nanorods, etc.
find a lot of applications on their own and, in addition, are
suitable to be tailored to form heterostructures (either radial or
longitudinal), functionalized with organic molecules, decorated or
filled (in the case of nanotubes) [1–4].
Semiconductor nanowires have attracted much attention over
the past few years. From a technological point of view, advantages
such as the possibility to use crystal phases that are not stable
in bulk, the easier lattice matching between different phases or
materials due to the lack of lateral relaxation, or the related strain
engineering in such interfaces opens a wide field of possibilities,
all this, combined with the prospect of the possible integration
in the already developed and scalable semiconductor industry.
On the other hand, the resulting quantum confinement of charge
carriers in space gives rise to interesting new phenomena and new
applications [5].
Last, but not least, the high surface to volume ratio of 1D
nano objects allows for a very high efficiency in applications such
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as catalysis or sensing, where performance is controlled by the
reactivity of the surface and the contribution of the bulk is rather
unimportant or even a drawback [6–8].
This chapter will be devoted to the study of Nb2O5 and
Nb2O5/SnO2 core shell heterostructures, with applications in
humidity sensing. It will focus on the characterization of the
surfaces, both the free surface of the Nb2O5 nanorods and the
Nb2O5/SnO2 heterojunction, which are critical for the humidity
sensing properties of the nanostructures, mostly through HRTEM.
Interpretation and analysis of the images will be carried out by
means of HRTEM image simulation and GPA.
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5.2 Nb2O5 for humidity sensing
The research into solid-state sensors with higher sensitivity, better
selectivity, and long-term stability has significantly increased in
recent years [9–11]. In particular, humidity sensing is receiving sig-
nificant attention given its technological potential, as it is needed
in many areas of industrial processing, environmental control,
and medical applications [12, 13]. Nanostructured metal oxides
are ideally suited for the fabrication of sensors with improved
performances due to the confinement effects and the possibility
to tailor their surface and charge-transport properties by adjust-
ing their size and shape [14–17]. Humidity sensors based on the
most widely used metal oxide, SnO2, mostly operate at relat-
ively high temperatures (>200 oC), and they are known to suffer
from undesired cross-sensitivity effects in the presence of other
gases [18, 19]. The sensor response is commonly explained by
chemisorption of water molecules onto the SnO2 surface, which
alters the electronic conduction by depleting the metal oxide of
charge carriers and inhibiting the charge-transduction processes
with analyte molecules. This response is, thus, rather irregular.
Nb2O5 is a less-studied but promising ceramic material for
sensing applications due to its good response to moisture even at
room temperature [20–22]. Stoichiometric Nb2O5 is an insulator,
but it becomes an n-type semiconductor at very low oxygen defi-
ciency levels, with a conduction band formed by Nb-3d orbitals
and a valence band formed by O-2p orbitals. The humidity detec-
tion mechanism is usually described as the condensation of water
molecules onto the NbOx surface, which induces proton conduc-
tion and, as a result, a change in the net electrical conductivity
[22]. Consequently, the morphology of the NbOx surface critically
influences the final response of this material toward moisture.
The reduction of energy consumption in sensor devices de-
mands materials that can deliver optimal sensing behavior at
low or room temperature. In general, sensors based on ionic
conduction mechanisms show a higher sensitivity toward water
vapor than those based on electronic conduction [23]. However,
most of the wideband semiconductors such as Nb2O5 exhibit low
mobility of charge carriers, leading to a high resistivity, which
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makes them less attractive for their implementation in devices.
Heterostructured nanomaterials, based on engineered metal-oxide
or oxide-oxide multimaterial junctions, can enhance the functional
performance by combining individual material characteristics,
which have shown significant advantages when compared with
their single-component counterparts. In the case of Nb2O5 as a
humidity sensor, the pairing with SnO2 allows combining the high
sensitivity of the former with the good electrical conductivity and
device integrability of the latter.
5.2.1 Synthesis and preliminary characterization
As previously described, ceramic materials such as Nb2O5 detect
humidity at low temperatures following ionic conduction mech-
anisms: when the Nb2O5 nanorods are exposed to humidity, the
water molecules dissociate, resulting in hydroxyl groups attached
to their surface. If only hydroxyl groups are present in the surface,
then protons hop between adjacent hydroxyl groups, leading to
protonic conduction. If enough water molecules are available, then
a second layer of water molecules is formed, which is stagnant and
cannot move freely due to the bonding to the two hydrogen atoms.
Further layers of water molecules subsequently adsorbed allow
the free movement of the protons through the network formed
by water molecules, leading to an effective ionic conduction as a
function of the humidity content in air (Grotthuss mechanism).
However, the high resistivity of Nb2O5 at 60oC prevents any real-
istic implementation of a device. Hence the use of Nb2O5@SnO2
heterostructures is proposed in order to take advantage of the
good transport properties of SnO2.
Nb2O5 nanorods were grown by the group of Professor San-
jay Mathur at Köln University [24], through the CVD controlled
decomposition of [Nb(OiPr)5]2 precursor at 950 oC on top of
polycrystalline alumina substrate. One dimensional growth was
promoted by adjusting the precursor flow and the substrate tem-
perature, which lead to the formation of needle-like deposits.
Nb2O5@SnO2 heterostructures were also grown at Köln University.
SnO2 nanowires were synthesized by decomposition of [Sn(OtBu)4]
precursor at 750 oC on gold-sputtered aluminum oxide substrates
through the vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) growth mechanism. The
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growth of SnO2/Nb2O5 core-shell heterostructures was achieved
by CVD, via the decomposition of [Nb(OiPr)5]2 at 950 oC onto
the as-grown crystalline SnO2 nanowires. The deposition of the
Nb2O5 shell was carried out in the same conditions as the bare
Nb2O5 nanorods, to allow comparing their performances.
In order to assess the effectiveness of this approach, the hu-
midity sensing response of three different systems was measured
at the Nb2O5 optimal temperature of 60oC. First, bare Nb2O5
nanorods. Second, Nb2O5-covered SnO2 nanowires with a low-
density coverage. Finally, Nb2O5-covered SnO2 nanowires with a
high-density coverage. The compared results are shown in figure
5.1. Remarkably, the fully covered Nb2O5@SnO2 heterostructures
present an equivalent value for the sensitivity as the bare Nb2O5
nanorods, but a three times shorter recovery time.
The heterostructure strategy is, thus, proven useful. The
TEM structural characterization aims at explaining the origin of
this improved functionality down to atomic level. Samples were
prepared for TEM observation by scratching of the deposited
nanostrutures from the substrates with a razor, suspension of
the obtained powder in hexane and subsequent dispersion of a
droplet on top of a holey carbon-covered copper grid. HRTEM
experiments were carried out in the JEOL J2100 and JEOL J2010F
microscopes at CCiT-UB, and the FEI Tecnai F30 microscope at
LMA-INA.
Figure 5.1 Humidity sens-
ing behavior of Nb2O5,
SnO2, and Nb2O5/SnO2
(H) and (L) heterostructures
with high and low Nb2O5
content, respectively.
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5.3 Nb2O5 nanorods
A general view of the synthesized Nb2O5 nanorods is shown in
figure 5.2. They present lengths under 500 nm and diameters
ranging from 30 nm to 50 nm. Contrast fringes along the growth
direction are observed in all nanorods. They are more clearly
visible in the higher magnification HRTEM images in figure 5.3,
resulting in a streaking of the intensity in the FFTs. Streaking
patterns are often related to planar defects in crystals, such as
twins or stacking faults.
Figure 5.2 a) General BF
image of the Nb2O5 nanor-
ods. b) Higher magnifica-
tion image. All the nanorods
present contrast fringes ori-
ented along the growth dir-
ection.
The indexation of the FFTs of the Nb2O5 nanorods is far from
straightforward. Nb2O5 presents a large number of crystal modi-
fications, depending strongly on the employed synthesis method
and conditions. The high temperature forms expected from the
synthesis of the nanorods present rather similar block structures,
defined by the arrangement and connectivity of n× n blocks of
NbO6 octahedra. Two monoclinic space groups, C2 (#5) and
C2/m (#12), are consistent with the obtained digital diffraction
patterns. The structure described according to space group C2
presents a unit cell with a = 5.2, b = 4.7 c = 5.9, β = 108.6o. The
unit cell of the structure described according to space group C2/m
presents a unit cell with a = 28.5, b = 3.8 c = 17.5, β = 120.8o.
In a monoclinic axes set, the NbO6 building blocks form infinite
chains along the ~b axis. Therefore, observation along the [010]
zone axis should provide the necessary information to elucidate
the structure of the nanorods. However, and rather logically
considering their uniaxial symmetry, all nanorods present the
monoclinic ~b axis oriented along the growth direction, contained
in-plane and not accessible for observation.
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Figure 5.3 HRTEM image of two Nb2O5 nanorods. A complex contrast modula-
tion is observed, perpendicular to the growth direction of the nanorod.
A direct experimental strategy for solving this problem would
be the preparation of a cross-section TEM specimen from a
nanowire, thus making the [010] accessible for observation. Al-
though this is feasible, e.g. by using FIB sample preparation (see
Appendix B), it is a sophisticated and time consuming approach.
On the other hand, HRTEM simulation offers the possibility to
tackle this problem with no need for new sample preparations
and additional experiments. Therefore, atomic models were cre-
ated for the considered phases of Nb2O5, and HRTEM images
were simulated for different crystal orientations and microscope
conditions.
Considering the streaking patterns in the FFTs, twin defects
were introduced in the crystallographically perfect monoclinic C2
structure in order to take into account the contrast modulation.
However, no successful match with the experimental HRTEM con-
trast was achieved. On the other hand, the intrinsically twinned
C2/m phase successfully reproduced the experimental contrast,
as shown by the simulations superimposed to the experimental
image in figure 5.4.
HRTEM image simulation thus confirmed the formation of
Nb2O5 nanorods corresponding to space group 12 phase (C2/m,
a = 28.5, b = 3.8 c = 17.5, β = 120.8o). In spite of not being a
direct structural determination technique (as explained in Chapter
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1) HRTEM proved a useful technique in order to discriminate
between possible known structures for a given compound, involving
just oﬄine analysis of the data. After HRTEM simulation results
allowed a proper indexation of two disctint regions of the nanorod,
a twin defect could be structurally described, as shown in panel
(a). The defect plane is marked by a dashed line. Both domains
share the (020) planes in the growth direction, but are rotated
with respect to each other and are observed along [301] and [101]
directions, respectively.
Figure 5.4 a) HRTEM image of a Nb2O5 nanorod with superimposed HRTEM
simulations for the C2/m structure. The presence of a twin defect is indicated. b-c)
Close-up views of the two regions of the nanorod separated by the twin defect, with
superimposed HRTEM simulations.
5.4 Nb2O5@SnO2 heterostructures
The resulting fully covered core-shell nanowire heterostructure is
shown in figure 5.5. The Nb2O5 coverage is not homogeneous, but
in the form of connected islands.
In order to have an easier access to the interface between
the two materials, core-shell nanorods with a low-density Nb2O5
coverage were studied. The resulting heterostructures are shown
in figure 5.6. Nb2O5 islands are almost isolated on the SnO2
nanowire at this stage. Morphologically, these Nb2O5 islands are
found in the form of truncated pyramids. Some of them present
dark contrast bands perpendicular to the interface.
HRTEM images of the interfaces, and corresponding FFTs,
reveal the epitaxial growth of monoclinic C2 (#5) Nb2O5 on top
of rutile SnO2, with an epitaxial relationship [103]SnO2(001¯) //
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Figure 5.5 BF image
showing two fully Nb2O5-
covered SnO2 nanowires
forming core-shell hetero-
structures. The shells
are not homogeneous, but
formed by small crystals.
Figure 5.6 BF images of the low density Nb2O5/SnO2 nanowires. a) General
view of a nanowire. b-c) Close-up view of the Nb2O5 islands showing a truncated
pyramid morphology. Largest pyramid in panel (b) shows dark contrast bands
perpendicular to the interface.
[100]Nb2O5(3¯01), as shown in figure 5.7. The Nb2O5 structure
appears to be relaxed, as can be seen in the splitting of the SnO2
001¯ and Nb2O5 3¯01 out-of-plane spots and the 040 in-plane spots
in the FFTs (highlighted by arrows in figure 5.7). Periodic dark
contrast features are visible along the two interfaces. By placing
a mask on the in-plane shared 020 reflections and computing
the inverse FFT (IFFT), dislocation networks at the interfaces
are revealed (figures 5.7(c) and 5.7(f)). These dislocations result
in the dark contrast features observed at the interfaces in the
HRTEM images, due to the lack of crystal coherence at the defects
and the subsequent loss of phase contrast.
Further analysis of the strain state of the Nb2O5 islands was
carried out using Geometric Phase Analysis (GPA). Figure 5.8
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Figure 5.7 a-d) HRTEM images of two Nb2O5/SnO2 interfaces. b,e) Corres-
ponding FFTs showing splitting of the spots due to the relaxation of the grown
Nb2O5. c,f) IFFTs of the regions highlighted by white squares in (a,d), selecting
the 020 reflections only, and showing a network of dislocations at the interfaces.
shows an HRTEM image of a Nb2O5/SnO2 interface and the
calculated map for the in-plane component of the strain tensor
(xx). The resulting strain map shows the dislocations as bright
contrast due to lattice planes bending at the defect sites. In good
agreement with the IFFT analysis of HRTEM images, dislocations
are found at the interface with a periodicity of ∼ 10 nm.
More interestingly, the xx map in figure 5.8b shows that the
Nb2O5 is not fully relaxed through the formation of interface
dislocations. It is clear that strain propagates into the island
in vertical bands perpendicular to the interface. The in-plane
strain relaxation can be quantified at ∼ 3%, at its lowest, from a
strain profile drawn across the interface. A strain profile drawn
across the bands in the Nb2O5 island yields an additional strain
relaxation variation of ∼ 2% in the perpendicular direction.
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Figure 5.8 a) HRTEM image of a Nb2O5/SnO2 interface showing periodic dark
contrast features. b) Corresponding GPA map calculated for the in-plane component
of the strain tensor xx. c-d) Intensity profiles along the highlighted lines in b),
showing that, in spite of the presence of dislocations, strain still propagates into
the island in vertical bands. e) IFFT image from the 020 reflections of Nb2O5 and
SnO2 showing dislocations. f) xx map showing the strain at the dislocation sites.
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Twin defects are also observed at the interfaces of other Nb2O5
islands instead of the dislocations described thus far. Some of these
twins are oriented parallel to the nanowire-island interface, as the
one shown in figure 5.9. In this case, the growth of the Nb2O5
starts along the orientation given by the epitaxial relationship
with SnO2. Growth continues for 1-2 nm before rotating in plane;
then, the twinned domain grows in the full extension of the island
for another 1-2 nm and it rotates again to the original growth
direction. The subsequent growth of the Nb2O5 island is defect
free.
Figure 5.9 a) HRTEM image of a Nb2O5 island on a SnO2 nanowire. A twinned
region of the Nb2O5 of about 2 nm lays very close and parallel to the interface,
for the whole extension of the island. b) Higher magnification image of the region
highlighted in (a), evidencing the rotation of the planes at the boundaries of the
twinned region.
Twinning occurring perpendicular to the nanowire-island in-
terface is more common, and it corresponds to the dark contrast
bands perpendicular to the interface observed in the general BF
images (Fig. 5.6). HRTEM images and FFTs of these twinned
regions, as the ones shown in figure 5.10, reveal the coexistence
of two domains. These two domains are observed along the same
zone axis and are rotated in plane with respect to one another.
This rotation is visible in the FFT in figure 5.10(b). By masking
the FFT for the sets of spots corresponding to each domain and
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getting the IFFT in both cases, maps of the two regions in the
Nb2O5 island can be generated, as shown in panels (c) and (d).
Figure 5.10 a) HRTEM image of a twinned region of a Nb2O5 island on top of
SnO2, with the twin planes oriented perpendicular to the interface. b) FFT of the
HRTEM image in (a), with highlighted spots corresponding to the two domains
related by the twin defects. c,d) IFFT images obtained using the reflections
belonging to each domain.
A number of detached Nb2O5 crystals were also found, as shown
in figure 5.11. These crystals present a nanorod morphology and
HRTEM contrast modulation fringes along the growth direction.
They are ascribed to the C2/m phase of Nb2O5 that was also
found for the Nb2O5 nanorods (section 5.3). Considering our
findings concerning the presence of interface defects, the out-of-
plane propagation of strain inside the Nb2O5 and the out-of-plane
alignment of the twinned regions, the presence of C2/m nanorods
is likely to be the final stage of a strain relaxation process. At early
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growth stages, the structure is governed by the underlying SnO2
nanowire. Beyond a critical nanowire length, the accumulated
strain results in the structural transition to C2/m Nb2O5.
Figure 5.11 a,b) HRTEM images of detached Nb2O5 crystals. Contrast mod-
ulation fringes are observed along the growth direction of the crystals, as for the
C2/m nanorods in section 5.3.
5.4.1 Discussion
Defects in Nb2O5 are ascribed to oxygen deficient sites; in par-
ticular, twins are often attributed to a whole row of missing
oxygen atoms [25, 26], which results in the non-stoichiometry of
Nb2O5 with excess of Nb cations and defines the n character of
the semiconductor. Those oxygen-vacancy-related defects such as
deformation twins are known to considerably increase the electron
transport properties in resistive-type gas sensors [27]. Moreover,
the small electronic contribution of electrons tunneled throughout
the Nb2O5 could be efficiently transported to the conduction band
of SnO2 according to the theoretical band gap alignment between
Nb2O5 and SnO2 at the heterostructure interface shown in figure
5.12. When the two semiconductors are brought into physical
contact through epitaxial growth of the Nb2O5 shell onto the SnO2
core, their Fermi level is aligned according to the well-accepted
electron affinity model [28]. As a consequence, electrons could
transfer from the conduction band of Nb2O5 to SnO2. The con-
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centrations of the charge carriers are directly related to the defect
structure of the metal oxide. Therefore, the defects and strain
between the two materials at the heterojunction are to facilitate
the carrier transport from the shell to the core.
This would explain the reduced recovery time for the hetero-
structures when compared to Nb2O5 nanorods.
Figure 5.12 Theoretical band energy diagram (based on bulk values) of
SnO2/Nb2O5 39,36,40-43 and band gap alignment of SnO2/Nb2O5 heterostructures.
5.5 Conclusions
• Three different systems have been studied in order to re-
late their structure with their humidity sensing response:
Nb2O5 nanorods and Nb2O5@SnO2 heterostructures with
two different coverage densities.
• CVD grown Nb2O5 nanorods were characterized by HRTEM.
Contrast modulation and streaking patterns in the FFTs
suggested a high density of planar defects such as twins or
stacking faults.
• HRTEM simulation was used as a tool to discriminate
between possible crystal structures of Nb2O5, equally com-
patible with the data obtained from the accessible crystal
orientations. The nanorods were ascribed to the N modi-
fication of Nb2O5 (space group 12, C2/m). This resulted
in a much lower density of defects than expected from a
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first examination of HRTEM contrast. Twin defects were
characterized using the image simulation results.
• Nb2O5@SnO2 heterostructures were studied by HRTEM in
order to characterize the heterojunction between the two
materials. Nb2O5 grown epitaxially on top of SnO2 was
indexed according to the monoclinic space group C2, in
contrast with the studied nanorods.
• Nb2O5 was found to grow in the shape of truncated pyram-
idal islands on top of SnO2 nanowires. GPA strain mapping
revealed strain relaxation in the Nb2O5 islands via the forma-
tion of dislocations at the interface between the two materials.
This dislocations were mapped by Fourier filtering of the
HRTEM images, as well.
• GPA also showed strain propagation inside the Nb2O5 is-
lands in bands perpendicular to the interface. This means
that strain is not fully relaxed through the formation of dis-
locations at the interface. HRTEM images of many islands
showed the presence of twin defects with the twin plane
laying perpendicular to the interface. The corresponding
vertically oriented twin domains were mapped by Fourier fil-
tering of the HRTEM images. A minority of islands showed
twin defects with the twinning plane laying parallel to the
interface.
• A number of detached Nb2O5 crystals were found. All the
free standing crystals were ascribed to the monoclinic C2/m
space group, as the bare nanorods.
• The obtained defect characterization allowed explaining the
enhancement of the sensor functionality achieved by the
engineered core-shell heterostructure under the considered
sensing and charge transport mechanisms.
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Chapter 6
0D materials: strain and
magnetic fields in
nanoparticle assemblies
This chapter will be focused on the characterization of strain and
magnetic fields in objects having all their dimensions confined
in the nanoscale (i.e., under 100 nm). Nanoparticles are one of
the most studied systems in the history of nanoscience, and they
are at the very core of the development of this field, even before
the term emerged: the first systematic study of the interaction of
metallic particles with light was carried out by Michael Faraday
in the 1850s, using a colloidal suspension of what we now call Au
nanoparticles.
The change in the optical and electronic properties of nan-
oparticles compared to their bulk counterparts is due to the
quantum confinement effect. The confinement of electrons in real
space causes their delocalization in momentum space, according
to Heisenberg uncertainty principle, thus modifying their band
structure. This size dependence allows tuning their functional
properties by adjusting their size or shape, with no need to al-
ter their composition. This has been widely exploited in the
field of semiconducting materials, with nanoparticles (in this case,
quantum dots) usually found embedded in larger structures with
a higher dimensionality.
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Their size scale also makes nanoparticles good candidates for
biomedical applications. They can be introduced in the organism
and targeted to specific locations by proper functionalization.
They can be used as drug delivery systems, contrast enhancement
agents for imaging tehcniques, or as a treatment, such as in
magnetic hyperthermia for cancer therapy.
The first section of the chapter is devoted to the examination
of dimer structures combining a Fe3O4 nanoparticle and a metallic
Ag nanoparticle. In this system, a detailed characterization of the
contact surface (defects, strain, possible chemical interdiffusions)
is crucial for its application in magnetoplasmonics. This task will
be addressed through aberration corrected HRTEM experiments,
simulations and GPA analysis.
The second section of the chapter is focused on the determin-
ation of the magnetic state of Fe3O4 nanoparticles designed for
medical applications. In particular, electron holography will be
used to assess the magnetic configurations of the nanoparticle
ensembles in order to optimize their magnetic response for hyper-
thermia cancer treatment.
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6.1 Ag@Fe3O4 dimers
6.1.1 Magnetoplasmonic coupling
The effect that an external magnetic field has on the electron
plasma of a metal has found important technological applications,
mainly in information storage devices using magneto-optical (MO)
recording [1, 2]. In the search for improving the performance
of magneto-optical activity, the use of systems with combined
magnetic and plasmonic functionality has attracted much interest
to the field of mangnetoplasmonics.
Surface plasmons formed at the interface between two media
with opposite sign permittivities are strongly localized excitations
that are able to confine electromagnetic fields in small nanoregions
[3–8]. This local field enhancement increases the MO response for
any given material [9]. At the same time, an external magnetic
field can be used to control the plasmonic properties.
The possibility to create active optical devices by applying a
magnetic field as an external source can be used in the development
of integrated nanophotonic chips [10]. Magnetic field offers not
only a fast response, in the range of the femtoseconds [11], but
the possibility to use both its magnitude and orientation as an
input.
The local field enhancement achieved by the surface plasmon
results in an increased interaction with molecules present at the
surface. In addition to this, the high sensitivity of the surface
plasmon to changes in the optical parameters of the media, such
as refraction index, make these systems very powerful in the field
of sensing [12].
The increasing capabilities of nanofabrication techniques al-
low for the fine tuning of the magnetoplasmonic properties of
structures by precisely controling their size and shape. When
choosing which material to use for these kinds of applications,
two phenomena need to be taken into account: magneto-optical
response and optical losses.
Regarding magneto-optical activity, ferromagnetic materials
present the highest values when compared to paramagnetic and
diamagnetic materials. However, they show large optical lossses
and very broad plasmon ressonances. On the other hand, noble
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metals present very low optical losses and very well defined plas-
mon ressonances. Yet, their diamagnetic nature leads to low
values for their magneto-optical activity. The combination of
noble metals and ferromagnetic materials seems, thus, a suit-
able strategy to obtain an optimal magnetoplasmonic behaviour
[13–16].
In the case under study, Ag/Fe3O4 dimers were synthesized at
University of Stockholm by Dr. Marta Estrader and Dr. Germán
Salazar-Álvarez. First, in order to obtain Fe3O4 nanoparticles, a
solution of iron oleate (FeOL) (1 mmol), sodium oleate (NaOL)
(43.5 mg, 0.143 mmol) and oleic acid (OA) (50.5 µL, 0.143 mmol)
with 10 mL of 1-octadecene (ODE) was stirred at 70oC during
1 hour until complete dissolution of reactants. A thermal ramp
was applied from 100oC, at a 2,5oC/min speed, up to the ODE
boiling point of 320oC under N2 atmosphere and reflux conditions,
and kept at that temperature for 30 min. To form the dimers, a
solution of Fe3O4 nanoparticles (0.33 mmol), silver acetate (AgAc)
(26.8 mg, 0.16 mmol), oleylamine (OAM) (2.2 mL, 6.7 mmol)
and 13 mL of toluene was stirred at 60oC under N2 atmosphere
during 6 hours. Reaction was quenched adding 15 mL of ethanol
to the reaction flask. Precipitation of the dimers was forced using
a strong magnet. The precipitate was dispersed in toluene and
kept in a shaker device for 12 h.
Samples for TEM observation were prepared by dispersion of
a droplet of the solution on a carbon coated copper grid. HRTEM
observations were carried out in a FEI TITAN3 equipped with
a FEG gun and an aberration corrector in the objective system,
located at LMA-INA in Zaragoza.
6.1.2 Dimer morphology and faceting
General TEM images shown in figure 6.1 reveal a dimer structure
formed by a cubic Fe3O4 particle of ∼10 nm and a ∼5 nm Ag
particle. Fe3O4 cube faces correspond to {100}-type planes. Cubes
are faceted at the corners, resulting in a cuboctahedral geometry.
Ag particles present an irregular faceting.
All Ag particles are attached to the corresponding Fe3O4 cube
on one of its faces, terminated by {100}-type planes, following the
epitaxial relationship [020]Ag(002) // [040]Fe3O4(004), as can be
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Figure 6.1 a) General image showing the densely distributed dimers. Only two
nanoparticles are found for each nanostructure. b-e) HRTEM images from different
dimers. Ag particles present an irregular faceting.
seen in figure 6.2. The complex faceting of the Ag particle of the
dimer means that only the first ∼10 atomic planes of the particle
remain in zone axis coherently with the Fe3O4 cube. However,
atomic planes are visible all over the pyramidal shape of the Ag
particle confirming its crystallinity. An atomic model following the
described epitaxial relationship and crystal surfaces was created
and used to generate a simulated HRTEM image. The model and
the resulting simulated image are shown in figure 6.3 superimposed
to the experimental image. The simulated HRTEM image matches
the experimental contrast for both components of the dimer and
also at the contact interface. Notice the lack of delocalization
effects at the surfaces due to the use of an aberration corrected
instrument.
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Figure 6.2 a) HRTEM image of a dimer observed along the [100] zone axis for
both the Fe3O4 nanoparticle and the first section of the Ag nanoparticle. b) FFT
from the Fe3O4 nanoparticle and c) FFT from Ag showing the epitaxial relationship
between the two materials.
Figure 6.3 a) Structural model created according to the observed epitaxial
relationship, superimposed to the experimental HRTEM image. b) Corresponding
simulated HRTEM image, showing a good agreement with the experimental HRTEM
contrast.
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6.1.3 Epitaxial strain
Having established the epitaxial relationship between the two
components of the dimer, the strain state across the interface
was studied by GPA. By selecting the common reflections, phase
shifts and amplitudes could be mapped. Amplitude of the se-
lected reflection maps the spatial distribution of that particular
reflection on the image. The amplitude images corresponding to
the coincident 002 and 020 reflections of Ag and 004 an 040 reflec-
tions of Fe3O4 are shown in figure 6.4, together with the power
spectrum. Amplitude maps show the continuity of the lattice
planes corresponding to the aforementioned reflections through
the interface, constituting the epitaxial relationship between the
two materials.
By processing the phase shift map as described in Chapter
2, the strain tensor can be retrieved. The studied interface area
is highlighted in figure 6.5(a), and the obtained maps for the
in-plane (xx) and out-of-plane (yy) components of the strain
tensor are shown in panels (c) and (d). Setting the Fe3O4 cube
as the reference area, the Ag particle is found to be fully strained
in the in-plane direction and relaxed in the out-of-plane direction.
The intensity profile of yy across the interface shows a strain peak
in the first two atomic planes and a subsequent strain relaxation.
This peak matches an observed increase in HRTEM intensity,
attributed to the change in interplanar distance. Profiles for the
strain maps and HRTEM intensity are overlapped in panel (b)
for clarity.
Figure 6.4 a) Power spectrum from the whole dimer. Highlighted in red, common
reflections for both materials. b-c) Amplitude maps for the labeled reflections in
the power spectrum, showing the continuity of the corresponding atomic planes
across the interface.
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Figure 6.5 a) HRTEM image of a dimer. The highlighted are is studied by GPA.
b) Overlapped profiles from HRTEM intensity, in-plane (xx) and out-of-plane (yy)
components of the strain tensor. Ag grows fully adapted to Fe3O4 in the in-plane
direction. c) xx map in colour scale superimposed onto the HRTEM image. c) yy
map in colour scale superimposed onto the HRTEM image.
6.1.4 Antiphase boundaries in Fe3O4
Performing an analogous GPA analysis, using only the character-
istic reflections of Fe3O4 revealed interesting features, as shown in
figure 6.6. By mapping the amplitude of the reflections highlighted
in the power spectrum, it was found that the corresponding lattice
planes are located in the Fe3O4 particle only. In addition, a dark
band crossing the particle is clearly seen, revealing that the lattice
planes are missing in those regions. Phase shift maps show a phase
inversion where the dark bands appear in the amplitude maps.
This is a characteristic feature of an antiphase boundary (APB),
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a type of planar defect often reported in Fe3O4. The calculated
strain tensor component across the phase inversion line shows a
sharp contrast line.
Figure 6.6 a) Power spectrum from the whole dimer. Highlighted in green,
reflections corresponding to Fe3O4. b-c) Amplitude maps for the reflections labeled
in the power spectrum. A discontinuity is seen as a band perpendicular to the
interface. d-e) Phase shift maps for the reflections labeled in the power spectrum,
showing a phase reversal across the line already observed in the amplitude maps. f)
Resulting xx map showing a sharp line with positive strain values.
An atomic model for the antiphase boundary is given in figure
6.7. The boundary can be described as a 2.05 Å displacement
of the crystal lattice in either the [010] or [001] directions res-
ulting in a missing plane at the interface. The two domains are
shifted in such a way that the structural channels formed by the
chains of Fe and Fe/O atoms do not match. This is evidenced
by the superposition of the structural model, in panel (b), and
the corresponding simulated HRTEM image, in panel (c), onto
the experimental HRTEM image. The displacement introduced
by the APB allows the simultaneous matching of the HRTEM
contrast of Fe and Fe/O chains at both sides of the boundary.
The positive strain across the APB observed in the xx map is
explained by the missing plane at the interface.
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Figure 6.7 a) APB atomic model. b) APB model and c) simulated HRTEM
image superimposed onto the HRTEM experimental image. Contrast corresponding
to Fe and Fe/O columns is matched at both sides of the APB because of the
introduced lattice shift.
6.1.5 Conclusions
• Dimers composed by 5 nm Ag nanoparticles attached to 10
nm Fe3O4 nanoparticles, with applications in magnetoplas-
monics were studied by aberration corrected HRTEM.
• Dimer structure formation with only a single Ag particle
attached to each cube was confirmed. Fe3O4 cubes present
faceted corners. Ag particles present an irregular faceting.
• Epitaxial relationship between Ag and Fe3O4 was found to be
[020]Ag(002) // [040]Fe3O4(004). The associated epitaxial
strain due to lattice mismatch was characterized using GPA.
Ag was found to be fully adapted to Fe3O4 in the in-plane
direction and relaxed in the out-of-plane direction.
• Strain in the first two Ag atomic planes near the interface
as determined by GPA was consistent with the observed
increased intensity in the experimental HRTEM images, also
confirmed by HRTEM image simulation.
• Discontinuity in the amplitude maps and reversal in the
phase shifts maps obtained from GPA using only the Fe3O4
reflections revealed the presence of antiphase boundaries
(APBs) in the cubes.
• A structural model for the APB was proposed and used to
simulate HRTEM images. The resulting simulation matches
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the HRTEM contrast at both sides of the APB. The missing
plane in the APB is in good agreement with the sharp
contrast line with positive xx values in the strain maps.
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6.2 Fe3O4 nanocubes for magnetic hyperther-
mia
Magnetic hyperthermia is a promising new therapy for cancer
treatment, offering a complementary approach to radiotherapy
and chemotherapy [17–19]. This technique offers the advantage
of delivering a highly localized damage via the targeting of tumor
cells with magnetic nanoparticles. By exciting these nanoparticles
with a radio-frequency signal, local heating of the surrounding area
is achieved, with lower full-system toxicity than chemotherapy and
without ionizing radiation affecting healthy tissue, as in the case
of radiotherapy. In spite of having shown some promising results
on palliative care, the high particle concentration required rises
concerns about the toxicity and side effects of the treatment [18].
Thus, improving efficiency by optimizing the magnetic response
of nanoparticles is crucial in order to obtain therapeutic effects
while keeping the number of nanoparticles as low as possible.
For applications such as magnetic hyperthermia, performance
of magnetic nanoparticles is governed mainly by size distribu-
tion, saturation magnetization (MS), and magnetic anisoptropy
(K)[20, 21]. For a given excitation AC amplitude and frequency,
these three are the parameters to tune in order to optimize the
inductive specific absorption rate (SAR) of the system. The
highest reported SAR values correspond to metallic Fe nanocubes
[22]. However, the low chemical stability of metallic nanoparticles
under physiological conditions make the magnetically softer mag-
netite (Fe3O4) a much more promising candidate for applications
in magnetic hyperthermia [23]. Selecting Fe3O4 as the material of
choice fixes a value for MS. The particular application limits the
range of particle sizes between the superparamagnetic limit (≥
15 nm) and the optimal size for internalization into mammalian
cells (≤ 50 nm) [24, 25]. Thus, the remaining free parameter in
order to optimize the response of the nanoparticles is magnetic
anisotropy (K) [26].
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6.2.1 Optimizing the magnetic response of Fe3O4 nano-
particles
A way to increase magnetic anisotropy is by properly choosing the
shape of the particles. Taking into account that a sphere is the
geometric figure enclosing a volume with the minimum surface,
cubic nanoparticles are already an improvement when compared
to spherical ones due to their higher surface magnetic anisotropy.
Another contribution to a larger surface anistropy is the presence
of well-defined atomic planes at the surfaces [27]: this is also in
favour of the cubic shape, considering the more irregular crystal
facets of a spherical nanoparticle.
A consequence of the cubic shape is an increased tendency of
the magnetic nanoparticles to arrange in chains by sharing cube
faces. The formation of ensembles of nanoparticles is also a way of
engineering magnetic response via the modification of the strength
of the dipolar interaction between nanoparticles. Theoretical
calculations for the hysteresis loops considering chains of Fe3O4
for different numbers of dipole-aligned nanocubes are shown in
figure 6.8[28]. The simulations show an increasing area of the loop
when increasing the number of aligned particles, and therefore
an increase in SAR. Furthermore, the thermal stability gained by
creating arrays, also shown by simulations of magnetic response
versus temperature, displayed in the inset of figure 6.8[28], is an
advantage when exploiting hysteresis losses. These results indicate
a promising way to increase the hyperthermia performance by
assembling cubic particles in elongated chains.
6.2.2 Synthesis and preliminary TEM characterization
Iron oxide nanocubes were synthesized by Dr. C. Martínez-
Boubeta at the Electronics Department of Universitat de Bar-
celona. Nanocubes were prepared by heating a solution of iron
(III) acetylacetonate (Fe(acac)3), decanoic acid and dibenzylether.
Size could be tuned over a wide range (15 nmto 180 nm) by choos-
ing the suitable heating rate. Namely, for the preparation of 40
nm nanocubes (edge dimension), 0.353 g (1 mmol) of Fe(acac)3
was mixed with 0.688 g (4 mmol) of decanoic acid in 25 mL of
dibenzyl ether. After a short vacuum step at 60oC (30 minutes),
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Figure 6.8 Computed hysteresis loops for arrays of nanoparticles of different
lengths (values of N indicated), and the limit case of a single particle, where HA =
2K/MS is the anisotropy field of the particles. The temperature was introduced
in terms of the anisotropy energy barrier of the particles, t = kBT/2KV = 0.001.
The inset shows the magnetic response upon increasing the temperature for the N
= 1 and N = 10 cases, illustrating the higher thermal stability of the chains. The
schematic picture shows particles within a chain possessing easy axes contained
within an angle of pi/4.
the solution temperature was first raised up to 200 oC with a
constant rate of 2.6 oC/min, and kept at this temperature for 2 h
under an argon flow and vigorous stirring. In a second step, the
solution was heated to reflux temperature with a heating rate of
1.7 oC/min. After 1 h the solution was cooled down and acetone
was added. Nanoparticles were then collected by centrifugation
at 8000 rpm and redispersed in chloroform. This procedure was
repeated at least two times in order to get rid of the excess of
surfactant.
Samples for TEM observation were prepared by dispersing a
drop of the nanoparticle solution on a carbon coated copper grid.
HRTEM experiments were carried out in a JEOL J2100 located
at CCiT-UB.
TEM observations [28] reveal a generalized self-assembly of
Fe3O4 nanocubes in chain-like structures (see Fig. 6.9(a)). Nano
cubes are rather homogeneous in size, with ∼ 40 nm lateral
dimension of the faces. The difference in contrast within the image
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is due to the different diffraction conditions of the nanocubes.
In this regard, there is no apparent contrast variation within
each nanoparticle, thus suggesting that particles are completely
oxidized during synthesis. HRTEM images show monocrystalline
Fe3O4 nanocubes. HRTEM image in 6.9(b) is taken along the
[001] zone axis. The corresponding FFT, shown in the inset is
indexed according to the inverse spinel structure of iron oxide.
Electron tomography was used to reconstruct the 3D volume
of a Fe3O4 nanoparticle chain. Data was collected in a FEI
Tecnai F20-G2 at Cambridge University. A tilt series of HAADF
images was acquired rotating the sample from -64o to 64o in steps
of 4o. Reconstruction was carried out using the simultaneous
iterative reconstruction technique (SIRT). Results allow accessing
the shape of the chain in 3D and, at the same time, segmentation
of the information down to single particle level, as shown in figure
6.10. The cubic shape is confirmed by the 3D reconstruction,
as well as cube alignment by sharing {100}-type flat faces. A
separation in the order of ∼ 2 nm is found between adjacent cubes,
corresponding to the organic ligand chains. At this surfactant
layer thickness, van der Waals interaction between adjacent cubes
is expected to be low [29], so the self-assembly is ascribed to the
magnetic dipole-dipole interaction.
Structural and morphological TEM characterization at the
nanoscale, as well as macroscopic magnetic measurements [28],
are in good agreement with the proposed model and the corres-
ponding simulation shown in figure 6.8. However, this constitutes
an indirect evidence of the magnetic coupling of the nanostruc-
tures. Direct evidence, namely real space imaging of the magnetic
ordering down to single particle level, can be provided by electron
holography.
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Figure 6.9 a) General TEM image of the Fe3O4 nanocubes. Inset shows the form-
ation of chain-like structures. b) HRTEM image confirming the monocrystallinity
of the particles. Inset: corresponding FFT.
Figure 6.10 3D recostruction of a self-assembled chain obtained from a tilt series
after 40 iterations of the SIRT algorithm. Neighboring cubes have {100} surfaces
aligned face to face separated by ∼ 2 nm due to organic ligands. An individual
member of the chain is highlighted in panel (a), and individually presented in panel
(b).
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6.2.3 Electron holography characterization
Electron holography experiments were carried out in the Hitachi
I2TEM microscope at CEMES-CNRS in Toulouse. The I2TEM is
a modified Hitachi HF3300C TEM equipped with a 300 kV cold
FEG, with an aberration corrector in the objective system and
a 4k x 4x CCD camera. It is especially designed for performing
advanced electron holography experiments. It is also equipped
with a second specimen holder port located above the objective
lens, allowing the use of the aberration corrected objective lens
without having its strong magnetic field affecting the sample when
working in Lorentz mode. This feature allows an unprecedented
spatial resolution for electron holography. It is also equipped
with up to four electrostatic biprisms for electron beam splitting,
granting the system a high flexibility when setting the parameters
and reference areas for the holograms.
In order to assess the magnetic state of the Fe3O4 ensembles,
up and down electron holography experiments were carried out
using two electrostatic biprisms. As briefly explained in Chapter
2, up and down experiments consist in acquiring two sets of
holograms (sample and vacuum reference) corresponding to the
two possible orientations of the TEM specimen. This requires
taking the sample out of the microscope and flipping it between the
two acquisitions. Figure 6.11 panels (a) and (c) show the two flip-
related holograms for an ensemble of nanocubes. The use of two
electrostatic biprisms allows decoupling two important parameters:
the width of the superposition region and the interference fringes
spacing [30]. When working in a single biprism configuration,
the applied voltage defines both parameters, so that a balance
needs to be found. The use of two biprims allows controlling them
separately by defining different voltages for each one of them.
An additional advantage of this configuration is the elimination
of Fresnel interference fringes in the holograms when the lower
biprism is in the region shaded by the upper one. This can be seen
in figure 6.11(b), where only the centerband and the sidebands
are present. This results in a higher fringe contrast, which is a key
parameter limiting the magnetic signal resolution. The obtained
small fringe spacing and high contrast in the recorded holograms
is illustrated in figure 6.11(d).
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Figure 6.11 a) Hologram covering a nanoparticle ensemble formed by two crossing
chains. b) FFT of the hologram showing the center band and sidebands. No
spots correspoding to Fresnel fringes are visible due to the use of a two biprism
configuration. c) Hologram of the same ensemble obtained after mechanical flipping
of the sample. d) Detail of the interference fringes from the region highlighted in
(c).
After substracting the constant phase term corresponding
to the vacuum reference holograms for both the up and down
configurations (not shown here), and correcting the images for
the mechanical flip process, a mask is set on one of the sidebands
and the corresponding amplitude and phase are calculated. The
obtained phase shift maps for the up and down holograms of the
ensemble under study are shown in figure 6.12 panels (a) and (c),
respectively. Considering the experimental setup, the only actual
contributions to the phase shift, of all the stated in equation 2.22
in Chapter 2, are the electrostatic phase and the magnetic phase.
Each one of the phase maps will have contributions from both
electrostatic (ϕE) and magnetic (ϕM) components
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ϕup = ϕE,up + ϕM,up (6.1a)
ϕdown = ϕE,down + ϕM,down (6.1b)
Given the flipping process between the two acquisitions and
the nature of the electrostatic and magnetic fields, the phase
shifts resulting from the two holograms will satisfy the following
relationships
ϕE,up = ϕE,down (6.2a)
ϕM,up = −ϕM,down (6.2b)
So, after careful alignment of the phase shift maps, simple
phase operations allow separating the magnetic phase
ϕM =
ϕup − ϕdown
2
(6.3)
from the electrostatic phase corresponding to the mean inner
potential (MIP) of the sample
ϕE =
ϕup + ϕdown
2
(6.4)
The resulting phase sum and difference maps are shown in
figure 6.12 panels (b) and (d), respectively. The dependence of the
MIP is on the electric charge distribution and sample thickness so,
considering an homogeneous material, an intensity profile across
the sample can provide information on the third dimension. The
MIP intensity profiles show sharper edges for the cube presenting
a stronger diffraction contrast, as could be expected from a cube
laying flat on one face and therefore closer to zone axis. The
phase difference map corresponding to the magnetic signal shows
a phase shift with a frontier laying along the direction of the
nanocube chain. This magnetic phase difference, clearly shown
in the intensity profile in the inset, is a clear signature of the
magnetic behaviour of the nanocubes.
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Figure 6.12 a,c) Phase shift maps corresponding to the ’up’ and ’down’ holograms,
respectively. The ’down’ image needs to be flipped so that it can be aligned with
the ’top’ image. b) Phase sum image, corresponding to the mean inner potential
(MIP). d) Phase difference image, corresponding to the magnetic phase shift. The
phase difference across the object, as shown in the inset, indicates its magnetic
behaviour.
An easier way to visualize the magnetic coupling along the
chain is by representing the magnetic phase shift as contour maps
according to the expression cos(nϕM). The resulting contours
constitute a map of the in-plane magnetic flux lines. The map for
the ensemble under study is shown in figure 6.13a, superimposed to
the amplitude map of the sideband as a geometrical reference. The
magnetic signal is somewhat distorted in the nanocube showing
a stronger diffraction contrast due to its crystal orientation, as
mentioned before for the MIP map. Diffraction contrast decreases
the interference fringes contrast, thus making the detection of the
magnetic signal more difficult. The ensemble is formed by two
crossing chains: a long chain with N = 7 along the horizontal
direction and a shorter one with N = 3 along the vertical direction.
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Magnetic flux lines follow the alignment of the chains and rotate
∼ 45o in the ’node’ nanocube where the two chains cross at 90o.
At the tip of the N = 7 chain, stray field lines are visible, going
to closure away from the field of view. A sketch of the ensemble,
in panel (b), represents the alignment of the magnetic dipoles of
the cubes in the chains, as well as the stray field lines at the tip.
Figure 6.13 a) Magnetic phase signal visualized as a cos(nϕM ) contour map
superimposed to the amplitude image. Contours correspond to magnetic flux lines
showing the magnetic coupling of the cubes, as schematically displayed in panel b).
Stray field lines are visible at the tip of the chain.
An analogous processing was carried out for holograms from
different chain-like assemblies and the resulting contour maps
of the magnetic phase shift are shown in figure 6.14 and figure
6.15. Both of them present the predicted magnetic coupling
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governed by dipole-dipole interaction. Individual nanocubes in
strong diffraction contrast are also visible in these ensembles,
making the characterization of the magnetic signal difficult at
some points.
Figure 6.14 a) Magnetic phase contour map of a nanocube assembly showing
the magnetic coupling and the stray field lines, as depicted schematically in panel
b)
Figure 6.15 a) Magnetic phase contour map of a nanocube assembly showing the
magnetic coupling of two chains and the stray field lines at the tip of the vertical
one, as schematically depicted in panel b)
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6.2.4 Conclusions
• 40 nm Fe3O4 nanocubes for applications in magnetic hyper-
thermia cancer treatment were studied. Macroscopic mag-
netic findings suggested the alignment of the cubes in chains
by dipole-dipole interaction, thus increasing the specific ab-
sorption rate (SAR) due to a larger magnetic anisotropy
coefficient (K).
• Preliminary HRTEM and electron tomography results showed
the formation of nanoparticle chains.
• Electron holography experiments were carried out in order
to obtain a magnetic characterization at the high resolution
achieved by TEM, down to single particle level.
• Magnetic phase signal allowed confirming the magnetic coup-
ling predicted for the self-assembled chains. Contour maps
showed the magnetic flux lines along the nanocube chains
and the stray fields in the vacuum.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
The main goal of this thesis has been to apply TEM quantitative
imaging techniques to solve materials science problems in a broad
range of applications. The introductory Chapter 1 presents a
review of the imaging formation theory. The different types of im-
age contrast that can be obtained are explained and related to the
corresponding electron-matter interactions. Chapter 2 presents
the quantitative techniques that will be used in the characteriza-
tion of the materials, namely HRTEM image simulation, electron
holography and Geometric Phase Analysis (GPA). A detailed
description of the theoretical and experimental basis is presented
alongside a summary of the state of the art for each of them.
The results presented in the following chapters are grouped
according to the decreasing dimensionality of the systems under
study, including bulk (3D) crystals, thin films (2D), nanowires
(1D) and nanoparticles (0D). In the following paragraphs we
summarize the main findings for the studied materials.
7.1 3D materials
In chapter 3 cationic and anionic ordering in different functional
oxides is addressed. The first case corresponds to a series of rare
earth niobates (RE3NbO7, RE = Y, Er, Yb, Lu) for applications
as proton conducting electrolites in solid oxide fuel cells. In order
to explain their reduced conductivity values, in spite of the high
amount of oxygen vacancies available, the microstructure of both
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raw nanopowders and sintered pellets of the different compounds
has been investigated through HRTEM and SAED experiments.
- HRTEM images show small domains with superstructure
contrast modulation for all the compounds, doubling the
expected fluorite unit cell dimensions. Diffuse features in
the FFTs are found in the form of split spots and diffuse
intensity rings.
- SAED experiments have been carried out systematically
in order to characterize the reciprocal space of the crystal.
SAED patterns have been acquired in several zone axes for all
samples, both from nanopowders and sintered pellets samples.
Diffuse scattering features in SAED patterns present split
spots and diffuse rings at reciprocal positions doubling the
fluorite unit cell.
- The experimental HRTEM and SAED results have been
explained in terms of a microstructure model consisting in a
fluorite matrix with randomly oriented pyrochlore domains.
Pyrochlore is a second order superstructure of fluorite in
which oxygen vacancies are ordered in alternating layers.
- The inherent oxygen vacancies of the niobates are short
range ordered since long range ordering is avoided by the
large cation radii difference. The finite size of the domains
accounts for the diffuse nature of the pyrochlore reflections,
and their random orientation accounts for the ring symmetry.
All the experimental diffraction patterns can be explained
by the cuts of the Ewald sphere with the fluorite spots and
diffuse pyrochlore rings.
- Ordering of the oxygen vacancies in the domains explains
the lower than expected conductivity values measured for
these materials, through the shortening of conductive paths.
The second part of Chapter 3 focuses on the uniaxial ferroelectric
relaxor Sr0.67Ba0.33Nb2O6 (SBN-67). The goal of the study is the
characterization of structural and chemical disorder in the TTB
crystal structure, which is responsible for the relaxor properties
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of this material. This has been achieved by a combination of
diffraction, imaging and spectroscopic techniques.
- SAED patterns acquired in the [100] zone axis of the TTB
structure show interesting diffuse scattering features. First, a
streaking of the intensity along the [010] direction, consistent
with strain introduced by the presence of cation vacancies
in the structure. Second, incommensurate superstructure
modulation spots are found.
- The incommensurate nature of this modulation, which is not
a multiple of SBN-67 reciprocal lattice vectors, makes the
introduction of two additional reciprocal vectors necessary
in order to describe the reciprocal lattice of the crystal,
resulting in a 5D-superspace.
- Aberration corrected HAADF images taken in [001] zone
axis show an elongated shape in the atomic columns cor-
responding to A2 sites. This is attributed to the projected
view of slightly displaced cations in a preferential direction.
Atomic displacements due to the random Sr or Ba occupa-
tion of these sites can explain the observed incommensurate
structural modulation.
- Aberration corrected HAADF images taken in [100] zone
axis shows the presence of cation vacancies in A1 sites. A
full structural characterization has been completed by the
use of ABF in order to observe the anion sublattice of the
crystal.
- EELS spectrum imaging has been used in order to assess the
chemical disorder in A2 sites. The use of very fast acquisition
times has allowed obtaining chemical maps for large areas
of the crystal oriented in [001] zone axis. In order to im-
prove the low signal-to-noise ratio of the data, multivariate
analysis techniques have been used. In particular, Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) decomposition allows obtaining
a new data set with reduced noise, from which the random
occupation of A2 sites is confirmed.
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- A1 site cation vacancies and random accupation of A2 sites
lead to the charge disorder responsible for the formation of
polar nanoregions and the macroscopic relaxor behaviour of
SBN-67.
7.2 2D materials
Chapter 4 accounts for the elucidation of structural defects present
in thin film materials used for spintronics and optoelectronics
applications.
The first part covers a series of LaNiO3 (LNO) thin films
grown on different substrates (LAO, LSAT, STO and YAO). The
different lattice parameter mismatch of LNO with respect to the
different substrates induces a different stress in the thin film. This
strain engineering strategy aims to the tuning of the electron
transport properties of LNO. LNO films of 14 nm and 35 nm
thicknesses have been studied by HRTEM, HAADF and GPA
analysis of the obtained images.
- The strain state of all the films is assessed by GPA analysis
of HAADF images. LNO films grown on LAO, LSAT and
STO show a full adaptation of the in-plane lattice parameter
to the in-plane substrate lattice parameter. Out-of-plane
lattice parameters present values very similar to that of bulk
LNO.
- For the case of LNO grown on YAO substrate, it has been
found that the film is fully relaxed, due to the larger lat-
tice mismatch and the different structure between the or-
thorhombic substrate and the cubic LNO.
- Planar defects are found in all films beyond the first ∼ 3
nm. From HAADF contrast, it has been determined that
they are Ruddlesden-Popper (RP) faults, consisting in the
displacement of the crystal by half a unit cell along the [111]
direction. A Ni-O plane is missing at the interface.
- Different geometries for RP faults in the LNO films have
been characterized from the study of HAADF contrast. In
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particular, the loss of contrast difference between the A and
B sites of the perovskite can be used to detect the overlapping
of the displaced domains along the electron beam direction.
The sharp or gradual character of the A/B contrast difference
loss can be used to determine whether there is a parallel
orientation of the defect plane with respect to the electron
beam.
- An oxygen defficient LaNiO2.5 monoclinic phase has been
detected in some regions of the 35 nm LNO films. Super-
structure contrast modulation due to the ordering of oxygen
vacancies was found, with an orientation depending on the
sign of the stress induced by the substrate. By choosing
the right cross section specimen preparation direction, the
adequate zone axis for the direct imaging of the oxygen-
deficient columns can be accessed.
- LaNiO2.5 does not constitute the totality of the films. This
is in good agreement with the macroscopic conduction meas-
urements. A metallic behaviour is found for all the studied
layers. This would not be possible if only LaNiO2.5 was
present in these samples, as the Ni coordination environ-
ment and octahedral connectivity is crucial for the transport
properties of LaNiO3.
The second part corresponds to the characterization of a dis-
tributed Bragg reflector (DBR) device, consisting in alternating
layers of InAlN and GaN. By properly tuning the semiperiod
thickness according to the different refractive index of the two
III-V compounds, high reflectivity for the targeted wavelengths
can be achieved. The goal is to explain the lower than expected
reflectivity values observed for the system. The DBR has been
characterized by SAED and HRTEM, with an important contri-
bution of HRTEM image simulation in the data interpretation.
- Pure, defect free wurtzite structure has been found for all
the AlN layers. On the other hand, a high density of planar
defects, as well as Moirée patterns with different periodicities
have been observed in GaN semiperiods.
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- 6-fold Moirée patterns in GaN can be explained in terms of
the superposition of wurtzite and zinc blende phases along
the electron beam direction. Information extracted from
HRTEM and SAED experiments has been used to create
a structural model from which a simulated HRTEM image
is produced. The simulated HRTEM contrast successfully
matches the experimental HRTEM contrast.
- 3-fold Moirée patterns in GaN found in HRTEM images can
be explained in terms of the superposition of two zone axis
of the zinc blende phase. A structural model taking into
account the possible different orientations for the growth of
zinc blende GaN on top of a wurtzite AlN layer is proposed.
HRTEM images have also been simulated for this model and
the obtained contrast matches the experimental HRTEM
contrast.
- The additional surfaces created by the planar defects associ-
ated to the differently oriented zinc blende GaN domains as
well as the coexistence of wurtzite and zinc blende phases
are responsible for the decrease of layer homogeneity, which
is crucial in order to achieve higher reflectivity values.
7.3 1D materials
Chapter 5 covers the elucidationof structure, defective configura-
tion and strain fields in 1D nanostructures. The material under
study is Nb2O5, with the main focus of interest set on its humidity
sensing properties. The structure and defects of Nb2O5 have been
characterized by HRTEM and HRTEM simulation for contrast
interpretation. First, isolated 500 nm long and 30-50 nm wide
Nb2O5 nanorods have been studied.
- HRTEM images of the nanorods show complex contrast
modulation bands oriented along the growth direction. This
feature has been often reported as resulting from a high
density of twins or stacking faults in the monoclinic C2
phase of Nb2O5. This structure is compatible with possible
indexations of the FFTs. Following this approach, structural
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models including such defects have been created and used to
obtain simulated HRTEM images. Simulation results do not
reproduce the experimentally observed contrast features.
- An alternative structural model is investigated by simulating
HRTEM images from structural models of other Nb2O5
phases, also compatible with the indexation of the FFTs.
The monoclinic phase belonging to space group C2/c is found
to reproduce the experimental contrast in wide regions of the
nanorods. Twin defects are present but with a low density.
Nanorods have been ascribed to this phase and a much lower
than expected density of defects has been obtained.
The second part of the chapter covers the characterization of
engineered core-shell heterostructures aiming to optimize the
functionality of the system. By combining the high sensitivity of a
Nb2O5 shell and the good electron transport properties of a SnO2
core, the recovery time and device integrability of the system are
improved.
- Nb2O5 is found to grow on top of SnO2 nanowires in the
shape of truncated pyramids. The full coverage obtained
after the deposition is not in the form of an homogeneous
shell, but a rather irregular one.
- Heterostructures in an earlier stage of the growth process
have been studied by HRTEM in order to characterize the
contact surface between the two materials. Different kinds
of defects are found in the interface, such as dislocation
networks due to lattice parameter mismatch and twinned
domains found oriented either parallel or perpendicular to
the interface.
- Strain has been studied by GPA. It is found that strain relax-
ation through the formation of dislocations is not complete
and that strain propagates into Nb2O5 in bands perpendic-
ular to the interface. Twinned domains of ∼ 2 nm laying
parallel to the interface do account for the full relaxation of
the epitaxial strain.
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- The formation of twinned domains in the Nb2O5 islands, to-
gether with the observation of detached Nb2O5 crystals with
the C2/c structure found for the nanorods points towards
the existence of a critical length for which strain induces a
structural transition.
- In addition to the contribution of the band alignment at the
interface, the presence of defects accounts for part of the
enhancement of the device functionality.
7.4 0D materials
Chapter 6 focuses on the relevance of the intimate structural
configuration of 0-D systems, for the correct coupling of functional
properties. The first system under study are dimers formed by
a Fe3O4 particle and a Ag particle. Combining the properties
of a ferromagnetic material with those of a noble metal allows
enhancing and controlling the optical properties of the system via
the magnetoplasmonic coupling. In order to understand both the
optical properties of Ag, (mainly the plasmon ressonance) and
the magnetic properties of Fe3O4, the precise knowledge of the
morphology, structure and defects of the system is crucial.
- The interface of ∼10 nm Fe3O4 cubic particles with irregu-
larly faceted ∼5 nm particles has been studied by HRTEM.
The contact surface has been found to be atomically sharp,
with no defects and no evidence of chemical diffusion.
- Analysis by GPA reveals the full in-plane adaptation of Ag
to Fe3O4. The deformation in the out-of-plane direction can
be seen in the first two atomic planes of Ag. This strain
relaxation can also be seen in the increased brightness of
those planes in HRTEM images.
- GPA phase maps and  maps also reveal the presence of
antiphase boundaries (APBs) inside Fe3O4 cubes. A struc-
tural model for one of these planar defects has been created
and used to simulate HRTEM images, which match the
experimental HRTEM contrast.
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The second part of the chapter focuses on the characterization
of the magnetic behaviour of Fe3O4 nanocubes, being the main
interest its optimization for magnetic hyperthermia cancer treat-
ment. In this sense, the chosen strategy is the increase of the
magnetic anistropy coefficient by forming assemblies of nanocubes
in the form of chains by dipole-dipole interaction.
- The formation of 3D chain-like assemblies of Fe3O4 40 nm
had been previously confirmed by electron tomography. The
cubes were found to be aligned sharing {100}-type faces.
TEM results and macroscopic magnetic results are in good
agreement with the proposed dipole-dipole interaction model.
In order to obtain a nanoscale magnetic characterization,
electron holography has been used.
- Electron holography experiments allow mapping the mag-
netic flux inside different nanocube assemblies. Magnetic
coupling along the axis of the chain-like assemblies has been
confirmed experimentally. This constitutes a direct con-
firmation of the theoretically predicted behaviour of the
nanoparticle ensembles.
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Appendix A
Aberration correction
This appendix, including the figures, closely follows some sec-
tions of Chapter 4 of the book Aberration-Corrected Analytical
Transmission Electron Microscopy, edited by Rik Brydson [1].
A.1 Characterizing the aberrations of an elec-
tromagnetic lens
Aberrations, in general optics, are usually defined as the deviation
of the real wavefront from the considered ideal, first order, or
gaussian wavefront. The point-to-point distance between these
two wavefronts is the wave aberration, W , and the resulting shift
in the image plane of the real image point from the gaussian
image point is the ray aberration, δ. This is schematically shown
in figure A.1.
Making the reasonable assumption that aberrations tend to
zero for paraxial rays, i.e. close to the optic axis, a mathematical
2D function in polar coordinates can be fitted to the aberrated sur-
face of the wavefront, that corresponds to the angular aberration
function of the lens
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Figure A.1 Ray diagram showing the first order, gaussian, spherical unaberrated
wavefront and the real wavefront. The difference between wave aberration and ray
aberration is presented.
χ(θ, ϕ) = constant+ θ{C01acos(ϕ) + C01bsin(ϕ)}
+
θ2
2
{C10 + C12acos(2ϕ) + C12bsin(2ϕ)}
+
θ3
3
{C23acos(3ϕ) + C23bsin(3ϕ) + C21acos(ϕ) + C21bsin(ϕ)}
+
θ4
4
{C30 + C34acos(4ϕ) + C34bsin(4ϕ)
+ C32acos(2ϕ) + C32bsin(2ϕ)}+ ... (A.1)
The numerical coefficients CNS are called the aberration coeffi-
cients. N represents the order of the aberration and S represents
the azimuthal dependence. If N is odd, S is even and vice versa.
With that constraint, for each N , S takes values from 0 to N + 1.
Aberrations are classified according to the power law depend-
ence of the ray aberration, δ, which is proportional to the gradient
of the wave aberration
δ ∝ ∇W (A.2)
Table A.1 lists the aberration names corresponding to the
lowest order aberration coefficients. Aberrations with the same
azimuthal symmetry will result in similar effects on the wavefront,
the only difference being the steepness of the deviation when
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moving away from the optic axis. This means that low order
aberrations dominate at low angles.
Aberration
coefficient
(Krivanek notation)
Aberration
coefficient
(Typke and Dierksen
notation)
Aberration name
C01 A0 Image shift
C10 C1 Defocus
C12 A1 Twofold astigmatism
C21 B2 Coma
C23 A2 Threefold astigmatism
C30 (=Cs) C3 Spherical aberration
C32 B3 Third order twofold astigmatism
C34 A3
Third order fourfold astigmat-
ism
C41 B4 Fourth order coma
C43 D4
Fourth order threefold astigmat-
ism
C45 A4 Fivefold astigmatism
C50 C5 Fifth order spherical aberration
... ...
Table A.1 Name of the aberrations corresponding to the coefficients of the lowest
terms of equation A.1. Correspondence with the widely used Typke and Dierksen
notation is added.
A.2 Diagnosing lens aberration
The first step in the process of correcting for aberrations, either in
the condenser or the objective system, is to measure the aberration
function χ(θ, ϕ). Measuring χ directly can be difficult. However,
considering the polynomial expression of equation A.1, measuring
its derivatives and integrating afterwards can be an easier solution
to fit the corresponding aberration coefficients to the experimental
data. The first and second derivatives are, indeed, much easier
to measure. The first derivative corresponds to the slope of the
wavefront, and can be measured from the image shift associated
with a tilted illumination. The second derivative corresponds to
the curvature of the wavefront, and can be measured as the local
defocus of an image induced by a tilted illumination. Measuring
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derivatives, the constant term and the C01 coefficients are lost, but
they constitute just an absolute phase term that is not relevant
for the calculation.
The practical implementation of this idea is done through
the acquisition of a series of images at different angles of the
illumination, called a Zemlin tableau. In TEM correction, the
tableau is recorded in an amorphous region (usually amorphous
carbon film). The defocus and astigmatism for each image in the
tableau, used to calculate the first and second derivatives of the
aberrration function, can be calculated from the Thon rings in
the Fast Fourier Transform of each image.
In STEM correction, the calibration sample is usually a dis-
tribution of approximately round Au particles on an amorphous
carbon film, in order to achieve a high signal to background ratio
in the HAADF detector. The Fast Fourier Transform of these im-
ages can be used in an analogous way to calculate the aberration
function.
A.3 Aberration correctors
In order to break the rotational symmetry, and thus to avoid the
presence of spherical aberration, the practical approach is the
introduction of multipole lenses. They consist in an even number
of poles, alternating N/S around the optical axis. In opposition
to round lenses, for which the field lines are parallel to the beam,
the resulting field lines are perpendicular to the electron beam, so
an in-plane deflection of the beam can be achieved. The number
of poles of the element determines the geometry of the distortion
that it can induce. The distortion produced by the multipoles
used in TEM aberration correctors are shown in figure A.2
There are two different implementations of aberration correct-
ors in TEM: the quadrupole-octupole and the hexapole correctors.
A.3.1 Quadrupole-octupole corrector
The quadrupole-octupole configuration was proposed by Scherzer
back in 1947 [2]. It was practically implemented with an improve-
ment in resolution for the first time in 1999 by Krivanek [3], and it
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Figure A.2 Multipole elements, field lines and effect on the electron beam (green).
The electron beam travels into the paper. a) Diagram of the quadrupole element. Its
effect on the electron beam is the stretching in one direction, resulting in an elliptical
beam. b) Diagram of the hexapole. Its effect results in a threefold symmetric beam.
c) Diagram of the octupole. Its effect results in a fourfold symmetry of the electron
beam.
is the dominant corrector for dedicated STEM systems. It consists
in a total of four quadrupoles and three octupoles, as described
in figure A.3.
The effect of an octupole on the electron wavefront has a cubic
radial dependence with distance to the optical axis. This means
the possibility of introducing a negative spherical aberration along
two lines. The quadrupoles are then used to squeeze the beam
along these two directions with negative Cs. The resulting beam is
extremely elliptical in the first and third octupoles. This fourfold
astigmatism is corrected by the remaining octupole. The problem
with this configuration is the precision required in the correction
of the extreme astigmatism introduced by the corrector itself.
Figure A.3 Diagram of the quadrupole-octupole corrector. The state of correction
of the electron beam is depicted on each optic element along the trajectory inside
the detector.
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New generation correctors by Nion are able to correct aberra-
tions up to fifth order using a total of sixteen quadrupoles and 3
sets of the quadrupole-octupole systems described above.
A.3.2 Hexapole corrector
The hexapole corrector relies in a more subtle effect. By using
long hexapoles, a second order effect appears with a cubic radial
dependence that is not present in thin elements. The first order,
undersired, effect with a quadratic radial dependence is cancelled
by stacking two of these long hexapoles rotated 60º with respect
to each other. The second order effect, needed to introduce a
negative Cs, is not cancelled but doubled. Two sets of projector
round lenses (transfer doublets) are used to set the second order
effects in equivalent optical planes so they can be canceled out.
The layout is shown in figure A.4.
Figure A.4 Diagram of the hexapole corrector. Notice the thickness of the hexa-
pole elements, responsible for the second order effect with cubic radial dependence
needed for the negative Cs.
This corrector was introduced in 1998 by Haider et al.[4], and
is the most widely used corrector. It can be used both in TEM
and STEM correction. The new generation of hexapole correctors
by the CEOS GmbH company uses a total of three hexapoles and
three transfer doublets in order to correct aberrations up to fifth
order.
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Appendix B
Sample preparation
The observation in a TEM poses a series of requirements for the
specimen. First, the region of interest needs to be electrotrans-
parent since TEM is a transmission technique. Given the strong
interaction of electrons with matter, this means that the sample
needs to be thinner than 100 nm. Second, the mechanical con-
straint of the sample holder that is inserted in the TEM column.
The standard sample holder design needs the sample to be moun-
ted on a 3 mm metallic ring. Depending on the nature of the
system under study, the fulfillment of these requirements demands
different sample preparation procedures
B.1 Nano objects
Nanoscale 0D and 1D objects, i.e. nanoparticles, nanowires or
equivalent nanosystems, are under 100 nm by definition. Given
that they are already electrotransparent, the preparation proced-
ure required consists just in the transfer to an adequate metallic
grid to be mounted in the TEM sample holder.
The usual procedure followed in the present work is the dis-
persion of a droplet of an ethanol or hexane solution containing
the nano-objects on a grid with a mesh of copper arms covered
with an amorphous carbon holey film. After sonication of the
solution in order to avoid aggregation, a droplet is dropped on top
of the holey carbon grid. In the process, the objects adhere to the
carbon membrane, as depicted in figure B.1. After mild heating in
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a hot plate or under a light bulb in order to evaporate the solvent,
the sample is ready to be observed. Hopefully, many objects will
be adhered to the membrane but hanging on the edges of a hole
so the electron beam travels just through the object. However,
even if not optimal, observation is still possible for objects lying
on the carbon membrane.
Figure B.1 a) Nano objects dispersed in an organic solvent. b) Droplet of the
solution on the holey carbon copper grid (in cross section). c) The resulting sample
with the adhered objects on the carbon membrane. Hopefully, some will be hanging
on the holes.
The use of organic surfactant molecules in some wet synthesis
routes results in contamination that aggregates under the electron
beam and can render the TEM observation impossible. This
contamination needs to be removed before putting the sample
in the TEM column. An usual procedure is the cleaning of the
sample by using an Ar/O plasma for a short time (< 20 s) in order
not to destroy the carbon membrane. However, some samples can
be affected by this process, specially for highly reactive surfaces.
In such cases, more gentle procedures need to be considered, such
as heating the grid (possibly in vacuum) in order for it to degas
the organic contamination.
B.2 Mechanical polishing
For thin films grown on top of a substrate, or bulk crystals, a
thinning process to electrotransparency is needed. Depending
on the orientation of the film to be observed, the procedure is
different for cross section or planar view geometries. This section
covers mechanical polishing methods.
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B.2.1 Cross section preparation
In order to obtain a sample in cross section geometry, the first
step consists in cutting two pieces of the same dimensions and
gluing them together, active face on. The polishing process is
carried out, then, in the direction perpendicular to the cross
section, as depicted in figure B.2. Depending on the hardness of
the substrate material, polishing is achieved using SiC polishing
paper or diamond covered lapping films.
Figure B.2 a) Initial state of the sample. b) ’Sandwiched’ sample. c) Mechanic-
ally flat polished sample in the direction perpendicular to the interface. d) Diagram
of the resulting prepared sample on top of the Cu, grid with the central hole and
the configuration of the ion guns.
Depending on the material and operator ability, the minimum
achievable thickness in this flat polishing step may vary. For
thicknesses around 25 µm, the sample is ready for the final thinning
by ion milling. The sample is attacked by two Ar+ guns at a
low angle (4o-6o) and at ∼4.5 kV. The guns attack from top and
bottom sides, so the redeposition of the material milled by one
gun is cleaned by the other. The sample rotates at a variable
speed in order to create an elongated hole in the direction of the
cross section line. This results in a larger observable area on the
edges of the hole. Figure B.3 presents three snapshots of the
ion milling process of a silicon sample, taken with a visible light
microscope.
B.2.2 Planar view preparation
Preparation of a thin film in planar view geometry starts directly
with the mechanical polishing of the sample from the substrate
side, following the same considerations as explained above for the
cross section geometry. Once the target thickness is achieved in
the flat polishing step, the ion milling is carried out in a similar
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Figure B.3 a) A silicon sample after flat polishing. b) Optical transmission image
of the sample during the milling process. Silicon thinned below 10 µm presents a
color gradient from orange to yellow to white, as can be seen in the preferential
attack region, i.e, the cross section line. c) Final elongated hole. Thin film and
substrate in the edges of this hole are the thinnest observable regions.
way but attacking only from the substrate side and with no special
need for modulation in the rotation speed. The active layer side
needs to be covered in order to avoid redeposition of the material
milled away from the substrate on top of the layer. As depicted
in figure B.4, the final observable area will consist of a film region
only and a superposition of film and substrate region.
Figure B.4 a) Initial state of the sample. b) Flat sample polished on the substrate
side. c) Ion milling configuration for milling from the substrate side only.
The preparation of bulk materials follows the same procedure,
but with no need to protect the active layer; the attack can be,
thus, performed from both top and bottom sides. Figure B.5
shows three snapshots of the ion milling process of a SBN single
crystal.
For these mechanical preparation techniques, the final ion
milling process may cause some degree of amorphization of the
sample surface, especially near the edges. For particularly sensitive
materials, lower accelerating energies or sample cooling using
liquid nitrogen can reduce amorphization effects.
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Figure B.5 a) A SBN-67 single crystal after flat polishing. Highlighted region
corresponds to the zone depicted in the following images. b) Intermediate step of
the thinning. Interference fringes in the optical reflection image from both sides of
the sample shows that the hole is about to appear. c) Final state of the sample.
The whole edge of the hole constitutes the observable region.
B.3 Focused Ion Beam (FIB)
Dual beam (SEM/FIB) systems have the imaging capabilities of a
SEM microscope and the sample manipulation capabilities of an
ion beam. For cases in which the amount of available material (or
the available time) is not sufficient for mechanical preparation, or
the region of interest in the sample needs to be precisely selected,
FIB sample preparation is of great interest.
Figure B.6 The FIB FEI Strata Dual Beam at CCiT UB
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In the context of this thesis, the particular TEM sample pre-
paration procedure used is the so-called in situ lift-out technique.
It is summarized in figure B.7. Once a region of interest is located
in the sample, platinum is deposited to protect this region. Elec-
tron or ion beam induced deposition is achieved by decomposition
of the molecules of a metalorganic gas precursor inserted in the
chamber when the beam scans the selected region. Afterwards,
the ion beam is used to cut trenches at both sides of the platinum
deposit in order to get a lamella from the sample. This lamella
is cut free from the substrate on the lower side and one of the
lateral sides and is then attached to a micromanipulator tip by
platinum deposition. Then it is released from the substrate by
cutting on the other side, and taken to a special TEM copper
half grid. This copper grid has three arms the lamella can be
attached to, by platinum deposition. The lamella is cut free from
the micromanipulator by means, again, of the ion beam, and
finally thinned to electrotransparency.
Figure B.7 Steps in the lift-out procedure. a) Protective Pt deposition. b)
Lamella after cutting trenches at both sides. c) Lamella detached from the substrate
on the left and bottom sides. d) Extraction of the lamella using the micromanipu-
lator needle. e) Lamella about to be attached to the grid. f) Specimen ready for
observation. Two observable windows have been thinned in the lamella.
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Amorphization of the sample surface is also a possible complic-
ation from FIB sample preparation. The use of lower ion energy
and/or current in the final steps of thinning of the lamella is
important to minimize amorphization. Possible gallium implanta-
tion from the ion beam must be taken into account in cases where
it can interfere with the experiment.
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Appendix C
Resum en català
La reducció en l’escala espacial associada a la revolució de la
Nanociència i la Nanotecnologia fa necessari comptar amb una
sèrie d’eines capaces d’assolir una resolució sense precedents en
una gran varietat d’àress, ja no tan sols com a control de qualitat,
sinó per tal d’entendre les propietats de la matèria a la nanoescala.
La correlació de la configuració estructural, la composició quím-
ica i les distribucions de càrrega amb les propietats funcionals
és imprescindible pel disseny de nous dispositius, tant des de la
perspectiva ’top down’ (reducció de les dimensions dels disposi-
tius) com de la perspectiva ’bottom up’ (fabricació d’estructures
complexes a partir de blocs més petits, fins i tot àtoms). La
capacitat de la Microscòpia Electrònica de Transmissió (TEM) de
proporcionar diferents tipus d’informació amb una alta resolució
espacial, situa les tècniques avançades de TEM com a peça clau
en el desenvolupament d’aquest camp multidisciplinari i creixent.
L’objectiu principal d’aquesta tesi ha estat l’aplicació de tèc-
niques quantitatives d’imatge TEM per la resolució de problemes
en ciència dels materials. La tesi cobreix un espectre ampli pel que
fa al tipus de materials estudiats i els seus camps d’aplicació. El
Capítol 1 presenta una introducció general a la teoria de formació
d’imatge aplicada a la microscopia TEM. S’hi exposen els diferents
fenòmens d’interacció electró-matèria que són responsables dels
diferents tipus de contrast que es poden trobar a les imatges TEM.
El Capítol 2 presenta les tècniques experimentals que es faran
servir en la caracterització dels materials, en concret la simulació
d’imatges d’alta resolució (HRTEM), l’holografia electrònica i
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l’anàlisi de la fase geomètrica (GPA). S’hi pot trobar una descrip-
ció del marc teòric i dels fonaments experimentals, juntament amb
un resum dels resultats més recents en aquests camps.
Els resultats experimentals s’agrupen en els capítols posteriors
segons la dimensionalitat dels sistemes estudiats. En ordre de-
creixent de dimensionalitat s’hi inclouen: materials massius (3D),
capes primes (2D), nanofils (1D) i nanopartícules (1D).
El Capítol 3 conté la caracterització de dos òxids en forma de
cristalls massius. El primer cas consisteix en una sèrie de niobats
de terres rares ((RE3NbO7, RE = Y,Er,Yb,Lu) amb aplicacions
en piles de combustible com a electròlit conductor de protons.
Per tal d’explicar les propietats de conducció, s’ha investigat la
microstructura de mostres en pols i en pastilles dels diferents
compostos mitjançant HRTEM i SAED.
- Les imatges HRTEM de tots els compostos mostren dominis
locals amb modulació del contrast per la presència d’una
superestructura que dobla la periodicitat de la cel·la unitat
de la fluorita. Els difractogrames digitals obtinguts a partir
de les imates (FFT) mostren fenòmens de dispersió difusa
en forma d’anells i reflexions satèl·lit.
- S’han dut a terme experiments de SAED sistemàticament
per tots els compostos per tal de caracteritzar l’espai recíproc
dels cristalls. S’han adquirit patrons de difracció en diferents
eixos de zona tant per les mostres en pols com per les pastilles.
Els fenòmens de dispersió difusa en forma d’anells i reflexions
satèl·lit es troben a les posicions recíproques que doblen la
cel·la unitat de la fluorita.
- Els resultats experimentals s’expliquen en termes d’un model
microstructural consistent en una matriu amb estructura
fluorita en la que hi ha immersos dominis amb estructura
piroclor orientats aleatòriament. El piroclor és una super-
estructura de segon ordre de la fluorita en la que vacants
d’oxigen s’ordenen en capes atòmiques alternes.
- Les vacants d’oxigen inherents als niobats amb la fórmula
RE3NbO7 s’ordenen només a curt abast ja que la diferència
en el radi dels cations impedeix l’ordenament a llarg abast.
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La mida finita dels dominis explica el caràcter difús de les
reflexions associades al piroclor en els patrons de difracció,
i la seva orientació aleatòria explica la simetria en forma
d’anell. Tots els patrons de difracció adquirits es poden
explicar tenint en compte els talls de l’esfera d’Ewald amb
els màxims de Bragg de la fluorita i els anells difusos del
piroclor.
La segona part del Capítol 3 tracta sobre el relaxor ferroelèctric
uniaxial Sr0.67Ba0.33Nb2O6. L’objectiu de l’estudi és la caracteriz-
atció del desordre estructural i químic en l’estructura cristal·lina,
que pertany a la família dels bronzes de tungstè tetragonals (TTB).
En concret, la presència de vacants aleatòriament distribuïdes
en les posicions catiòniques A1 i la ocupació aleatòria per part
d’àtoms de Sr i Ba en les posicions catiòniques A2 són responsables
del caràcter relaxor del material. L’estudi s’ha dut a terme amb
una combinació de tècniques de difracció, imatge i espectroscòpia.
- Els patrons de difracció adquirits en l’eix de zona [100]
mostren fenòmens interessants de dispersió difusa. En primer
lloc, un allargament dels màxims de Bragg al llarg de la direc-
ció [010], consistent amb la tensió introduïda al cristall per la
presència de vacants catiòniques a l’estructura. En segon lloc,
s’hi troben reflexions de superstructura incommensurables.
- El caràcter incommensurable de la superestrucura, que per
tant no és un múltiple de l’estructura TTB, fa necessari in-
troduir dos vectors recíprocs addicionals per tal de descriure
la cel·la unitat recíproca del cristall, convertint-lo així en un
superespai en 5D.
- Imatges HAADF amb resolució de columna atòmica en l’eix
de zona [001] mostren una elongació en la forma de les
columnes corresponents a les posicions A2. Això s’atribueix
a la vista en projecció del desplaçament d’alguns cations en
direccions preferencials. Els desplaçaments atòmics deguts a
l’ocupació aleatòria per atoms de Sr i Ba d’aquestes posicions
permeten explicar la superestructura incommnesurable que
s’ha observat.
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- Imatges HAADF amb resolució de columna atòmica en l’eix
de zona [100] mostren la presència de vacants catiòniques
en les posicions A1. La caracterització estructural s’ha com-
pletat mitjançant l’ús de la tècnica ABF per tal d’observar
la subxarxa aniònica del cristall.
- Mapes químics obtinguts d’adquisicions EELS en mode
d’adquisició hiperespectral (spectrum image) han permès
estudiar el desordre químic en les posicions A2. L’ús de
temps d’adquisicó molt curts ha permès obtenir mapes de
regions extenses del cristall orientat en l’eix de zona [001].
Per tal de millorar la relació senyal-soroll de les dades, s’ha
fet servir tècniques d’anàlisi multivariant. En concret, mit-
jançant la descomposició per Anàlisi de Components Prin-
cipals (PCA) s’ha generat un conjunt de dades netes a partir
de les quals l’ocupació aleatòria de la posició A2 per part de
Sr i Ba ha estat confirmada.
El Capítol 4 correspon a la caracterització de dos estructures
en capa prima. La primera part s’ocupa d’una sèrie de capes de
niquelat de lantà (LaNiO3, LNO) crescudes en diferents substrats
(LNO, LSAT, STO i YAO). La diferència en el valor del paràmetre
de xarxa entre el LNO i els diferents substrats indueix un estat
de tensió diferent a la capa prima. Aquesta enginyeria de tensions
es pot fer servir per tal de controlar les propietats de transport
electrònica del LNO. Capes primes de 14 nm i 35 nm s’han
estudiat mitjançant HRTEM, HAADF i anàlisi GPA de les imatges
obtingudes.
- L’estat de tensió de les capes primes s’ha estudiat mitjançant
l’anàlisi GPA de les imatges HAADF. Les capes primes de
LNO crescudes sobre substrats de LAO, LSAT i STOmostren
una adaptació total del paràmetre de xarxa del LNO en el
pla al paràmetre de xarxa del substrat. El paràmetre de
xarxa fora del pla presenta valors similars al LNO massiu.
- Pel cas de la capa prima de LNO crescuda sobre substrat de
YAO, s’ha trobat que la capa creix totalment relaxada degut
a la major diferència en els valors del paràmetres de xarxa i
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a la diferència estructural entre el substrat (ortorròmbic) i
el LNO (cúbic).
- S’han trobat defectes planars en totes les capes més enllà
dels primers ∼ 3 nm de creixement. S’ha pogut determinar,
a partir del contrast de les imatges HAADF, que es tracta
de defectes tipus Ruddlesden-Popper (RP) consistents en la
translació del cristall 1/2 de la cel·la unitat en la direcció
[111]. Un pla de Ni-O es perd a cada defecte.
- L’estudi del contrast de les imatges HAADF ha permès
caracteritzar la geometria d’aquests defectes RP dins de
la capa prima. En concret, la pèrdua de la diferència de
contrast entre les posicions A i B de la perovskita s’ha pogut
fer servir per detectar la superposició dels dominis desplaçats
al llarg de la direcció de propagació del feix d’electrons. El
caràcter abrupte o gradual d’aquesta pèrdua de contrast s’ha
fet servir per determinar l’orientació paral·lela o no paral·lela
dels plans de defecte respecte del feix d’electrons.
- Una fase monoclínica deficient en oxigen, LaNiO2.5, s’ha
trobat en regions de les capes de 35 nm. El contrast de
superestructura en les imatges HRTEM, degut a la orde-
nació de les vacants d’oxigen en aquesta fase, s’ha trobat
amb orientacions diferents depenent del signe de la tensió
exercida pel substrat sobre la capa. Triant adequadament la
direcció de preparació de les seccions transversals, els eixos
de zona necessaris per observar les columnes atòmiques amb
deficiència d’oxigen s’han fet accessibles a l’observació .
La segona part correspon a la caracterització d’un reflector
distribuït de Bragg (DBR), consistent en capes alternes de InAlN
i GaN. Amb la tria adient del gruix dels semiperíodes d’acord
amb els diferents índex de refracció dels dos compostos III-V,
s’aconsegueix l’alta reflectivitat per la longitud d’ona desitjada.
L’objectiu de l’estudi és explicar els valors de reflectivitats obtin-
guts pel dispositiu, sensiblement inferiors als esperats. El disposi-
tiu ha estat caracteritzat mitjançant SAED i HRTEM, amb un
paper important de la simulació d’imatge en la interpretació de
les dades.
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- Tots els semiperíodes de InAlN corresponen a la fase wurtzita,
sense cap defecte estructural. D’altra banda, en els semi-
períodes de GaN s’ha trobat una alta densitat de defectes
planars, així com franges de Moirée amb diferents periodicit-
ats.
- Un dels patrons de franges de Moirée, amb una periodicitat
de 6x l’espaiat dels plans en la direcció de creixement, s’ha
pogut explicar com a resultat de la superposició de les fases
wurtzita i zinc blenda del GaN en la direcció de propagació
del feix d’electrons. La informació extreta de les imatges de
HRTEM i SAED s’ha fet servir per crear un model estruc-
tural que, al seu torn, s’ha simulat per tal d’obtenir imatges
HRTEM. El resultat de les simulacions pel model proposat
es correspon amb el contrast observat experimentalment.
- Un segon patró de franges de Moirée, amb una periodicitat
de 3x l’espaiat dels plans en la direcció de creixement, s’ha
pogut explicar per la superposició de dos dominis de GaN en
la fase zinc blenda orientats en diferents eixos de zona. S’ha
proposat un model estructural tenint en compte les diferents
orientacions possibles del creixement de GaN zinc blenda
sobre una capa wurtzita de InAlN. Les imatges HRTEM
simulades a partir d’aquest model també coincideixen amb
el contrast observat experimentalment.
- Les interfícies addicionals creades pels defectes planars as-
sociats als dominis zinc blenda amb orientacions diferents,
així com la coexistència de dominis de GaN wurtzita i GaN
zinc blenda, són responsables de la disminució de la homo-
geneïtat de la capa, un factor crucial per tal d’obtenir una
alta reflectivitat.
El Capítol 5 tracta sobre la caracterització d’estructures uni-
dimensionals, és a dir, nanofils. Diferents estructures basades en
l’òxid de niobi Nb2O5 s’han estudiat per tal d’optimitzar les seves
propietats com a sensor d’humitat. L’estructura i els defectes del
Nb2O5 s’han caracteritzat mitjançant imatge HRTEM i les corres-
ponents simulacions per tal d’interpretar el resultats. En primer
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lloc, s’han estudiat nanofils de Nb2O5 de 500 nm de llargada i
30-50 nm de diàmetre.
- Les imatges HRTEM dels nanofils presenten una modula-
ció de contrast en forma de bandes orientades al llarg de
la direcció de creixement. Aquest tipus de contrast s’ha
atribuït sovint a la presència d’una alta densitat de defectes
d’apilament o plans de macla en la fase monoclínica, amb
grup d’espai C2 del Nb2O5. Aquesta estructura és compat-
ible amb una possible indexació dels difractogrames digitals
(FFT). Seguint aquesta aproximació, s’han creat models es-
tructurals incloent-hi aquests defectes i s’han obtingut les
corresponents imatges HRTEM simulades. Els resultats de
les simulacions no reprodueixen el contrast observat experi-
mentalment.
- En la recerca de models estructurals alternatius per explicar
el contrast HRTEM observat s’han dut a terme simulacions
d’imatge HRTEM per altres fases del Nb2O5. La fase mono-
clínica amb grup d’espai C2/c, també compatible amb la
indexació de les FFTs, reprodueix el contrast experimental
en regions extenses dels nanofils sense haver d’introduir-hi
defectes. Així, tot i que els defectes planars són presents i
s’han pogut caracterizar, ho són amb una densitat molt més
baixa de l’esperada.
La segona part del capítol es centra en la caracterització de
nanofils amb estructures nucli-escorça dissenyades amb l’objectiu
d’optimitzar la funcionalitat del sistema. La combinació de l’alta
sensitivitat d’una capa externa de Nb2O5 i les bones propietats
de conducció d’un nucli de SnO2 fan que el temps de recuperació
i la integrabilitat en dispositius del sistema siguin molt millors
que els dels nanofils aïllats. A més de l’aliniament de l’estructura
de bandes, la presència de defectes en la interfície entre els dos
materials també explica una part de l’augment en la resposta del
sistema.
- S’ha observat que el Nb2O5 creix sobre els nanofils de SnO2 en
forma de piràmides truncades. La cobertura total resultant
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després del procés de dipòsit no és, doncs, homogènia sinó
clarament irregular.
- Per tal de caracteritzar en detall la superfície de contacte
entre els dos materials, s’han estudiat mitjançant HRTEM
heterostructures en una fase intermitja de recobriment. S’ha
trobat diferents tipus de defectes en aquestes interfícies, tals
com xarxes de dislocacions periòdiques o plans de macla
tant paral·lels com perpendiculars a la interfície.
- L’estat de tensió en les heteroestructures s’ha estudiat mit-
jançant GPA. S’ha trobat que la relaxació de tensió a través
de la formació de dislocacions no és completa, i que la tensió
es propaga a l’interior de les illes de Nb2O5 en forma de
bandes perpendiculars a la interfície. En els dominis de ∼ 2
nm, rotats a través d’un pla de macla paral·lel a la interfície,
la relaxació de la tensió epitaxial és completa.
- La formació de dominis rotats per un pla de macla en les
illes de Nb2O5, juntament amb la descoberta de cristalls de
Nb2O5 separats dels nuclis de SnO2 i pertanyents a la fase
C2/c trobada pels nanofils aïllats, suggereixen la presència
d’una longitud crítica a partir de la qual la tensió indueix
una transició estructural.
El Capítol 6 correspon a la caraterització de sistemes 0D, és a
dir, nanopartícules. El primer sistema consisteix en dímers formats
per la unió d’una partícula de Fe3O4 i una partícula de Ag. La
combinació de les propietats ferromagnètiques del primer material
amb les propietats òptiques dels metalls nobles permet augmentar
i controlar l’activitat òptica del sistema mitjançant l’acoblament
magnetoplasmònic. Per tal d’entendre tant les propietats òptiques
de la partícula de Ag (principalment la ressonància plasmònica) i
les propietats magnètiques del Fe3O4 és necessària una descripció
precisa de la morfologia, l’estructura i els defectes presents al
sistema.
- La interfície entre les partícules de Fe3O4, cúbiques i d’aproxi
madament 10 nm de costat, i les partícules de Ag, amb un
facetatge irregular i d’aproximadament 5 nm de diàmetre,
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s’ha caracteritzat mitjançant HRTEM. La superfície de con-
tacte entre els dos materials és abrupta, sense defectes ni
evidències de difusió química.
- L’anàlisi mitjançant GPA mostra una total adaptació del
paràmetre de xarxa, en el pla, de la plata respecte la partícula
de Fe3O4. La deformació de la xarxa en la direcció fora del pla
es pot veure en els dos primers plans atòmics de la partícula
de Ag, tant en els mapes del tensor  com en l’increment de
contrast en aquests plans en la imatge HRTEM.
- Els mapes de GPA també revelen la presència de dominis
d’antifase (APBs) als cubs de Fe3O4. S’ha proposat un model
estructural per un d’aquests defectes planars i les imatges
HRTEM simulades a partir d’aquest model reprodueixen el
contrast experimental.
La segona part del capítol consisteix en la caracterització del com-
portament magnètic de nanocubs de Fe3O4, amb aplicacions en
tractament del càncer mitjançant hipertèrmia magnètica. En
aquest sentit, l’estratègia es basa en augmentar el coeficient
d’anisotropia magnètica mitjançant la formació de cadenes de
nanocubs alineades degut a la interacció dipol-dipol.
- La formació d’aquestes cadenes 3D de cubs de 40 nm de
costat havia estat prèviament confirmada mitjançant experi-
ments de tomografia electrònica. Els cubs es trobaven aliniats
compartint cares del tipus {100}. Els resultats previs de
TEM, així com la caracterització magnètica a escala macro-
scòpica són compatibles amb el model proposat d’interacció
dipol-dipol. Per tal d’obtenir una caracterització magnètica
a la nanoescala, s’han dut a terme experiments d’holografia
electrònica.
- Els experiments d’holografia electrònica han permès ob-
tenir mapes del flux magnètic dins de diferents cadenes
de nanocubs. L’acoblament magnètic al llarg de l’eix de les
diferents agrupacions ha estat confirmat experimentalment,
tal com preveu el model teòric considerat i suggerien les
mesures macroscòpiques.
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En els diferents capítols de la tesi s’ha donat resposta a prob-
lemes de ciència de materials relacionats amb una varietat de
propietats estructurals, químiques i magnètiques sobre les quals
la microscopia TEM pot donar informació quantitativa amb una
gran resolució espacial.
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